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WORLD

Tonight: Becoming cloudy
with an 80 percent chance of
showers developing during the
evening. A few thundershowers possible. Low in the lower
50s. Southwest wind around 10
mph becoming northwest after
midnight.

NATIONAL

MOSCOW — The Kremlin's deadline for cutting off crucial supplies passed with Lithuania's leaders ignoring Mikhail S. Gorbachev's
plea to repeal laws implementing their independence decree.
NEW YORK — Greta Garbo, the husky-voiced, Swedish-born
screen legend who turned her back on Hollywood in 1941 to live
according to her best-remembered line — "I vant to be alone" — is
dead at 84.
WASHINGTON — President Bush will ask a 17-nation conference
this week to examine the economic impact of global warming, but the
administration plans to argue it's too early to propose specific measures to deal with the problem, officials say.
CHARLESTON, S.C. — The physical wounds left by Hurricane
Hugo are slowly healing, but domestic strife and other signs of stress
are on the rise among South Carolina survivors of the killer storm.
BEIRUT, Lebanon — After 15 years of fratricidal carnage, living
in Beirut has been reduced to survival. Real life, as other people know
it, is on hold.

MSU Emeritus Club members to be honored April 27
The newest members of Murray
State University's exclusive Emeritus Club will be honored on the
campus April 27 as part of the
annual Alumni Weekend.
A coffee to allow class members
to reminisce and visit is scheduled
at 9:30 a.m. in the ballroom of the
Curris Center.
Membership in the Emeritus
Club is attained by alumni celebrating the 50th anniversary of their
graduation. The class of 1944) will
be welcomed into membership this
year at the noon luncheon in the
Curris Center ballroom.

Other highlights of the weekend
include the traditional alumni banquet at 7 p.m. April 28 and the
Blue and Gold Football game at
7:30 p.m. April 27.
Robert 0. Miller, a Murray attorney and member of the 1940 class,
will be the featured speaker at the
luncheon.
June Norris August of Bethesda,
Md., and Marco Island, Fla.,
secretary-treasurer of the class of
1940, will pay tribute to deceased
members of the class. Ms. August,
the only surviving class officer, is
president of the Washington, D.C.,

alumni chapter.
and facul:y members from that era
Dr. James Booth, acting presi- are especially urged to join the
dent at Murray State, will welcome reunion.
the group and with Bill O'Brien,
Of the 151 graduates in the 1940
out-going president of the Alumni class, 96 are living, 46 are
Association, will present the new- deceased and nine could not be
est 50-year graduates with Emerilocated.
tus Club membership certificates.
Reservations for the luncheon
and other Alumni Weekend events
Presiding at the luncheon will be
Jeff Green of Mayfield, president- are being accepted through April
25. Luncheon tickets are $7.50 per
elect of the Alumni Association.
Donna Herndon, director of person and tickets for the Saturday
alumni affairs, said friends of the alumni banquet are $12.50 per
person.
newest Emeritus Club members are
welcome to attend. She added tha
previous Emeritus Club inductees (Coot'd on page 2)

It's income tax
day and millions
expected to file
extention forms

A map of the world

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Wrtter

WASHINGTON — Internal
Revenue Service Form 4868 is one
of the most-sought pieces of paper
in the nation today as an estimated
6 million Americans abandon
hopes of meeting the midnight
deadline for filing a federal tax
return.
Filing a Form 4868, along with a
check for estimated taxes owed,
automatically extends the return
deadline to Aug. 15.
IRS offices and Postal Service
branches in many parts of the
country planned extra hours today
to accommodate those who put off
the inevitable.

STATE
COVINGTON — Kentucky Chief Justice Robert Stephens says a
system of full-time prosecutors would enhance professionalism and cut
waste in the state's legal system. Not everyone agrees.
OWENSBORO — Dave Kingery thinks not enough is being done to
prevent child abuse in America. So he and a buddy are walking across
the country, hoping their trek will foster a greater awareness of the
crime.
HOPKINSVILLE — What started out with an $8 goat has turned
into a million-dollar fund to send Christian County kids to college.
ASHLAND — Two indoor malls that opened last fall are doing a
good job of getting off the ground, according to their developers, but
some say the malls need to do a lot more growing, aid fast.

SPORTS
PALM BEACH GARDENS, Fla. — Gary Player survived two rain
delays and a late double-bogey and coasted to his third PGA Seniors
Championship as an anticipated shootout between Hall of Famers
fizzled Sunday.
AMELIA ISLAND, Fla. — Steffi Graf dominated Arantxa Sanchez
Vicario 6-1, 6-0 in the first meeting between the two on clay since the
1989 French Open final and won the Bausch & Lomb Championships
on Sunday, her 47th title.
LAS VEGAS — Michael Nunn jabbed his way to a majority
12-round decision over welterweight champion Marlon Starling on
Saturday night to retain his International Boxing Federation middleweight title.

BUSINESS — FINANCE
WASHINGTON — Wholesale prices, helped by a record
drop in vegetable costs and lower gasoline prices, fell in March
for the first time in seven
months, the government said.
The Labor Department's Producer Price Index declined 0.2
percent last month after no
change in February and a huge
1.8 percent gain in January, the
largest in 15 years. Vegetables
prices were down by 25.5 percent, the department reported
Friday. •

(Cont'd on
A map of the world made from aluminum cans receives finishing touches from Land Between the Lakes
Earth Day coordinators (from left) Drew Stoll, Andrew Adams and Richie Kesslar. The map is 75 feet
wide by 150 feet long and contains approximately 42,000 aluminum cans. Visitors can walk through this
illustration of the world and learn about environmental problems in different areas. This unique map will
be located at Empire Farm in LBL April 22 as part of the Earth Day Celebration. Visitor Appreciation
Weekend will also take place the weekend of April 21-22. All educational facilities are free and campgrounds will only charge half the normal camping fees.

Murray State University to fill 10 seats
on staff Congress for three-year terms
Twenty-one staff members at
Murray State University will be on
the ballot on Tuesday, April 17, in
the annual election to fill 10 seats
on the Staff Congress for threeyear [CMS.
Two representatives from each
of four personnel categories —
secretarial/clerical; general; physical plant; and executive/
managerial/professional — and two
at-large delegates will be elected.
Candidates are:
Secretarial/clerical — Doris
Kozak, administrative secretary III
in the office of grants development;
Cindy Maglinger, secretary/
scheduling in food service; Gina
Shipley, departmental secretary I in
the College of Industry and Tech-

nology, and Jennifer Young, inter- cooperauve education and placement; Terry Todd, food buyer for
national admissions clerk in admispurchasing; Lori Webb, assistant
sions and records.
General — Rhonda Lamb, super- director of cooperative education
and placement: and Charles W.
visor in food service; Keith SkinWard, director of development.
ner, supervisor in food service; and
Barbara Ramsey, Suger Cube/
At-large — Susan Alexander,
information desk manager in food
senior lab assistant in the Breathitt
service.
Veterinary Center; Doris Clark,
Physical Plant — Pearl Garland,
learning specialist in Upward
custodian; Lisa Jeffrey, custodian;
Bound-TRIO; Wayne Harper, assoand Randall Kursave, plasterer.
ciate director in the physical plant;
Executive/managerial/
and Nancy Herndon Whittaker,
professional — Kimberly Barrett,
accounting manager in accounting
counselor and instructor in the
and finance.
Counseling and Testing Center;
Staff members may vote at any
Gene Biby, assistant director of
of four locations throughout the
housing; Carol Julian, development
coordinator in the office of development; Lynn Richard, director of (Cont'd on page

2)

page

2)

Bills for some of
state's taxpayers
to jump by more
than 50 percent
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky taxpayers rushing to mail
their state income-tax returns by
tonight's deadline can say goodbye
to some deductions when they drop
the envelope into the slot.
The tax bill signed into law last
week by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
means some will pay less in taxes
next year, while others' bills will
jump more than 50 percent.
Much of the tax legislation will
apply to next year's forms. But
most people will be introduced to
the new law when employee withholding is changed.
The Revenue Cabinet hopes to
send new withholding tables to
employers as soon as possible, said
Reed Rhorer, a cabinet spokesman
Because the new law is retroactive to Jan. 1, the increased withholding will be phased in over the
rest of the year to "catch up" to
what would have been withheld

(cont'd on page

5)

Archaeology Weekend set at Wickliffe Mounds
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and S a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Murray State University's Wickliffe Mounds Research Center at
Wickliffe has announced that its
second Archaeology Weekend is
scheduled June 16-17.
The event, sponsored by the
Kentucky Heritage Council, is on
its way to becoming an annual festival, said Dr. Kit Wester, Wickliffe Mounds director.
"The Heritage Council sponsored
several Archaeology Weekends
around the state last year," Wesler
said, "and they were so successful

that the propram is being expanded
this year."
Exhibitors at Wickliffe Mounds
this year will include: Tamara
Beane, who reproduces prehistoric
pottery; Larry Beane, "son of an
all-round savage," said Wesler,
who demonstrates hunting technology, fire-making and other skills;
Larry Kinsella, who teaches flint
knapping; Jerry Wilson, a bone
worker, and Dave Klosterrneier,
who replicates stone drills and
shell beads. The Beams will be

arriving from Alabama, and the
others work with the Cahokia
museum in Illinois.
The Kentucky Junior Historical
Society will provide an excavation
crew June 11-16 to particpate in
the festival.
"The Junior Historians have been
with us every summer since we
started this program in 1984,"
Wesler said. "Some of the kids are
among my best excavators now."
Last year's Archaeology
Weekend at Wickliffe Mounds

drew several hundred people, said
Wesler, "quite good for a first
event, and especially on a rainy
Sunday."
For information about the Wickliffe Mounds Archaeology
Weekend, write Wesler or Kelly
Lawson at P. 0. Box 155, Wickliffe, Ky., 42087 or call (502)
335-3681. Wickliffe Mounds is
open to the public from March
through November from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. daily.
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Extensions...
1Cont'd from page 1)
The IRS did not estimate how
many couples and individuals were
waiting until the last minute to file.
But the agency predicted that about
34 million returns — more than 30
percent of the 111 million expected
this year — would be filed April 7
or later.
Residents of New England and
New Yorkers who mail their
returns to the IRS Service Center in
Andover, Mass., have until midnight Tuesday because Monday is
Patriots' Day, a state holiday in
Massachusetts.
As the 1989 return-filing season
drew to a close, the Tax Foundation offered some sobering news:
The average person will have to
work 125 days this year — through
May 5 — just to pay his or her
share of federal, state and local

LEDC:ER
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taxes.
That

is the latest ever for the
organization's "Tax Freedom
Day." Last year, the nonpartisan
research organization put the date
at May 3. It reached May 4 in
1981, before the across-the-board
tax CIILS voted that year took effeci
The foundation attributed the
growing Lax burden to new laws
reducing itemized deductions, a
Social Securtty tax increase that
will cost workers more than $10
billion this year, boosts in Slate and
local =CS, and a gradually slowing economy.
The nation's nominal income is
estimated to grow only 5.7 percent
(in 1990) while the total tax take is
projected to increase 7.2 percent,"
the organization said.
Viewed from another perspective, the average worker will toil
three minutes longer each day this
year — a total of 2 hours, 45
minutes of each eight-hour day —

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
Health Information Programs
9 a.m. to noon
Saturday, April 21, 1990
Education Unit

to pay taxes. That is one minute
longer for federal taxes and two
minutes more for state and local.
The foundation says more bad
news may be on the way.
The combined pressures of a
persistent federal budget deficit,
demands to expand funding for
new and existing programs, budget
crises in numerous states and the
slowdown in income growth could
easily make Tax Freedom Day
even later on our calendars," the
foundation said.
The Tax Foundation calculations
assume that individuals pay all taxes, including those collected from
corporations.
About eight of 10 tax returns
filed so far this year have qualified
for refunds, averaging more than
$850 each.
The IRS cautioned that taxpayers
who owe but don't have the money
to pay should not let that deter
them from filing by the deadline,
since that could result in separate
penalties for failing to file on time
and not paying on time.
If you cannot pay, the IRS
advises, file your return on time
and attach a letter of explanation.
You still may face a late payment
penalty.
Other tips for eleventh-hour
filers:
—About 14 percent of taxpayers
are making mistakes on their
returns. One of the most common
is copying the wrong figure from
the tax tables. Double-check your
arithmetic. If a parent or someone
else can claim you as a dependent,
check the proper box.

"Growing Older With Grace And Good Hezith"
Medicare questions and answers
Judy. Hooper, medicare in-patient
representative
June Vanover, medicare out-patient
representative
Hearing disorders associated with
growing older
Dr. Phillip Klapper, otolaryngologist
Osteoporosis
Dr. John Yezerski, orthopaedic surgeon
Arthritis
Dr. Clark Harris, geriatric specialist
•S5 registration fee.
Receive the book, 'Healthy Life for Women"
•Nurses can receive 3 contact hours
•Preregister before 4 p.m. Thursday. April 19.
•Call Health Promotions (502) 762-1384.

10 seats...
(Cont d from page 1)
day. Locations and times include:
second level of the Curris Center, 7
a.m. to 5 p.m.; second floor lobby
of Sparks Hall, 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.;
physical plant deck, 7 a.m. to 3
p.m.; and the first floor lounge of
the Old Fine Arts Building, 3 to 5
p.m.
Staff at the Breathitt Veterinary
Center and those unable to vote on
April 17 may obtain an'absentee
ballot from Shirley Reamer in
Room 106 of the Applied Science
and Technology Building.
The Staff Congress at Murray
State represents more than 700
staff members and was organized
in 1983 to act as an advocate of
staff concerns.

—If you do not itemize deductions, remember to write in your
standard deduction.
—Attach your W-2 forms and
any schedules and supplemental
forms in the proper sequence.
You'll find the sequence number in
the upper right corner, just under
"1989."
—Your return will not be
accepted if not signed; if it is a
joint return, both spouses must
sign.
—Don't forget the correct postage. Use of the bar-coded IRS
envelope expedites the mail and
use of the gummed label on the
front of your return could mean a
quicker refund.

Just satisfying
the tax collector
will take nearly
three hours daily
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
average American will have to
work two hours and 45 minutes
each day this year to satisfy the tax
collector, the private Tax Foundation estimates.
The figure assumes that all taxes, including those collected from
businesses, are paid by individuals.
Here is how the foundation calculates the claims on Mr. and Ms.
Taxpayer's eight-hour work day:
Item
1988 1989
1987
Federal taxes
1:48
1:46 1:46x
State-local taxes
:55
:56
:56
Total taxes
2:43 - 2:42 2:42x
Food, tobacco
:58
:58
:58x
Housing
1:24
1:24 1:26x
Clothing
:23
:23
:23x
Transportation
:39x
:40
:40
Medical care
:39
:39
:46x
Recreation
:21
:22
:25x
(education
Other
church, savings
:52
etc.) :52
:41

1990
1:47
:58

:57
1:25
:22
:39
:46
:25
:41

ADR BABv SAL

FIND SAVI\GS THROUGHOUT THE DEPARTVE\T!
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The following names were
drawn in open court and are summoned to report for jury duty in the
Calloway County Circuit Court on
Monday, April 30, 1990 at 9:30
a.m. in the Miller Courthouse
Annex, 201 S. Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky:
John Howard Adams, Betty Sue
Atkins, Clegg Farmer Austin, Nannie Lou Balance, Anthony Eugene
Bayless, Charles W. Beane, Linda
Gail Beane, Claire McCauley Benton, Joseph Add Blackford, Enos
Howard Brandon, Dwight Herbert
Brinn, Dianne A. Buckingham,
Nellie Ruth Caldwell, Chadwick
Dale Cochran, Rebecca Wagar
Cunningham,
Robert F. Dunn, Carlos Elkins,
Jr., William Willis Fandrich, Norma Davidson Frank, Alice June
Gingles, Dan Lynn Glover, Karen
Allbritten Glover, Daniel Wood
Grimes, Vivian Marie Hale, Josephine Estell Hancock, Coy Leon
Harmon, James Edward Harrell,
Arthur R. Hatcher, Glenn Thomas
Hicks, Joseph Charles Higginbotham, William M. Hobbs, William Henry Hornbuckle, Janna Valentine Hughes, Sue Watson Hutson, Andrew C. Kellie, Geneva
Louise Kendall, Sue Lockhart Kennedy, Lowell Charles King, Char-

Tax Freedom Day
has changed over
the years; set at
May 5 this year

2:45

20% TO 40% OFF

0/0

Names are drawn
for local jury duty

WASHINGTON (AP) — Here is
how Tax Freedom Day has
changed over the years.
Tax Freedom Day is the Tax
Foundation's way of dramatizing
how Americans are affected by
federal, state and local taxes. For
1990, the date is estimated to be
May 5, meaning that if every dollar
earned during the first part of the
year were earmarked for taxes, the
average worker would be paid up
on May 5.
The figures assume individuals
pay all taxes, including those collected from corporations.
Year
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1975
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986x
1987
1988x
1989x
1990
x-Revised

Freedom Day
Feb. 13
March 8
April 3
April 17
April 28
April 28
May 1
May 4
May 3
April 30
April 28
May 1
May 2
May 4
May 2
May 3
May 5

les E. Kupchella, Christopher Paul
Kurz, Paul Jerry Lee,
James Thomas Long, Michael
Partick Mahoney, Robin Elizabeth
McCuistion, Charles Dudley Outland, James Dale Outland, Ola
Brown Outland, Dorothy Norris
Overbey, Castle Eulastoy Parker,
Ellis L. Pennington, Helen Ruth
Perry, Ordrain Gene Perry, William
Judson Pitman, Timothy Wade Pittman, Shirley Thomas Purcell, Issac
Wells Purdom, Jr., Charles David
Richardson, Thelma Gamble Rose,
Trina Swift Ross, David Michael
Rust, Martha Sue Ryan, Patricia
Miller Sanders, Janice Webb Seargent, Lola Sherrill, Mary Johns=
Smith, John Luster Smothermon,
Linda Kaye Stockton, Roscoe Stubblefield, William James Swann,
Barry Ray Tabers, David M.
Taylor, William Russell Terhune,
Annie Louise Tharpe, Willie Harris
Tharpe, Matthew Scott Thomas,
Frances Amelia Thurmond, Janice
L. Thurmond, Blanch C. Titsworth,
Anna Lois Urguhart, June E. Vandermolen, John Lynwood Walls,
Mary Graves Warren, Auburn Jackson Wells, Barbara Ann Wells,
Jeanne Tucker West, Cheryl Ann
Whitaker, John Blake Wilcox, Joe
Wilkins, Holly Smith Willis and
Dan K. Wilson.

Emeritus Club•••
(cont'd from page 1)
Anyone wishing to make a reservation or obtain more information
may visit or call the Office of
Alumni Affairs on the fourth floor
of Sparks Hall or telephone (502)
762-3737 or 762-3437.

NASA will attempt
launch of Discovery
and Hubble telescope
on April 25: official
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
ailing hydraulic power plant that
stopped the liftoff of space shuttle
Discovery last week was replaced
over the weekend and preparations
are on schedule for another launch
attempt April 25, a NASA official
said today.
As the exchange was being made
at the Kennedy Space Center in
Florida, workmen removed the batteries on Discovery's $1.5 billion
payload, the Hubble Space Telescope, and began 130 hours of
recharging.
The nickel-hydrogen batteries,
which run the telescope until its
solar panels are extended, can
receive a 20 percent higher charge
in a cold environment than they
could on the launch pad.

Read the
want ads daily

TOL c/0 OFF

INFANTS & TODDLERS'
• TOPS & SHORTS
• SLEEPWEAR & SETS

25% OFF
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• DRESSES
• ALL SESAME STREET' APPAREL
• CRAWLERS & BOTTOMS
• SWIM WEAR
• SOCKS & UNDERWEAR
• PLUSH TOYS
• BEDDING COORDINATES
& DIAPER BAGS

2

% OFF

• ALL INFANTS' & TODDLERS' SHOES
Regular prices appearing in this ad are
offering prices only. Sales may or may not
have been made at regular prices.
Sales prices on regular priced merchandise effectiv•
through Saturday. April 28th, unless otherwise noted
Percentages off represent savings on regular prices
or original prices intermediate markdowns may hare
been taken on original prices Reductions on original
priced merchandise effective until stock Is depleted
All sales ionrclude JCP•nney Smart Values and earning
Activities merchandise
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FOR MEN
PICKET 'N POST' PAIR-UPS
"Turnups" contrast-trimmed polyester/cottons for misses
Sale 12.99 Reg $18. Short sleeve woven shirt
Sale 9.99 Reg. $14 Coordinating elastic-waist shorts
Salo prices effective through Saturday, April 20th.
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NICE 'N SPICY' & FANTASIA' LINGERIE

BONS SALE

BUGLE BOY' FOR YOUNG MEN
Sale 19.49 Reg. $26 each Cotton camp shirts, two styles
Sale 29.99 Reg. $ac) Cotton cargo pants in light blue
Sale 23.99 Reg S32 Cotton canvas pants in assorted colors

BUY ANY 2 AT 25% OFF & GET A THIRD AS A BONUS*

Fill your lingerie drawer with savings on your favorite styles.
I Sale 2/16.50 Reg. $11. ea.
Nice 'N Spicy' contour bra.
Antron Ill nylon with polyester
fiberfill. ABC, cups.
I Sale 4.50 Reg. $6. Matching
nylon string bikini with lace trim.
Sizes S,M.L_.

I Sale 10.12 Reg. 13.50.
Fantasia' underwire bra. Nylon
with lace trim. B.0 cups
D cup, Reg. 14.50 Sale 10.87
I Sale 5.25 Reg. $7. Fantasia'
nylon/spandex brief with
scalloped lace trim.
Sizes S.M.L.

•By mail when you send in a coupon and
150 for postage and handling See your
Salon Associate for coupon and details

/$18

SALE2

I Reg. $12 ea. Nice 'N Spicy*
front hook underwire. Antronl Ill
nylon with scalloped lace trim.
A.B,C cups.
D cup, Reg. $13 Sale 9.75

40%

I Reg. $9 ea. Nice 'N Spicy'
front hook soft cup bra. Antron"
Ill nylon with lace trim.
A,B.0 cups.

JUNIORS' JEANS $25 AND UP
Shown, just two from our selection of great-fitting Jeans.
Sale 28.50 Reg. $38. Traffic' drawstring cotton Jeans.
Sale $27 Reg. $36. Mixed Blues' foldover cotton denims.

25% OFF

OFF

ST JOHN'S BAY' FOR MEN

COFFEE TIMES GOWNS

ALL WOMEN'S SANDALS

100% nylon tricot waltz length
Sale 5.99 Reg. 9.99

Picks of the season! Great looking, better-than-barefoot
sandals that point you in the right direction for days of
sun-filled leisure. Buy now and save

50%

OFF

30%

Sale $21 Reg $28 Banded knit short sleeve sport shirt
I Sale 13.50 Reg $18 Drawstring cotton sheeting shorts
I Sale 14.99 Reg $20 Cotton camp shirt. stripes 8 prints
I Sale 14.25 Reg $19 Cotton cargo shorts for easy times

OFF

JACQUELINE FERRAR*
SPORTSWEAR SEPARATES

Black Leather Skirts
Sale 49.99 Reg. 100.00

PAR 4. PLAID SPORT SHIRTS

Choose from a variety of styles
Misses, Petrtet, Womens

Short sleeves, 100% cotton
Sale 13.99 Reg. 22.00

50°/0 OFF

GIRLS AND BOYS SPORTSWEAR
Choose from an assortment of separates

Sale

9.99

COLTER BAYTM PETITE SWEATER TOPS
Reg to 16 00

Short sleeves, acrylic intarsias.
Sale 24.99 Reg. 38.00

PLAID SPORTSHIRTS
Poly/cotton blends, short and long sleeve
Sale 6.99-10.00 Reg. 13.99-20 00

Regular prices appearing in this ad are offering prices only.
Sales may or may not have been made at regular prices

t 11100, JCRenney Company. Inc

$ale prkee on regular prised dierchiandlee ethittivii ',trough Saturday. ROA 21114 unlsss
otherwise noted. Reirtmbritage• oft represent sewing* on regular prices or original prices
Reductions on original priced merchandise effective until 'toe* Is depleted intermediate
markdowns may haus been taken on original prime AA sale 'prelude JCPenrwsy &non %WWII

um:
Ion
Mon -Fri. 941
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1.5
759-9811

Office Phone 759-1400
Store Hours:
Chestnut NM* Shopping Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
C.stalog Phone 1400.2224161 Murray, KY 42071
Sun. 12:30-5:30
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Sindlinger says
we're in a recession
By JOHN CUNN1FF

AP Business Analyst

Miierray Ledger & Times

Lean, trim policy covers a big,fat lie
It you are a pilot for American
Airlines, you are permitted to have a
protruding midsection.
Or as a spokesman for the Air Line
Pilots Association put it: "A beer belly.
would be OK as long as the person's
general health is good."
A pilot also can have an unsightly
bulging bottom. Or embarrassingly
fat thighs, sagging jowls and thick
ankles.
In other words, the sort of bud that
looks better in a loose-fitting uniform
than scantily clad on a California
beach.
It doesn't matter how an American
Airlines pilot's body looks, fully
clothed or in the buff, so long as a
physician says he is in good health.
And one can be in good health andr
still have a paunch, a fat butt or hamlike thighs.
And that makes sense. You don't
have to be built like Ryne Sandberg to
fly an airplane. Your skills are what
matters.
Ah, but those are the rules for the
front of an American Airlines plane.
There are different standards beyond
the cabin door.
Flight attendants, male or female,
must have that lean look that American Airlines assumes is pleasing to the
eye.
Its rule book says that "a firm, trim
silhouette, free of bulges, rolls or

line's skinny-is-required policy discrito discuss. But as a male person I have
minates against women.
to admit that the majority of my fellow
Under American's rules, a woman
males are more likely to leer at the
who is 5-foot-5 cannot weigh more
buttocks of a lean young thing than at
than 129 pounds. That is supposedly
the rump of a matronly type. Because
based on some sort of insurance
I say that doesn't mean I approve. If
industry tables that recommend how
anything, I'm ashamed of the shallowmuch men and womek should weigh, ness of my fellow man.
depending on their height.
So American Airlines should not
But I don't believe that is why
try to kid us with this silliness about a
American has that rule. I suspect there
"firm, trim silhouette" being "necesare two reasons it will not admit to:
sary for an alert, efficient image."
First, the president of the airline,
Why don't they come right out and
Robert L. Crandall, is a skinny guy
say it: "We want our female flight
himself. He is 6-foot-1, weighs 170
attendants to have the kind of lean,
pounds and recently bragged to emfirm hods that make men ogle, gawk.
ployees that he weighs less today, at
leer and give them dirty thoughts.
age 53, than he did when he was in
There are more lechers out there than
college. To remain skinny, he runs
saints, so let's sell those tickets!"
several miles a day.
Because I am a sensitive, caring
As everybody knows, people who
male person, and sympathetic to all
work at being skinny consider themfeminist issues, except when a
selves superior to those who say to
mouthy broad wises off to me, I hope
hell with it and grab another pork
American Airlines is trounced in
chop. So it isn't unreasonable to
court.
assume that because Crandall is
And I vow to not fly on American
skinny, he wants his flight attendants
Airlines planes until their rules are
to be skinny.
changed. Of course, I never fly anyWell, 1 don't want to get personal way because I'm terrified of airplanes.
about this, but I have looked at several But if I did, I would choose an airline
photographs of Mr. Crandall, and I that has plump attendants. When that
think he looks kind of gecky. He rivet rattles, I'd want a motherly type
would cut a much finer figure if he to pat my head and say: "There,there,
would run less and devour a family- stop crying and drink your martini."
size pizza.
A final word of advice for the
The second reason is painful for me government lawyers. Get a fat judge.

NEV YORK -- At a time when some economic arrlysts are erasing
the word "recession" from their forecasts, Sindlinger & Co. is declaring
that one is under way.
It is widespread, says Albert Sindlinger. By his measurements, it
invols es 41 of the 48 contiguous states, all but Washington and the Midwestern states of Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois and
Minnesota.
paunches, is necessary for an alert,
It is an unusual recession, a credit crunch recession, says Sindlinger.
efficient image."
His staff gets into detailed telephone conversations with close to 1,000
Take note. The rule doesn't say that
each week, different ones each week, as it has for 30 years.
this firm, trim silhouette is necessary
The Midwest was hit hardest by the last recession, so families there
if one is to be alert and efficient. It
were less likely to get overextended financially after it ended.
says
that you must be free of bulges,
The list of respondents is scientifically selected, and the questions are
rolls, paunches so that you project an
devised to elicit specific, hard details about each household that are com"image" of being alert and efficient.
puterized at the company's headquarters in Wallingford, Pa.
So what were taking about is not
From analyses of the information garnered, Sindlinger is able to get a
substance
, but "image."
reading on the finances of the nation's 99.2 million households, the bigAnyone who has eaten in a restaurgest sector in the entire economy. Households call the shots, he says.
ant knows that a stout, motherly
As ot a few days ago, the financial condition of households wasn't
waitress can be just as alert and
good. 1 he were loaded with debt, they were having a tough time paying
efficient as some lithe young thing.
their bills, and they were very concerned.
And the fastest bartender I know
The U.S. government, whose statistical findings are used in determining
has
a midsection that is of heroic
official recessions, disagrees with Sindlinger. To the government, at least
proportions.
IA 0 straight quarters of declining gross national product constitute
But the motherly waitress or my
recession.
favorite bartender would not qualify
That definition has come under plenty of criticism, especially since the
to serve drinks, meals or plump a
facts often ain't known untii-weeks after the event. Some critics even
pillow on an American Airlines plane.
declare the idea outdated, but the definition remains the most widely used.
Which is why the federal governOfficially, there have not been two successive quarterly declines in
ment,in a rare display of good sense,
gross national product since the early 1980s. That is, based on governhas sued American. It says the airment figures.
Based on Sindlinger's definition, there have been. He arrives at his
conclusions based on answers to these questions:
1. Is your current income higher, lower or the same as it was six
months ago!
2. Is your expected income six months hence higher, lower or the
Traditionally the proceedings of a
same!
judge can read the testimony on the
trial were transcribed by a skilled
3. A similar question about job security.
screen at the same time as it is being
stenographer, taking down in shor4. A similar one about local business.
related.
Summed up. the answers represent household liquidity, and when nega- thand each word spoken. Of course,
Eventually, these monitors may be
the emergance of the tape recorder in
tive ansvv ers outweigh positive responses Sindlinger declares an area in
provided for jurors so that those who
recent times have provided a supplerecession.
have difficulty hearing may read
ment to this effort and, in some
Among other findings in the latest survey, his researchers detected that
along with the testimony.
expenses v. ere rising faster than incomes. In that situation, and with debts instances—especially in Kentucky's
Certainly, technological advances
district courts--completely replaced
to repay consumers can't buy goods.
and innovations not yet thought of
Earlier, government figures showed the economy flirting with reces- the court reporter.
could change drastically our courNow arriving upon the scene in our cumbersome process of setting up troom
sion, but that threat was revised away.
of the future. Modern techIn January', for example, the government reported gross national pro- Kentucky courtrooms is the use of video tape monitors and finding the nology may provide
a more comfortduct rose by only 0.5 percent in the fourth quarter of 1989. That weakness videotaped recordings
correct place on the tape in order to able courtroom environment and enAt first blush, the introduction of show it to the judges. Needless to say,
led to expectations of further weakness in the first quarter of 1990.
hance communications. But as long as
You might recall that at that time, in January, there arose a flurry of videotaped recordings seems to be a
this would interrupt the flow of we have a United States constitution,
recession talk, as many economists warned of eventual negative growth. logical and useful progression of appellate arguments.
human judges will rule upon the law.
But in January the government revised that weak 0.5 percent to 0.9 technology and one which would
So it seems that while the videotap- and people--not computers--will reseem to aid the exactness and accupercent.
ing of trial proceedings may be very turn the verdicts.
That revision caused some economic forecasters to change their out- racy of court reporting.
helpful in some instances it will never
There is no stage in America upon
After all, what could be better
look. Instead of recession, they spoke again of a soft landing.
replace the stenographic recording of which human
drama is as genuinely
the spoken word. It is helpful, of displayed as
In Mari.h, when the government re-revised that fourth-quarter estimate verification and documentation of the
thousands of courin
trial
proceedi
ng
than
the ability to
course, when lawyers raise claims of trooms scattered
to an even more positive 1.1 percent, it all but wiped out the recession
across this land.
acutally play it back and see and hear
prejudice and improper demeanor of
foreeasts.
the
In
caverns
of the big city
the trial judges as an appellate issue, courthouses to the
Meanhile. says Sindlinger, financial matters were growing worse in the trial?
rustic and tradiSurprisin
gly to many, videotaping
for the appellate court to view the tional small
Le households of the United States.
town courtrooms, these
trials
of
for
purpose
the
maintainof
Obviously, Sindlinger says, when the consumer is caught in a vise it
video tapes. But these instances are temples of justice
are all arenas for
lessens both his desire and ability to buy at retail. If retailers can't sell, ing a record has created as many rare, compared to where lawyers and
serious
and
real-life
stories of conproblems as it has solved.
Sindlinger asks, what can manufacturers expect?
judges must refer to written recordFor instance, when the video tapes ings to assist the appellate efforts.
are reviewed on appeal, it is someTherefore it seems that both the
times discovered that there are probvideo tape and the stenographic reTen years ago
lems with picking up people's voices- cording will both remain a part of our
Murray city officials and busi-especially with the attorney's whis- courtroom for the future. ness leaders returned to town from
pering at the bench and in conferences
Of course there arc other technoa
meeting with Tappan Co. offiwith the judge.
logical innovations that will become
cials in Mansfield, Ohio, with the
Also,searching a video tape takes a
part of our courtroom.
felling that "closure of the plant
lot more time than scanning a typed
Some courtrooms are already rely- appears to be
imminent," a spokesrecord. This becomes a very cumber- ing upon computers to translate
from
man
for
the
group said.
Today is Monday, April 16, the 106th day of 1990. There are 259 days
some problem when lawyers are argu- the reporter's recording machine
a
St. John's Missionary Baptist
left in the year.
ing before appellate panels and wish
video display of the testimony of the
Church observed the 10th anniverToday's highlight in history:
to call to the appellate court's attention
witness to monitors positioned on the
sary
of its pastor, the Rev. Charles
On April 16, 1889, comedian and'movie director Charles Chaplin, creacertain portions of the trial court judge's bench and sometimes
counsel E. Timberlake, on April 13.
tor of such film classics as "The Tramp," "The Gold Rush," "City
record. If only video tape was made, table. This process virtually
elimiMr. and Mrs. Taz S. Rogers will
Lights" and "Modern Times," was born in London.
counsel would have to go through the
nates all readbacks as the lawyers and
be married 50 years on April 19.
On this date:
The Rev. Joe Pat Winchester is a
In 1789, President-elect George Washington left Mount Vernon, Va.,
KENT
UCKY
speaker
at revival services now in
for New York for his inauguration.
progress at Salem Baptist Church.
LOTTERY
In 1862, a bill ending slavery in the District of Columbia became law.
e, 1990 united Feature Syndicate inc
He is pastor of Lake City Baptist
In 1879, Saint Bernadette, who had described seeing visions of the VirChurch.
gin Mary at Lourdes, died in Nevers, France.
Twenty years ago
In 1912, Harriet Quimby became the first woman to fly across the
Completed plans and specificaEnglish Channel, using a Bleriot monoplane to travel from Dover, EngShell
tions for new Murray High School
land, to Hardelot, France.
building on Doran Road have been
In 1917, Vladimir llyich Lenin returned to Russia after years of exile.
given the green light by required
In 1935, the long-running radio comedy program "Fibber McGee and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
agencies of state of Kentucky,
Molly," starring Jim and Marian Jordan, premiered on the NBC Blue
Here are ,Saturday's winning
according to Fred Schultz, superinNetwork.
numbers selected by the Kentendent of Murray City Schools.
In 1940. 50 years ago, Bob Feller of the Cleveland Indians pitched a
tucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
The trailer home of Mr. and Mrs.
no-hitter on opening day of the American League season, defeating the
1-1-1.
-1
Lotto:
Robert Conway at Shady Oaks
Chicago White Sax 1-0 in Comiskey Park.
4-20-23-38-40-42.
Trailer Court was destroyed by fire
In 1945, U.S. troops entered Nuremberg, Germany, during World War
Estimated jackpot: $1.6
on April 14.
million.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carroll of
In 1947, at least 500 people died in a series of fires and explosions in
Carroll Volkswagen, Murray, were
Texas City, Texas, after a French freighter blew up in the harbor.
piggiy
selected by Volkswagen of AmeriIn 1972, Apollo 16 blasted off from Cape Kennedy, Fla., on a voyage
ca,
New Jersey, and Midwestern
to the moon.
Volkswagen, Columbus, Ohio, fro
In 1987. the Federal Communications Commission put broadcasters on
OF8110041 24 *RS A DAY SAT I SA kli1101W
a two week' paid tour of Germany.
notice it would impose a broader definition of indecency over the
Art MtSOUTH ALE)Dif
They
are now in Germany.
airwaves.
Births reported include a boy to
Ten years ago: More than 230 Cubans who had sought asylum inside
Mr. and Mrs. William Phillips Jr.,
the Peruvian Embassy compound in Havana were flown to Cosu Rica.
April 8.
Five years ago: The White House announced that President Reagan
Thirty years ago
would visit the site of a Nazi concentration camp, but would also go
WALTER L APPERSON, Publisher
Dr.
Ralph
Tcsseneer, professor
ahead with plans to visit a German military cemetery — a move that
TED DELANEY. General Manager
sparked controversy.
MARY ANN ()RR, Advertising Manager
One year ago: Spain's ambassador to Lebanon, Pedro Manuel de ArisMARILYN W. WALKER, Classified Manager
DAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
tegui, was killed by shellfire that broke out between Christian militiamen
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
and an alliance of Syrian and Moslem gunners.
Tim Merely teaser a Tee. 0:SPS SOS 7001
Today's birthdays: Actor-director-author Peter Ustinov is 69. Composer
by Ken Wolf
Henry Mancini is 66. Actress-singer Eche Adams is 61. Singer Bobby
Pat Bray, a neighbor from nearThe Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays, July 4. Chnsunas Day
Neer Yeats Day and Thank sgittIng Day pry Murray Newspapers Inc , 1001 Whotnell Dr. Murray, Ky
Vinton is 55. Queen Mugrethe II of Denmark is 50. Basketball great
by Irvan Street, shares this poem
42071 Second Class Postage Paid ai Murray,
Ky 42071
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar is 43.
(author unknown) given to her by
SUBSCRIPTION RA TI- S In areas served
Thought for today: "In the creation of comedy, it is paradoxical that
her mother shortly after the birth of
by Carnal 54 50 per month, payable in advance fly mail
in Calloway County and to Renton, Hardin, WO-saki Sedalia
and Fermi:iron, Ky. and Pans.
tragedy stimulates the spirit of ridicule, because ridicule, I suppose, is an
her daughter:
Buchanan and Puryear. Tn , $54 00 per year By
mad to other desunauswis 559 50 per year
attitude of defiance: we must laugh in the face of our helplessness against
F, reach all departments of the newspaper phone 751 191h
ledger
Murray
Die
AI
"My darling daughter, bless
ones tea member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Autociataort
the forces of nature — or go insane." — Charles Chaplin (1889-1977).
and
Southern Newspaper Puhlishers Aunciauon
her heart, Took her dresser
— Ily The Aseedsfed Prom
The AssilICI &led Press is exclusivrly entailed to news ongtnated
by The Murray ledger it
drawers apart. Now I'm finding
imes
everywhere dirty socks, clean

The changing American courtroom
flict. Thousands of feet trample across
these soiled floors on their way to
prison or worse.
Because of the nature of our criminal justice system, the physical layout
of courtrooms has always been rather
traditional. The judge's bench, the
tables and chairs for opposing counsel
and parties, the witness stand--most
times positioned in front of the bench,
peering down on the ever meaningful
jury box—with a small table and chair
for the court reporter.
All of these are placed within the
railing, dividing the "well of the
court" from the spectators' benches to
the rear.
While this has been for most of our
history' the traditional layout of the
courtroom, we are now beginning to
see a modernization of both the
furnishings and facilities used for
While courtrooms are taking on a
modern look, perhaps no aspect of our
system has been affected by technology as much as court reporting.

Looking Back

Today In History
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of psychology at Murray State University, spoke at banquet of Murray
College High School Chapter of
Future Homemakers of America
held april 9 at the school cafeteria.
Glenda McNutt, president,
presided.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Lampley, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Ferguson, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Johnson.
Elected as officers of Mattie
Belle Hays Circle of First Methodist Church WSCS were Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Mrs. C.L. Sharbrough,
Mrs. Harry Sledd, Mrs. W.T. Sledd
and Mrs. Garnett Jones.
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1.01
Forty years ago
Aquiwla Smotherrnan, first grade
student at New Concord High
School, was the weekly winner of
the PTA Safety Slogan Contest for
Calloway County. Her slogan was
"Drive slow, take your time, it may
be your child's life instead of
mine."
Elected as officers of Murray
High School Unit of ParentTeacher Association were Mrs.
George Hart, Mrs. E.S. Ferguson,
Mrs. Roy Farmer and Mrs. Bryan
Tolley.
Jane Rankin and Commander
Robert W. McElrath were married
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Jones
and son of Fort Knox have been
the guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Jones and Cecil
Thurmond.
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Thoughts in Season
underwear. Neatly folded favorite blouse, stuffed inside her dolly's house. Slipper in the Pi
drawer, Pis on the closet floor.
My darling daughter, bless her
soul, helping Mommy was her
goal. So I just smile and close the
door, saying. 'Please don't help
my anymore.";
And many thanks to you, Pat for
your contribution to TIS,
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tax code as it existed on Dec. 31,
1989.
With conformity, the biggest
changes are in capital gains and
personal interest.
Under the old law, Kentucky
taxed only 40 percent of long-term
capital gains — profits from the
sale of assets, such as stocks or a
house. With conformity, Kentucky
taxes now apply to 100 percent of
the gains, as with ordinary income.
Also under conformity, Kentucky consumers are now subject to the
federal phase-out of the deduction
for consumer interest paid on such
items as credit cards and car loans.
People wlko itemize deductions
will also tos4 under conformity.
For federal returns, miscellaneous expenses — such as magazine subscriptions, union dues or
safety deposit boxes — can be
deducted only after they exceed 2
percent of adjusted gross income.
The 2 percent floor didn't apply to

50 percent...

National Medical Laboratory Week

(Cont'd from page 1)
since January, Rhorcr said. Next
January, then, withholding rates
will decline, he added.
Other people who will get an
early taste of the new law are those
who are required to file estimated
quarterly payments.
For those people, normally those
who earn income not subject to
withholding, today is the deadline
for filing the first estimated payment for 1990.
The Courier-Journal asked several accounting firms, in cooperation
with the Kentucky Society of Certified Public Accountants, to formulate case studies of hypothetical
taxpayers and how they will fare
under the tax changes.
Each taxpayer will be affected
differently, but the case studies
showed increases of 40 percent to
50 percent for middle-income taxpayers and 33 percent for a retired
couple. For a lower-income taxpayer, though, the state income-tax bill
was cut in half.
"The hardest hit will be people
with large capital gains, large perNancy Mehr, medical technologist (ASCP), places specimens for chemical analysis into a Beckman Synsonal interest payments and large
chron Clinical Analysis System. The machine provides pertinent data on specimens to help physicians with
federal tax bills," said Allen
diagnosis and treatment of patients. Medical laboratory professionals were honored April 8-13 during
Priest, a tax manager for Cotton &
National Medical Laboratory Week.
Allen, a Louisville accounting firm_
Those who will benefit include
low-income wage earners and those
with federal pensions.
Generally, taxes will probably go
up for those with incomes above
$20,000, said Scott Akers, a
Revenue Cabinet spokesman.
The new tax laws provide for:
—A tax credit for low-income
taxpayers, on a sliding scale.
WASHINGTON (AP) — A Ken- Glenmore Distilleries Co. in LouisThe credit is 100 percent for
The Murray-Calloway County
tucky senator's request to name his ville, Ky., as general counsel. income below $5,000 (meaning
United Way decided Friday, in
general counsel to fill an upcoming McConnell's staff described Huber those people would pay no state
their regular meeting, to name
vacancy on the Tennessee Valley as the 'senator's "best friend" for income tax) and vanishes for
Chuck Williams, current treasurer,
Authority board is politics, a U.S. 25 years.
income above $25,000.
as the new president-elect, thereby
representative says.
Niels HoIch, McConnell's chief
—Eliminating federal taxes as a
filling the vacancy left by David
"They're
staff,
of
state
using
politics
said
to
tax deduction.
Huber
is
get
interested
in
Lane.
him this iob." said U.S. Rep. Jim the post "to do something that
That could cost a couple with
Pat Millet Sanders will fill the
Cooper, D-Tenn. "i trunx me ques- would directly benefit Kentucky taxable income of $40,000 about
remainder of Williams term as
$430 in higher state taxes, accordtion is whether he could get a simi- and the Tennessee Valley."
treasurer.
A decision hasn't been made ing to some estimates.
lar job at a private utility. My
In other business, Bob Cornelius,
answer is no."
whether or not to ask Bush to name
However, taxpayers who had to
campaign committee chairman,
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, Huber chairman as Pregident Rea- pay extra taxes with this year's
said they will be sending letters out
R-Ky., has asked President Bush to gan named Marvin Runyon chair- federal returns can still deduct that
to civic groups in the community to
amount on next year's state returns.
select David L. Huber, 47, to the man in 1987, Holch said.
request United Way's involvement
post TVA Director Charles Dean
it would be tragic to replace said John Mattingly, a tax manager
in their activities to raise money.
Jr. will vacate May 18.
Runyon as chairman," Cooper in the Louisville office of Coopers
Tentative plans for the NovemDean's successor would serve a said. "Surely they wouldn't do & Lybrand.
ber door-to-door campaign were
nine-year term with a salary that that. I think Runyon would quit."
But those who get refunds and
discussed. United Way is planning
rises to $104,500 January 1991, up
McConhell's recommendation is deducted federal taxes on this
to seek help from local high school
from 83,600.
being reviewed by the White year's returns will have to declare
students and college students, as
Huber has been McConnell's House. McConnell was the first that refund as income on next
well as local Boy Scouts.
staff general counsel since Febru- senator to endorse Bush during the year's state returns, he added.
Plans were also discussed for
ary and previously worked for 1988 primary elections.
—Conformity with the federal
getting Murray State University,
Murray City Schools and Calloway
County Schools involved with the
United Way's Pacesetter payroll
deduction program. Plans with
Murray State are pending arrival of
the new president Dr. Ronald
Kurth.

Local United Way
picks Williams as
president-elect of
its organization
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Kentucky, but now it will.
Also by conforming, Kentucky
did away with the $100 exclusion
on dividend income ($200 on joint
returns); changed child-care
expenses from a deduction to a credit, which could be worth more,
and eliminated the deduction for
paying state sales tax.
Despite conformity, the federa.
deduction for state taxes remains
so higher state taxes will mean a
slight drop in federal taxes for pe,o
pie who itemize deductions.
—Continued exemptions for
state-pension income.
Furthermore, under companion
legislation, federal pensions arc
now exempt from state taxes as
well, to conform with court rulings
that declared that state and federal
pensions must be taxed the Saill.:
way.
Social Security benefits als(
remain exempt from Kentuck
taxes.

fr

TEN STATE, INC
FACILITY STAFFING

McConnell asks Bush
to pick staff member

TOP PAY l',PissiaV-4$24),.iir
and

0
BONUSES $89450
Shift Bonuses
Call Collect

(901) 364-5266
Immediate Openings for All Shifts in
Murray and Paris, TN Area.

Read the want ads daily

The 'Bear" Facts About arxr21,..orzeTz

Mayfield State
Police post plans
an open house

VERSATILE, COMFORTABLE,
EXCITING... and, THEY'RE HERE!

The Mayfield Kentucky State
Police Post I will hold dedication
and open house ceremonies Thursday at the post located 8 miles
north of Mayfield on U.S. 45.
The new post, built to replace
the old post built in 1951, contains
7,000 square feet of room and cost
$750,000 to build, according to
post's information officer.
The ceremonies are open to the
public.

Local officials:
three burglaries
net suspects
money, stamps
1 hree burglaries Thursday night
and early Friday morning that
police believe were related neued
suspects a $25 roll of postage
stamps and an undetermined
amount of cash, according to a
report from the Murray Police
Department.
Sometime Thursday night, a suspect .or suspects used a rock to
break a garage door at Rose's
Wheel Alignment at 301 Olive
Blvd., police said. No items were
reported missing, police said.
Early Friday morning, someone
entered the office of Barksdale and
Bolls Insurance At 403 Chestnut
Street by breaking the door window and unlocking the door. A $25
roll of postage stamps was the only
missing item reported, police said.
Another door was unlocked in
the same manner at the First Baptist Church at 203 S. 4th Street,
police said. An undetermined
amount of money and Checks was
reported missing, police said.
The investigation into the incidents is continuing.
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Our first shipment
of the new
1991 FORD EXPLORER
is here!

Voted by
Four-Wheeler
Magazine
TOUR-WHEELER
OF THE YEAR"
Joe Rowland, business manager, with salesmen Ron Wright, Larry McCully, Rodger Mayer,
Keith Williams, Dwight McDowell and Nick Ryan welcome the fleet of new 1991 Explorers to
Parker Ford. Lincoln-Mercury.

Four Time Consecutive
Presidents Award Winner

rry McCully, 5'9" is no match for this R'is

Now On Display at Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury.

81/2 Foot, 1200 lb. Brown Peninsula Grizzly Bear

Since 1928
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
••••••••••41

Taken By

Jackie Newberry October 13, 1989 In Alaska.
STOP BY AND SEE IT!
-

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

701 Main St., Murray

753-5273
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Singles' event planned

L1DC hears Davis speak

John Lepper, director, Family
Ministry and Church Administration Department, Kentucky Baptist
Convention, has announced a
statewide single adult convention,
"Kentucky Single Challenge," on
April 20 to 22 at Holiday Inn
South, 3317 Fern Valley Rd.,
Louisville.
Principal speakers for the meeting will be Jerry Hayner, pastor,
Forest Hills Baptist Church,
Raleigh, N.C., and Harold -Ivan
00110111101
Smith, single adult speaker and
author, Kansas City, Mo., a Louisville native.
Also on the agenda will be Silent
Touch, a ministry of DOOR —
Deef Opportunity Out Reach —
now nationally-based in Louisville.
Special interest conferences on a
variety of topics are planned: Bible
study, relationship readiness, divorEd Davis was guest speaker at the March meeting of J.N. Williams
ce recovery, sexuality and intimaChapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy held at Boston
cy, Parenting by Grace, healthy.
Tea
Party, Holiday Inn, with Mrs. Glen Hodges as hostess."The Africooking for one, self esteem,
can Slave Trade" was the subject of Davis' talk. Present were, from
healthy lifestyles, reaching singles
left, seated, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Ed David and Ammi McFarthrough Sunday School, and single
len,
standing, Mrs. Douglas Shoemaker, Mrs. Hodges, Mrs. Max
expectations in a married world.
Smotherman, Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Mrs. Marvin McFarlen and Mrs.
The registration fee of S25
Charlotte Barker. The chapter will meet Wednesday, April 18, at 1:30
should be sent to: Family Ministry
p.m. at the home of Mrs. Homer Lancaster.
Department, KBC, Box 43433,
Middletown. Ky. 40243. Registration is also open at the door. The
fee covers conferences, refreshments, banquet and one continental
breakfast.
Hotel reservations can be made
by calling Holiday Inn, South, at
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make stops
1-964-3311. Request the group rate
of S50 per night for a single or $56 on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, April 17, 18, 19 and 20.
Blood pressure, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screening will be at all
per night for two, three or four per
stops. Also available for $4 is a Stool for Occult Blood Screening Kit. On
MOM.
Tuesday the express will be at Dexter Senior Citizens' Center from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Holmes Brothers' Grocery at Brewers from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. Stops on Wednesday will be at Rainey's Grocery at Jones Mills,
Tenn., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Farley'_§ Market at Crossland from 12:30
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. (AP) to 2:30 p.m. On Thursday
the express will be at Kenlake State Park at
— A painting by Frank Sinatra
Aurora from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at Sowell's Wee Mart at Aurora from 1
sold for S17,000 at a celebrity art
to 3 p.m. Stops on Friday will be at Wingo Town Square from 9 to 11
auction to benefit a treatment cena.m. and at Sedalia Restaurant from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
ter founded by the singer's wife for
sexually abused children.
The abstract floral painting was
bought Saturday by Bob Rossi, an
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, April 17, from 12
executive with Toys R Us, said
noon
to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, South 15th and
Susan Reynolds, a spokeswoman
Sycamor
e Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.
for Sinatra.

DATEBOOK

Health Express lists stops

Painting sells high

Free checks to be given Tuesday

Cancer group will hear Turner
THEATRES

Linda Turner, district director of American Cancer Society, will speak
about "Services of the American Cancer Society" at a meeting of Cancer
Support Group on Tuesday, April 17, at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Nancy
Rose, R.N., Mary Linn, M.S.N. and R.N, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W.,
762-1100.

Sydney Kara Wray born
Mr. and Mrs. Pat L. Wray of Rt. 2, Box 137A, Wingo, are the parents
of a daughter, Sydney Kara, weighing five pounds 15 ounces, measuring
191/2 inches, born on Saturday, April 7, at 2:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Stacey Andrus. Grandparents
are Jo and Ken Wray of Sedalia and Martha Barnett of Murray.

Pretty Woman
(R)

Crazy People
(R)

Golf play on Wednesday
by Murray club ladies
Ladies' Day Golf will begin at
Murray Country Club on Wednesday, April 18, at 9 a.m.
Hostesses will be Tonja Fike and
Betty Lowry. Anyone not listed
and wishing to play should come
and be paired at the tee.
The line-up is as follows:

• Rent sour miAies•at the mmies!
•
• loos chestnut • '753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pin

WEEKDAY SPECIALS
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Nights 4-9 P.m.

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
W`Homemade Biscuits & Country Gravy • Fried Potatoes •
White Beans • Cole Slaw

$399
- 2 pc. Dinner

$5

99
- All You Can Eat
— OR

Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Lee of Rt. 1,
Dexter, celebrated their 58th wedding anniversary on Sunday, April
8.
A potluck dinner was served at
noon at their home. A special
anniversary cake was the center
piece of the buffet table.
MT. and Mrs. Lee were married
March 29, 1932. Mrs. Lee is the
former Maydell Byers.
Their three children are Glen
Lee, Mrs. Jean Scarborough and
Mrs. Hazel Scalf.
Present for the anniversary occasion were the following:
Glen and Valerie Lee, Jean and
R.W. Scarborough, Jeania Williams, Randy and Kay Oeding,
Chase and Cory Duncan, Mary Ann
and Cindy Tucker, Jamie and Lisa
Scalf. Dewey and Hazel Scalf,
Kyle, Sue and Jana Smith, Louie
and Jeanie Sieting, April, Misty
and Charles Sieting, Danny, Tonya
and William Lee, and the honored
couple.

WiCole Slaw • Hushpuppies • White Beans • Choice of
Fries. Cajun Fries or Baked Potato

$399
- 1/3 Order Dinner

$599
All You Can Eat

Seven Seas Restaurant
Open 4 P.M.

ms-4141

Orders to Go
Hwy. 641 N.
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Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Lee

Sleep experts warn of tiring population
ITHACA, N.Y. (AP) — America's 24-hour on-the-go lifestyle is
turning it into a nation of "walking
zombies" who sacrifice sleep to
keep up, warns a Cornell University researcher.
More than 100 million Americans work and play with insufficient sleep — nearly every other
adult and teen-ager.
In addition to damaging an individual's psychological and physical
well-being, sleep deprivation costs
the United States billions of dollars
a year in lost productivity and medical costs, said James Maas, chairman of Cornell's Psychology
Department.
Nearly half of all Americans
short themselves of one to two
hours of sleep per night. By week's
end, it's as if they'd missed a full
nighi
"If you lose two hours of sleep
because you go to a party on Saturday night and then for the next five
or six days you get your normal
sleep, which for most people is
inadequate ... by Friday you are
like the narcoleptic," said Maas,
an award-winning producer of
"Sleep Alert," a documentary
broadcast recently on public television and underwritten by North
Chicago -based
Abbott
Laboratories.
"There are some people who are

literally walking zombies," he
said. "If you need an alarm clock
to get up in the morning, or if you
feel more than a minor sag in the
middle of the day, you need more
sleep."
Maas said he sleeps 71/2 hours a
night but is trying to get eight
hours.
"I've been so busy with this
program that I'm not getting as
much sleep as I should be right
now. But I've at least regulated my
sleeping habits by making sure I'm
in bed every night by the same
time (midnight)," he said.
"More Americans undersleep
than overeat," said Dr. Thomas
Roth, director of the Sleep Disorders Research Center at Henry
Ford Hospital in Detroit.
"There is very little question the
impact of sleepiness is great," he
said. "How many airplanes have to
crash because the pilot falls asleep?
How many nuclear plants have to
shut down because the operator
falls asleep?"
About 20 million Americans
have work schedules that include
night shifts, and surveys indicate
55 percent of them nod off at least
once a week on the job, says psychologist Richard Coleman, a sleep
expert in the film.
"These people are not falling
asleep on breaks, not lying down

Searching for answers to all
those vvhco.'whatwhere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative its my lob to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community into Advice on
reliable business in your now
neighborhood And more
all

Monday, April 16
All federal and state income
returns must be mailed by midnight
tonight.

Monday, April 16
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Masonic Temple.

Former California families interested in planning a picnic are asked
to attend a dinner meeting at
Pagliai's at 6:30 p.m.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.

Family YMCA will have PreSchool Gymnastics at 4 p.m., Tumbling Basics for Grades K-5 at 5
p.m., 50+ Fitness at 10 a.m., 50+
Aquatic Exercise at 9 and 10 a.m.,
and Acroibics at 6:45 p.m. For
information call 759-YMCA.

Bible Class (nondenominational)
will meet at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For infor-

For Your Real Estate Needs

JANET HOUSDEN
SALES ASSOCIATE

KOPPERUD REALTY

'WeToigfiyit
liosnoss Kiittwyn Ounand 753 3079
Moines* Ing•hofg Kong 492 83411

on the job. They're trying to
work," he said from Ross, Calif.,
where he heads a shiftwork operations consulting firm.
"Three Mile Island happened at
4 a.m., Chernobyl at 2 a.m., Bhopal
at midnight, the Exxon Valdez at
around midnight," he said.
Charles Czeisler, director for
Circadian and Sleep Disorder
Medicine at Boston's Brigham and
Women's Hospital, said part of the
problem is that shift workers generally are rotated to the earlier hours,
opposite of the body's biological
clock, and they are switched back
and forth too frequently to allow
them to adjust.
An institute study at one plant
using a rotating shift schedule
found that accidents increased significantly during the final two
hours of a shift and were 40 percent greater at night than in the
daytime, he said.
Maas' documentary looks at how
sleepiness affects the judgment and
reaction time of pilots, policemen
and medical interns.
One doctor says she measured
sleep in minutes when she worked
as an intern, while a retired commercial airline pilot recalls a flight
when he awoke from a 10-minute
nap to find the captain and flight
engineer also dozing.
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Coming community events announced

Tee I - Frances Hulse, Mary
Bogard, Jerlene Sullivan and Inus
Orr;
Tee 3 - Evelyn Jones, Betty
Front Porch Swing will meet at 7
Lowry, Tonja Fike and Toni
p.m. at First Christian Church.
Hopson;
Reservations for ladies' day
Tee 4 - Margaret Shuffett,
Open non-smoking meeting of
Cathryn Garrott, Anna Mary luncheon at Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday should be made by Nar-Anon Family Group will be
-Adams and Lula Bingham;
at...
Tee 5 - Betty Stewart, Madelyn today with Irene Woods or Bronda 7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ building. For information
Lamb, Carole Edwards and Hazel Parker.
call 753-7046.
Hill;
Tee 6 - Billie Cohoon, Billie
West Kentucky Oncology NursCalloway County High V,hool
Wilson, Peggy Shoemaker and ing Society will meet at 6 p.m. in
Baseball
Frances Richey;
Team will host Mayfield
Administrative Board Room at
Tee 7 - Mary Frances Bell, Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. at 4 p.m.
Rebecca West, Rebecca lrvan and For
information call 1-442-1310.
Advanced scheduling for 1990
LaVern Claxton;
summer and fall terms at Murray
Tee 8 - Rowena Cullom, Nancy
Board of Directors will meet at 5
Haverstock and Ann Brown;
p.m. at Purchase Area Develop- State University will be from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. at Curris Center.
Tee 9 - Bett-y Scott, Norma
ment District office at Mayfield.
Frank and Lois Keller.
Open
Prepared Childbirth Class will Anonymo meeting of Narcotics
us will be at 7 p.m. in
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Parish Center of Si Leo's Catholic
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Hello
Church.

Stranger!

—

OCEAN BONELESS FILLETS
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Local couple celebrates 58th anniversary

(Cont'd on page 7)

Ernest Goes
To Jail (PG)

•
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711 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-1222 or
Toll Free 1-800-251-HOME, Ext. 711-JH

Monday, April 16
mation call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Murray High School Sports
events will include Tennis Teams
and Baseball Team hosts Reidland,
Softball Team hosts Fulton City;
Golf Team hosts Marshall County.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homcplace-1850.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include High School
Confirmation Retreat at 4 p.m. and
Prayer Group at 7 p.m., both in
Gleason Hall.
Friendship Circle of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at home of Cindy
Dunn.
Tuesday, April 17
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.
Events at Murray Art Guild will
inctude Acrylic Workshop with
Phillip Powell at 10 a.m., business
meeting at 1 p.m., and lesson for
foreign students from 1 to 4 p.m.
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Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha, International, will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Karen Goetz
Falwell.
Family YMCA will have Aerobics at 6:45 p.m. at Robertson
Elementary School. For information call 759-YMCA.
Quilt Lovers of Murray will
meet at 6 p.m. in meeting room of
Calloway County Public Library.
Cancer Suppon Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
(Cont'd on page 7)
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Community...
Tuesday, April 17
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh -day Adventist
Church.
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Ellis Center.

Bo McDougal, formerly of Murray, is pictured with his wife, Lois,
and two stepsons, Jeremy Countryman and Brian Countryman.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dexter Senior Citizens' Center
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Holmes
Brothers' Grocery, Brewers, from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society

far, that's all I know. But I know
I'm going," McDougal said.
He added that "I'm a little concerned about being away from my
family for that long and a little
concened about the money, but if
this is something God wants me to
do, he'll fina a way for me to do
it.'
McDougal said he hai begun
raising money and any one who
can help should contact him at JU
at 1-904-744-3950, extension 3312.
McDougal, a graduate of Murray
High School, received his Bachelor's and Master's degrees from
Murray State University.
He is married to Lois Countryman and has two stepsons, Jeremy
and Brian Countryman.
McDougal is the son of Bill and
Jo McDougal and grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy McDougal, all of
Murray. He is the brother of Teresa
Rogers, Angela Johnson and Mark
McDougal, all of Murray, and
Mike McDougal of Dallas, Texas.

Athletes in Action, a Christian
organization, takes a team of Division 1 basketball players to Europe
each year. This season, A1A will
spend 31/2 weeks in Poland and
'Greece, leaving the first week of
August and returning near the end
of the month.
McDougal, now starting his
seventh year at Jacksonville University, will serve as the team
trainer throughout the tour.
"It begins with a training camp
in Milwaukee the last week of July.
Then we leave the next week. So

FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. (AP) —
Have flower girl, need wedding.
Six-year-old Elizabeth Gregory
wants to be a flower girl so much
that her mother placed a classified
ad searching for a wedding in
which her daughter can participate.
"Planning a wedding? Darling
six year old wants to be your flower girl. Fayetteville or surrounding
area. Parents will supply dress of
choice," reads the ad in the Fayetteville Observer-Times.
"She's- had three friends who
have been flower girls and she had
a little boyfriend who was a ringbearer," said the child's mother,
Anne.
"She'd say, 'When is my turn
going to be?' — because they've

Tuesday, April 17
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 75307638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or Jackie,
1-527-8175.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 W. South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:3( a.m.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

learned about turns in 'school —
and 'Mom, do you think I'll ever
be a flower girl?'
Mom took matters into her own
hands by placing the ad.
"We don't have any friends or
family planning a wedding anytime
soon, so I thought it wouldn't hurt
to give it a try," she said.
Elizabeth described the ideal
flower-girl outfit: a blue and red
dress with lots of ruffles, a bouquet
of different-colored tulips and a
bow for her hair.
Most of all, Elizabeth said, she
would be a good flower girl. She
can walk straight, sprinkle petals,
stand still and be quidi And she
won't get nervous at the last
minute and balk at walking down
the aisle, she said.

Magazine article discusses
country quackery methods

W0111C11 attend S110'W

Geri Chilcutt and Gracie Erwin of Murray recently attended a Teddy
Bear Show by Doris and Terry Michaud of Carrousel Bears. The
showing of their antique and original designed bears was held at Teddytown USA, Nashille, Tenn. Mrs. Chilcutt, a Teddy bear artistdesigner and collector, center, is pictured with Doris and Terry
Michaud. Anyone desiring information about Teddy Bear collecting
may contact Mrs. Chilcutt at 753-9619.

Meat menu changed
DALLAS (AP) -- Barbecued
alligator and rattlesnake skewers
were among the delicacies dropped•
from the menu for a party at the
Dallas Zoo.
Organizers chickened out.
"It got too controversial. It's not
very kosher to be grilling a rattlesnake when you have them in the
zoo," said Nick Barclay, a chef for
the event whose buffalo and venison ideas also were rejected.
What finally was approved for

zoo patrons who paid up to $3,000
a couple was a main course of
chicken breasts.
Sistie Stollenwerck, chairman of
the April 6 gala to open the Wilds
of Africa habitat, said organizers
could not be too wild in their
choices.
"The zoo is about preservation
and conservation," she said.
To hammer home a safari theme,
ushers worked in gorilla costumes
and waiters wore pith helmets.

Princess Diana on visit
PHILIPSBURG, St. Maarten
(AP) - Britain's Princess Diana is
on a private visit to Nicker Island
in the British Virgin Islands.
Photographers caught the princess lying on the beach Wednesday

being covered in sand by her two
sons, Prince Harry, 5, and Prince
William, 7.
This is Princess Diana's second
visit to the British Virgin Islands in
as many years.

Lauri Hill
bride-elect of
Jason Bieth man
has made
her selection
from
•.* Pier l's
Bridal Registry.

Don't discount old wives' tales
as country quackery, becabse some
of their medical folklore has sound
scientific backing.
Carrots really are good for your
eyes, according to an article in an
issue of Country Living, because
like other deep yellow vegetables
they are rich in beta-carotene, the
vitamin A precursor converted by
your body to a chemical that
absorbs light and makes it possible
for you to see.
Counting sheep occupies both
sides of your brain — the left with
numbers, the right with images —
keeping wakeful thoughts at bay.
On the other hand, don't rub
frostbitten toes with snow. They
need warming, not cold, and rubbing can damage frozen skin.
Here's the lowdown on some
other medical folklore.
— When you're itchy, bathe in
oatmeal. That's true. According to
Dr. Robert L. Warner, clinical
instructor of dermatology at Mount
Sinai Medical School in New York,
oatmeal does soothe itchy skin. No
one knows why. For best results,
use a commercial product that contains colloidal oatmeal that will be
evenly suspended in the bath.
Breakfast oatmeal may clump.
— Cool your wrists to cool your
body. False. Dr. Roger Hubbard of
the U.S. Army Research Institute
of Environmental Medicine in
Natick, Mass., said to affect your
whole body, you need a cool shower or bath.
— Sweet cream soothes a sunburn. True. Sweet cream can ease
the pain of a minor burn. Dr. Roger
Brodkin, clinical professor of dermatology at the University of
Medicine and Dentistry-New
Jersey, said that later, as the
injured skin heals, it will shrink,
dry and peel and the cream can
relieve dryness.
— Licorice calms an upset stomach. True, but only if you are
talking about candy or tea from the
root of the licorice plant, a herb
that may be available at your local
health food store. There is nothing
soothing in the artificial licorice
flavoring used in most "licorice"
candy sold in this country.
— Wrap a sprain in chilled lard.

This
Weeks
Special
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French Fries & Med. Drink
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Bo McDougal selected
Six-year-old wants to be
for European travel tour
flower girl in a wedding
Bo McDougal, formerly of Murray, the head trainer at Jacksonville
University, Jacksonville, Fla., has
been selected to travel abroad this
summer with the Athletes in Action
Division 1 basekethall team.
McDougal said "now I've got to
raise $5,000. The good thing about
this is that I've got some time to do
it. The tour doesn't begin until the
middle of the summer."

MONDAY, APRII

True. Dr. Elliott Hershman of the
Nicholas Institute of Sports Medicine and Athletic Trauma at New
York City's Lenox Hill Hospital,
says it will work like an ice pack.
— Press a sliced potato on your
warts. False.
— Sugared coffee stops a
migraine. Dr. Seymour Diamond,
director, Inpatient Headache Unit,
Chicago's Louis Weiss Hospital
and founder of the Diamond Headache Clinic, said caffeine can
shrink engorged cranial blood vessels. There's no science to the
sugar, but low blood sugar does
precipitate a migraine.
— Chewing on a tea bag soothes
a toothache. False.
— Exercise wards off insomnia.
True. Dr. Michael Thorpy, director
of the Sleep-Wake Clinic at Montefibre Medical Center in New York
City, recommends exercise in the
afternoon or early evening. Exercise at bedtime can delay sleep.
— You yawn when you need
oxygen. False. You yawn when you
are sleepy.

Tuesday, April 17
Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.
Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-C10 and their
spouses will have a covered dish
supper at 5:30 p.m. at Memorial
Baptist Church Fellowship Hall.
Advance scheduling for 1990
summer and fall terms at Murray
State University will be from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. in Curris Center.
A performance of works by Murray State University student composers will be at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU. Admission is free.
Vegas Nite will be from 8 to
10:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Stables, Murray State University.
Admission is free.
Murray State University 'Breds
baseball team will play Southeast
Missouri State at Reagan Field.

Tuesday, April 17
ing, Murray State University. For
information call 762-4229.
Banquet for seniors with 94 or
above average will be at 6:30 p.m.
at Murray High School.
Murray High School sports
events will include Track Meet at
Marshall County, Tennis Match at
Christian County, and Softball
Team with Hickman County here.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.
Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7 p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Mothers'
Morning Out at 9 a.m. and Education Work Area at 6:45 p.m.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.

Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and CARE at 6:30 p.m.

Computer course, "AQdvanced
Wordperfect 5.0," will be at 6 p.m.
in Room 209N of Business Build-

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 6)

Retirees plan event Tuesday
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses will have a covered dish supper on Tuesday, April 17. at 5:30
p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Memorial Baptist Church, 10th and Main
Streets, Murray. All retirees and spouses are invited.

Revival at Coles Camp Ground
Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church is
holding revival services. The Rev. Stanley Letterman is the
evangelis
p.m. tonight (Monday) and Tuesday. The Rev. t for services at 7:30
Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
invites the public to attend.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will have a woodwin
d,
string, brass and percussion contest for students in grades 8 through
11 on
Tuesday, April 17, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. Laura Miller, 753-8345
,
is in charge of the contest. Hostesses will be Becky Jo Jones.
Doris Rose.
Martha Sammons. Nancy Schempp. Pat Seiber, Tracy Leslie, Mary Shipley and Barbara Simons.

Singles zvill meet Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will have a "Community Awareness
Night" on Tuesday, April 17, at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber or
Commerce building. Local groups will stop by to explain how their organizations work and what they do. This a nonprofit, apolitical, nondenominational support and social group for sin& adults, whether always single.
diveorce, separated or widowed. For more information call Pamela.
753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

FREE
hearing
test
Ask yourself these
questions:
Do you feel like people
are mumbling or not
speaking clearly?
Do friends and loved ones
comment on your
Inability to understand
clearly?

IF YOU ANSWERED
YES...
Call
or
Visit
Our
Office
LEARN HOW THE NEW
AUDIBEL SECRETEAR
MAY HELP YOU...
HEAR CLEARLY AGAIN!
--WITH THIS COUPON -• FREE HEARING TEST
• FREE CONSULTATION
•'100.00 OFF SECRETEAR
• 30 DAY TRIAL
OFFER VOID AFTER 518SC
FOR APPOINTMENT
CALL (502) 753-8055

Seagoing Style!

nautica.

Clearly defined through classic lines, the
Nautica Collection sails through the day
with casual ease, color-bright ways that
are perfectly suited to this signature bold
outwear,jaunty sportswear pieces signal
the season with Nautica, naturally at

STONE.LANG
HEARING AID CENTER
206S. 4th, MURRAY, KY.

305 N. 12th

University Square

753-7441
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Brock supporters say he needs
shot from Governor to aid race

Supporting
Pressure
Cooked
Kids?
What Parents
Can Do
Stress can ruin your kids future. Find
out what stress could be doing to your
kid. And what can be done to stop it
from mining - or ending - his or her life.
Come to our...

FREE COMMUNITY
WORKSHOP

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Two
of John Brock's leading supporters
in his Democratic primary race for
U.S. Senate say his campaign
needs a strong shot from Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
"The most exciting thing John
Brock can do for his candidacy is
get Wallace Wilkinson out of the
mansion three or four days a week
campaigning for him," said Hindman physician Grady Stumbo, a
gubernatorial candidate in 1983
and 1987.
"That would produce money,
that would produce excitement,
that would tell politicians that the
governor is serious" about Brock,
Stumbo said.
For Brock to win, "he's got to
have all-out support from the governor," said former Gov. Edward
"Ned" Breathitt, who spoke for
Brock at a rally in Louisville Saturday night.
Brock's campaign expects to
report today that it had about
$45,000 in the bank March 31.
Opponent Harvey Sloane's balance
was about $670,000.
"If I was a candidate in the
same shape he was in, there's one
bush I'd be shaking, and I'd be
shaking that Wilkinson bush as
hard as I could," Stumbo said.
Wilkinson has repeatedly said he
will do all he can for Brock, the
state superintendent of public
instruction.
Stumbo and Breathitt said Wilk-

inson's involvement would be a
plus despite the governor's scars
from battles with the legislature.
But Sloane said Wilkinson is
less able to raise money as governor than ever before because he is
in the last half of his term. It's
harder to raise money for a federal
race than a state one, partly
because the individual contribution
limit is $1,000 instead of $4,000.
"People don't identify the
Senate with their immediate interests," said Sloane, former Louisville mayor and Jefferson County
judge-executive.
Brock acknowledged that he
needs Wilkinson to help him raise
money and will greatly depend on
him to provide a political
organization.
Brock's campaign — built largely on school officials who helped
elect him superintendent in 1987 in
his only political race — suffers
from lack of staff and structure.
For example, at a Brock-Wilkinson
rally in Somerset this month, one
of Brock's leading supporters in
the area told him that she didn't
know about the event until the previous night.
In slaarp contrast, Sloane is wellstaffed and plans to rely heavily on
the groups that have endorsed him,
including the Kentucky Education
Association, trial lawyers and the
state AFL-CIO and its member
unions.
"There's going to be low turn-

TUESDAY, APRIL 17
7-8 P.M.
For Further Information
or Reservations Call:

(502) 753•8494

CHARTER
COUNSE
LING CENTER
I1M

Read the want ads daily

1984 DODGE COLT
Automatic Transmission, A/C
"Great Transportation Buy"

MURRAY NISSAN
CHR
YSLER DOD753-7114
GE
S. 12th St.
Particularly a talkative teenager on the phone.
If you're using your phone and someone is trying to
get through,Call Waiting will sound atone to let you
know there's another call. So you don't have to worry about
missing an emergency or other important call.
There are other services that make your life easier. too.
With RingMasters service, you'll know who a call is
for—or who's calling—just by the way the phone is ringing.
You get an additional distinctive ring and phone number
on your one phone fine.(RingMaster H. at a slightly

out, and we need to target our people," Sloane said. "We can do it
best by phone banks and techniques to get the vote out and save
money for the general election."
Republican Mitch McConnell,
the incumbent, has only token
opposition in the primary.
The Sloane campaign can look
forward to the fall, suggests a poll
conducted for it March 20-22 by
Garin-Hart Strategic Research of
Washington.
The telephone survey of 601
Democrats who said they were
likely to vote in the primary
showed Sloane leading Brock 50
percent to 20 percent. The poll's
margin of error was plus or minus
4 percentage points.
Brock, who said he hasn't taken
any polls, has a standard response:
"If I'm behind, I'm catching up. If
I'm ahead, I'm getting farther
ahead. And I'll get more votes on
May 29 than I would have gotten
any previous day."
Sloane has a top-notch media
consultant and plans to use TV
advertising.
Brock has no pollsters or consultants, and his most visible advertising has been 500 chipboard signs at
high-traffic locations.
"If a 30-second TV spot will
determine the winner, I'm in trouble," he said, but added that he
will have some TV ads "developed
in Kentucky by Kentuckians,
shown to Kentuckians — and we'll
be talking about Kentuckians —
and they will be paid for by Ken
tuckians for the benefit of Kentuckians. There won't be any money
spent out of the state of
Kentucky."
But Brock is a reluctant critic
and leaves the real Sloane-bashing
to Wilkinson at their joint fundraisers. Even if Wilkinson escalates
the rhetoric, Sloane said, "I don't
think it's going to hurt me in the.
primary. It may create scars in the
general election."
If Sloane wins the primary, he
needs general-election support
from Wilkinson, who was finance
chairman of Sloane's 1983 campaign for governor and has yet to
forgive Sloane for endorsing someone else in 1987. Wilkinson has
said he will support the party's
nominee.

higher cost,gives you two additional rings and numbers.)
Perfect for families with teenagers, people who take
business calls at home,roommates.or as a "hotline" for
special callers.
Call Forwarding lets you transfer your calls
to any other number you choose.So you don't have to stay
by the phone waiting for important calls. And when
you're not at home you don't have to worry about an
unanswered phone telling strangers you're away.
Three-way Calling is great for telephone reunions

The best waytoget
to your kids.
es-a-40,

and for planning meetings. It lets you talk to two different
people in two different locations—at the same time—
even if the calls are long distance.(Long distance rates
may apply)
Plus these services are affordable. Prices
range from S2.75 to $3.95 a month each.
Discounts may apply if you order more than
one service. And if you order before May 31.
.you can save the S15.50 connection
charge.just call 1557-6400,toll-free.

Save the $15.50 connection
charge ifyou order before May 31.
'Batesand savirgs drffer frorn star Estate The regular new phone seence connection charge apples i1odenrg
these services voth new sennce Business rates and savings ate hrgher All services are not available in some
are C 1990South Central Bell

South Central Bell'
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FARM AND AG NOTES
USDA throws in new cost
figures to Farm Bill debate
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON - LaWillik01 and lobbyists have a new fistful
of statistics from the Agriculture Department as they continue jousting over the
1990 farm bill.
An annual report by the department's Economic Research Service
shows how much it cost to produce major field crops in 1988, a year
when drought reduced yields and sent market prices soaring. Net returns
are also listed.
The report, Costs of Production - Major Field Crops, 1988, is part of
an annual series by the USDA called Economic Indicators of the Farm
Sector.
Analysts make clear how the statistics are compiled and presented. But
there are always ways to use figures in support of various arguments,
and
the 1988 cost figures are no exception.
To illustrate, assume that it cost a farmer $100 to plant one acre of
gadgetbeans, including field preparation, seed, chemicals and all the rest.
The expense of producing one acre of gadgetbeans would be $100.
That would be true regardless of the gadgetbean yield. The cost per
acre is the key and has nothing directly to do with how many bushels
are
produced.
But turn that around and assume again that it cost $100 per planted acre
to grow gadgetbeans and that the yield normally would be 100 bushels per
acre. On the average, the usual cost of production would be $1 per bushel.
However, if one year the yield dropped to 50 bushels per acre, the cost
of production would be $2 per bushel. If it dropped to 10 bushels, the cost
would be $10 per bushel, and so on.
This involves the "unit cost" of production, the cost per bushel or
pound or whatever measure is used. It is not the same as costs based
on
each planted acre.
And the distinction is important.
It might serve a group to let Congress bow about the high per-bushel
costs of producing gadgetbeans while ignoring the per-acre costs - and
returns - in hopes lawmakers might be persuaded to boost subsidie
s.
The USDA report includes both methods of figuring.
"Costs of producing most major field crops increased in 1988," the
report said. "Variable cash expenses per planted acre were higher for all
crops except cotton, flaxseed and sunflowers."
Variable cash expanses include seed, fertilizer, fuel, chemicals and
hired labor. So-called fixed cash expenses include taxes, insurance, interest on operating and real estate loans, and portions of the general farm
overhead.
The report said that in 1988 variable cash expenses rose about 5 percent
per acre for corn, barley, oats, wheat and soybeans. Rice expenses
climbed 4 percent; grain sorghum 2 percent; and peanuts 1 percent.
"Despite increased costs and lower yields, due primarily to drought,
production returns for most crops improved" in 1988, the report said.
"Higher prices offset lower yields for soybeans, sunflowers and all major
grains except barley."
Corn yields per acre dropped by 30 percent in 1988, but harvest prices
rose to $2.60 per bushel from $1.57 in 1987, the report said. Other grain
prices also increased.
"Net cash returns to corn production were $54 per (planted) acre compared with $28 in 1987," the report said. Direct federal payments to farmers were not included.
The net cash returns to oats producers were reported at $43 per planted
acre, nationally, compared with $18 in 1987. Soybean cash returns
climbed to $100 per acre from $77 the year before, and cash returns to
wheat farmers jumped to $28 per acre from $18. Net cash returns for
sorghum rose to $89 from $14 in 1987.
"Returns to barley, flaxseed and cotton production fell slightly," the
report said. "Barley yield dropped by more than 40 percent, flaxseed
yield by more than 60 percent. The gross value of production per acre of
cotton declined 28 percent as both the price of cotton and its yield fell."
Shifting gears, the analysis said that the lower yields "led to dramatically higher costs per unit of output" in drought-ridden 1988.
When all economic costs are considered - cash expenses, capital
replacement and land - it cost $3.16 per bushel to produce corn in 1988,
on a national average, compared with $2.06 in 1987 and $2.05 in 1986.
Total economic costs of producing wheat jumped to $4.59 per bushel in
1988 from $3.61 in 1987 and $3.90 in 1986.
Other crops and their total economic costs of production as shown for
1988, compared with 1987 and 1986, included:
-Barley, $4.92 per bushel, $2.79 and $2.89.
-Cotton, 76.3 cents per pound, 67.1 cents and 83.8 cents.
-Flaxseed, $14.24 per bushel, $5.75 and $5.69.
-Oats, $3.59 per bushel, $2.39 and $2.12.
-Peanuts, 26.4 cents per pound, 26.8 cents and 25.4 cents.
-Rice, $8.70 per 100 pounds, $7.94 and $7.40.
-Grain sorghum, $2.50 per bushel, $1.99 arid $2.
-Soybeans, $6.94 per bushel, $5.03 and $4.89.
-Sunflowers, $13.93 per 100 pounds of seed, $8.02 arid $8.63.

Soviet Union buys 175,000 tons of wheat
WASHINGTON (AP)- Private
exporters have told the Agriculture
Department the Soviet Union has
bought an additional 175,000 metric tons of U.S. wheat at subsidized
prices for delivery through midMay under a long-term grain supply agreement

F. Paul Dickerson, general sales
manager for the department's Foreign Agricultural Service, said Wednesday the wheat was sold by three
private companies, which will
receive subsidies under the department's Export Enhancement Program, or EEP.

Dear Mr. Farmer,
It's
Planting
Time
Again!
If you have not already made
arrangements on seed corn, come
down to Hutson Ag and let's talk.
We have the top major brands:
•Ploneer •Garst •Funks G. •DeKalb

HUTSON AG
SERVICE
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Fire season underway; profits go up in smoke
Timber owners have a good chance
forest fires than normal in the more
of seeing their long-term profits go up than 12 million acres of woodlands
in
in smoke now through mid May, Kentucky. Through March,
there
according to an Extension forestry
were 48 percent fewer fires than is
specialist with the University of Ken- typical, primarily because erratic raintucky College of Agriculture.
fall provided wetness at the right time.
"Foret. fire is the culprit," said
Most of the 368 fires, affecting some
Extension forester Doug McLaren. 6,200 acres of timberland, in
March
"Fire not only kills trees, but damwere in the eastern part of the state."
ages tree quality over the long run.
Most forest fire damage can be
This injury decreases the value of the eliminated or reduced by taking
precut timber."
cautions prior to starting the fire,
McLaren explained that the lower
McLaren said.
six to eight feet is the most valuable
"Before you start to burn off a field,
part of hardwoods. Fire breaks the
plow a fire break between the field
bark open, making the tree more
and woodlands," he said. "This sepasusceptible to disease and insect dam- rates the two fuels (woodl
and and
age over the life of the tree.
field).
"Weather conditions through mid
"Watch the weather, and choose a
May are conducive to the spread of time when conditions
are less likely
fires especially from fields being
for fire to spread. Avoid burning on
burned to eliminate crop residue bewindy days and after long periods of
fore planting," he said. "This is a
dryness, such as two to three days of
period of less frequent rainfall, lower
warm weather with low humidity. It's
humidity and more intense sunlight, better to pick a cool
day, which
which tend to dry the upper leaf litter.
generally indicates heavier air huThe dry leaves make it easier for fire
midity, after a period of rain."
to spread.
A fire is less likely to get into
"Luckily this year, we've had fewer
woodlands when it burns toward a

,Y(ei-titecA 'rek.wizedy
gdieed,
Strep suis in pigs expected to rise
during next five years, experts say
Swine producers in Kentucky need
to be aware that diagnostic laboratories are predicting that Streptococcus
suis infections will become increasingly more prevalent in the next five
years, and that this infection is already
the leading cause of meningitis in pigs
as well as the fifth most commonly
diagnosed disease.
Strep suis is a bacterium which
lives in the tonsils ofsome pigs,and is
capable of causing disease in the brain
(meningitis) as well as in other organs
(septicemia). While it most commonly causes meningitis, it is also a
cause of pneumonia, arthritis, a "fading piglet" syndrome which results in
death of newborn piglets, heart problems and abortion.
Pigs from birth to adulthood may
be affected, but most commonly Strep
suis disease breaks out in recently'
weaned pigs, and may involve one to
five per cent of the herd. Usuapy
affected pigs will show loss of appetite, reddening of the skin, fever,
depression, loss of balance, lameness
followed by paralysis, paddling,shaking and convulsing. Blindness and
deafness may also occur. A few may
be found dead without having shown
clinical signs.
The "fading piglet" syndrome affects newborns. Born in apparent
good health, they initially suckle
avidly, but over the first day or two
they stop nursing, become lethargic
and cold to touch, and die usually
within 12-24 hours after birth.
Strep suis is one of several newly
recognized diseases afflicting pigs in
modern production systems._ The disease is prevalent in the intensive, high
population-density systems. Poor
ventilation, buildup of pit gases,overcrowding and other stress factors such
as mixing, moving, weighing and
vaccinating are all associated with
outbreaks of Strep suis disease.
The disease is introduced into new
herds by carriers which harbor the
organism in their tonsils or flares.
Breeding stock can carry the organ-

ism in their tonsils for at least 512
days. There is no effective test to
detect the infective or carrier state, nor
does medication eliminate the carrier
state.
Flies and dead carcasses may also
spread the disease. The organism lives
in flies for at least five days. Flies may
travel on their own for as much as two
miles from their source of infection,
and may hitch rides even further.
Dead carcasses should be burned,
buried or removed from the premises.
At least one strain of the bacteria
can cause meningitis in humans,however commonly used soaps and disinfectants effectively kill the organisms.
Some treatment is available, if the
disease is caught in time. Some
antibiotics may be affective.
Avoiding stress from overcrowding, providing adequate ventilation
and care when mixing and moving
stock are management practiced that
can help prevent outbreaks. Uninfected herds are best protected by
avoiding introduction of animals from
infected herds, and for that reason
purchasers of new stock should know
whether Strep suis disease has been a
problem in the herd from which new
animals are obtained.
The disease can pose some danger
to humans from handling infected
meat. At risk are meat handlers,
housewives, veterinarians and farmers. As many as 60 per cent of
humans who recover have some hearing loss.
Treatment of the disease in animals
requires veterinary expertise. The
antibiotic selected for treatment must
be tested to see if it is effective against
the particular strain, for example, and
a positive diagnosis must be made.
Even though this is a newly diagnosed
disease, any Kentucky veterinarian is
competent to diagnose and treat it
effectively.
Keeping up with such new diseases
is one reason your veterinarian takes
continuing education courses each
year.

Winners From
Northrup King Co.
In 1990

S 8505
•Maturity 110 days •Exceilent Stress and Drought
Tolerance -Excellent Standability
-Outstanding yields (Placed 3rd in the nation
National Corn Growers Contest)

S 7759 \
•Matunty 100 days -Exceptional yields for early
harvest -Adapted to all farming methods

barrier like a road or stream rather
than toward the woods, he added.
"Before you start to burn off a field,
contact the Kentucky Division of
Forestry in your county," he said.
"They have people who can help you
plan before your bum, or come out
and help you control the fire if it does
get out of hand."
McLaren said fire is not the only
way to manage crop residue.
"One option is to incorporate crop
residue back into the field," he said.
"This helps build up the soil by

putting nutrients back in IL Depending upon the cropping system, you
also can no-till plant."
McLaren said people should remember that it's illegal to burn a field
before 4:30 p.m. during fire season.
"If a fire gets out, the person who
started is responsible for the costs of
putting it out," McLaren added. "These costs include the expense of
bringing in and operating equipment
and the manpower to put the fire out."
For more information, contact the
county Extension office.

Farmers should evaluate bulls
for breeding ability, soundness
Cattle farmers should take every
drive or maung ability. The only way
precaution now to be sure their bull to make this assessment
is to observe
doesn't cause next year's calf crop to the bull while providing
one or two
come up short
test matings."
That means they should have a
Bulls of all ages should be evaspecially trained and equipped veter- luated for breeding soundne
ss from
inarian conduct a detailed breeding 30 to 90 days before
being turned out
soundness evaluation (BSE), said
with the cow herd. The BSE includes
Duane Miksch, Extension veterina- a general physical exam,
examination
rian with the University of Kentucky of internal and externa
l reproductive
College of Agriculture.
organs and tests for venereal diseases,
"About 15 percent of bulls ex- Miksch said. It also will
focus on the
amined for breeding soundness are bull's physical
soundness, health and
found to be of unsatisfactory or
well-being.
questionable fertility or fitness," said
"A bull at pasture with a herd of
Miksch who works at UK's Research
receptive cows and heifers travels
and Education Center at Princeton.
many miles during a 60 to 90 day
"Sometimes low fertility in cows is
a direct result of being bred to a bull of
breeding season," he said."A bull that
low fertility," he said.
is less than physically fit may not
make his rounds on time."
That's why the bull should be
evaluated to make sure he is sound,
There is good reason for the farmer
to make sure his bulls are physically
fertile and fit for the breeding season.
Then at the beginning of the season, fit.
the farmer should observe the bull's
"The leading cause of low producbehavior while he is with a cow in
tivity in beef herds is open cows after
heat_
the breeding season," Miksch said.
"Physical examinations and semen "With good management and
preevaluation may determine if the bull is season evaluations, the number
of
healthy and fertile," Miksch said,"but cows that successfully become
preit will not reveal deficiencies in sex
gnant can be increased significantly."

Cold weather blasts Kentucky's
fruit crops for second time this year
Cold weather in the early' morning
hours of April 7 and 8 may have killed
what remained of many peach, plum
and some early apple crops across
Kentucky. Earlier cold snaps had
destroyed buds in many orchards
already.
"The early morning temperatures
both mornings were low enough
across the state to have killed many of
the remaining peach and plum buds.
Early blooming apple varieties, such
as Red Delicious, appear to have
sustained significant fruit loss," said
Jerry Brown, University of Kentucky

Extension horticulturist.
Later blooming varieties of apples,
such as Rome and Golden Delicious
may have not suffered as much damage, Brown said.
Low temperatures in the 22 to 25
degree range were recorded at various
locations in the state; some unofficial
observations recorded temperatures
in the teens for at least a brief period.
said Tom Priddy, University of Kentucky meteorologist.
Priddy said, however, that light
winds both mornings may have
thwarted even lower temperatures at
some locations.

ATTENTION
Until April 30th
Peppers Chrysler will
be selling all
New Cars
for Factory Invoice.
This is not a
misprint.
Peppers Chrysler will
be selling all
New Car Inventory at
Factory Invoice.
No Balloons - No Hot Dogs - No Bull

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be
Your Car or Truck Company"
Pmes wi be plus tat. Me. !opens. and doc
oncentWes we be meshed by the desist

hOklbad4 and any

taclay to des*

See Your Northrup King Dealer Today
or call 901-247-5307
THE NEW

Pnces starting As Low As S30 per 80.000 Ker nes
NI< 199 Sweet corn available

Bi State Grain Co.

• 1-800-626-5464
204 W. Railroad Ave. Hazel, KY
753-1933
498-8142

16, 1990

NORTHRUP KING

Puryear, TN

2400 East Wood St., Paris, TN

642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Tumbling lesson
McCants' fall from grace
shows NFL is all business
By JIM LITKE
Associated Prose Sports Writer

Five reasons why Keith McCants is having a
worse year thus far than you are:
1. The All-American linebacker from Alabama began 1990
lock to be the NFL's No. 1 draft choice and a certain millioa
naire. But now, he is in free-fall and may return to earth only
a
couple-hundred-thousand-aire.
2. His future employers aren't wild about his choice of
friends.
3. His muscles still make for great pictures; his knee does
not.
4. He lost a step and found a few pound
s.
5. He shrunk.
• • •
And so, Keith McCants, apparently, is going to become the
object lesson of this year's NFL draft_ How far he tumbles,
if
at all. won't be known until next Sunday. But some league
obNervers say if he gets past Tampa Bay, where his colleg
e
Ray Perkins, will Wield the fourth pick, or the Chicago
icar,. No. 6 and in need of a linebacker, it could
be a long

Pitino unwraps surprises for UK fans

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)- The University of
Kentucky invitational tournament is dead for the
foreseeable future, says basketball coach Rick
Pitino, who also had a few more surprises for
Wildcat fans.
The team likely will open the 1990-91 season
at the Maui Classic in Hawaii, and Western
Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky are being added
to the schedule for next year.
Of the UKIT, Pitino echoed athletics director
C.M. Newton's earlier statements about the
problem resting with not being able to attract a
good field.
"I think it's over," Pitino said. "I don't think
you'll see the UKIT for the next 6-7 years. ...
We've discussed moving it to a tip-off tournament, and maybe down the road we could try
it."
Instead, UK will likely be a guest at a tip-off
tournament this fall -in Maui, with a field that
he said already includes Indiana and Syracuse.
Pitino added that seven of the eight slots are
filled, with UK angling to become the eighth.
Pitino also told a news conference Friday that
Western likely will schedule its "home" game
against UK in Louisville and Eastern will come
to Rupp Arena.
Pitino said he would not be surprised if an
unnamed, "major, major" high school player
decides to walk on at UK next season. And it
isn't University Heights High star Sergio Luyk
(Cont'd on page 11)
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In doubles play, Necfkcs and
. In the the fifth, the first now 10-15 overall, 4-1 in are
coninning on Saturday.
OVC
,e7.,1L%e owners would rather bargai
Koehn
were winners at No. 1,
n across a table with
seven Eagle batters either walked action.
The 'Breds jumped on Morehead
K.antsier than Lance Luchnicic
Dideri
ck
and Allcock won at No. 2,
or singled, and after Greaser, in
• • •
State in the top of the first, scoring
N1cCants' second step didn't go any better. When he
and
Naugh
ton and Carr were vierelief of Gary Glidewell, walked
deigned
The Lady Racer tennis team split
seven runs, but the Eagles rallied
-,oid a workout earlier this month for those teams
torious at No. 3.
Micheal Hunt with the bases two OVC matches on Saturd
fighting
ay,
with five runs in the bottom of the
.or •.he -ight to make him a millionaire, his performance
The Lady Racers are 12-8 overloaded for the go-ahead run, both played at the Kenlake
wasn't
Tennis all, and 3-3 in OVC
fifth inning to win the rainorth the ante.
another delay, this one of 40 Center due to poor weathe
play.
r.
shortened contest 8-7.
He showed up overweight and did just nine repetitions
minutes, lasted until the game was
in
the
Murra
y fell to Austin Peay 5-4
• • •
The loss dropped Murray State
225-pound bench press, compared to the average of 17
called.
Saturday morning. Single winners
to 13-18 overall, 2-7 in OVC play,
nose linebacking prospects who went through the NFL'sdone by
GOLF
The 'Breds host Southeast Mis- for Murray included No. 2 Celine
full
The Murray State Racer golf
while Morehead improved to
scouting combine in February. His fastest time over 40
souri tomorrow at Reagan Field Neefkes, 6-4, 6-1; No. 3
yards
Bobbi team was ninth in a field of 21
19-16, 4-4.
was 4.68 seconds in April; last year, he covered
and will host Eastern Kentucky this Koehn, 6-1, 6-0; and Lana
the same
teams at the Marshall Invitational
Allcock
Bobby Schoen singled to lead off
distance in 4.45.
weekend in OVC action.
at No. 4, 6-1, 6-2. Come Diderik
in Huntington, West Virginia this
the game, and back-to-back douFurtner, an X-ray revealed a knee injury no one
even knew
and Allcock teammed up to win
weekend.
bles by Willie Wilder and Jason
McCants had and most ignominiously, perhaps, he
• • •
was measured
No. 2 doubles 6-0, 6-1,
The Racers shot a team total of
Haner and a single by Jon Grzanich
at 6-foot-2Y2 inches, though throughout his playing
TENNIS
days, the
The Lady Racers routed Tennes- 903, with Kent State
plated three runs.
r2rimson Tide media guide had him at 6-5.
winning the
The Racer tennis team fell at see State
9-0, dropping just three 54-hole event with I 875.
A Ricky Chism single scored
it was a case," San Diego Chargers general manag
Tennes
see
Tech Saturday in OVC games during
er Bobby
The top finisher for Murray was
Grzanich, and, after Dale Dunn
iseathard said, "where the real work and evaluation
play before taking matches with won 6-1, 6-0 the match. Didenck
wasn't done
at No. 1; Neefkes was Chris Wilson, as the freshman
reached on an error, Eric Greaser
until AFTER word came out that this superhuman
from
Cincinnati and Louisville Sunday a 6-0, 6-0 winner
football playat No. 2; Koehn
Mayfield shot a 230 (78-76-76).
er was making himself available for the draft.
-Now. I still think he's a terrific football player
, and I don't
think anybody questions how good he was in college
or how
good ne could be in the pros. But from the worko
ut, you get
the idea this kid is not coming into the NFL saying
, 'I'm
From AP Reports
doing everything I can to be worthy of the No. 1
phia 4, Houston 0; Pittsburgh 4, Chicago 3 in 10
pick.'
Chuck Finley and Lou Pinella are living easy right
innings;
"Actually, it was almost the opposite, like he was
now.
Houst
on 4 in 10 innings; and Montreal 3, New York 1 Los Angeles 5,
doing us a
Finley sneaked up on the pitching fraternity last season
in a night game.
. He isn't foolavor. He was under strength and out of condition. He hasn't
• • •
ing anyone this year - except American League hitters
done the right things so far and that scares people.
.
"I really didn't expect all three pitches to work this
well, what with the
"And it makes them wonder," Beathard continued, "'What's
AROUND THE HORN
short spring training," Finley said Sunday after worki
AIAERICAN LEAGUE
ne going to do when he gets a few dollars in his pockets?"
ng the first eight
While
innings of the Angels' 4-1 victory over the Minnesota
Sox,
Rookie Robin Ventura had his first three-Ist 4, Indians 1
Twins. "I'm kind
A fair question and one that, right about now, is making
game
of surprised, but I think that shows you what comes
the
Lance Johnson drove in two runs. Ventura Pied. and figured in two Chicago rakes. Hot-hiting
run-scoring single during a three-run iourth and
with confidence. scored in the sixth ref a one-out triple
rounds of draft rooms all around the league.
off low Kevin Bears*, making
Finley was second only to Cy Young Award winner
ha 11140f-MMilue fiebil•
Bret Saberhagen in
Because what is already known about McCants, one of
almost
earned run average in 1989 when the left-hander went
Athletics 3, Mariners 0
Bob Welch allowed three hits 1n6 1-3 innings and
16-9 with a 2.57
three dozen underclassmen who renounced remaining college
Mark McGinn hit a two-run homer as Oakland
ERA for the California Angels.
eliextended Seattle's losing streak, the longest this season
in the rnayor leagues, to five games. Welch
gibility to take part in next weekend's draft, is not nearly
(2-0) took a one-hitter into the seventh before giving
as
Finley featured a fastball, curve and split-fingered fastbal
up consecutive sing"' to Ken Gni* Jr. and
Alvin
Davis.
intriguing as what has yet to be discovered.
Reliever
l.
This
Rick
season
Honeycutt took over with one out and got Pao O'Brien
, double play.
to ground into a
he's added confidence.
One phenomenon of draft day, and it happens every year,
Skis Jays 6, Royale 4
"I saw what happened last year, and I'm just comfortable
is
Torontds Junior Felix wont 4-for-4, including a decisive
what can be called the plummeting draft pick, agent Leigh
throwing any
of the pitches in any situation."
relieved Larry McWilliams with one on and two out lithe three-run double. Sieve Creak:lid (0-1)
sixth inning and allowed a single to Rance
Steinberg said.
Muiliniks After Nelson Liriano walked, Jeff Montgom
How effective has he been?
ery relieved Cron/Iced and Felix doobled over
the heal of Will Wilson in center.
-In that scenario, a player generally projected to go at
a cerFinley (2-0) has allowed just five hits in 14 1-3 inning
Yankee 3, Ranger
tain spot is not taken there and then continues not to be
s and no earned
Flick Corona and Steve Sax hit RBI singles in the eighths 1
taken
runs.
against metals-prone Texas reliever Jeff Rune.. Charlieinning as New York raked tor !twee runs
because ;.he clubs that select behind that club figure the
Hough limited the Yankees to just two
first
"Mr. Finley was a bit too much for us," Minnesota
and took a 1-0 bead into the eighth. RusselL who
had 36 saves in 44 kin last son,
team must know something they didn't ... something detrim
manager Tom Kel- singles
relieved after Hough walked Jesse Barfield to
ental
ly said. "He's got to be one of the best left-handers
start the inning.
in the player's background they should have found out, but
in the league."
Tigers 6, Orioles 4
Finley allowed three hits, walked three and struck out
k*k Sales hit a two-run homer in the ochth
inning,
didn't
four. Bryan
unit* in more than two seasons. With the score tied giving Dan Petry his first win in a Detroit
Harve
y
pitche
at 4-4, Gary Ward singled off Jay Aldrich
d
the
ninth
for
his first save. On Tuesday, Finley held Seat- (11) to bring on Joe Pnce. Jose Bautista eventually relieved
"And so based on unfounded rumor, perception, fear and
Price, arid Sam hit a 1-1 pidi with
the
tle
to
two
Iwo
outs
hits
into
in
the
6
right
1-3
field
inning
stands.
s
of
a
7-0 shutout.
information vacuum that exists on draft day - even if there'
NATION
s
So
AL
far,
LEAGU
Piniel
E
la is making managing in the National League look easy.
nothing to know about - a player's value can fall precipitousPadres 4, Giants 3
Cincinnati won its fifth straight game as Eric Davis and
San Diego completed a three-ne *wimp of an
Francis
co when Benito Santiago hit a two-run
ly," Steinberg added. "Not unlike what happens during a stockChris
Sabo
homer with one oil lithe ninth inning oft relielsc
each hit three-run homers Sunday, lifting the unbeat
e Sieve Bedrceian. The Padres relied in the 1110
en Reds to a 13-6 innings for all three victories.
market crash."
victory over Atlanta. It's the Reds' best start sinc‘ they
Expos 3, Mete 1
were 8-0 in 1980.
Last year's nosedive was performed by Louis Oliver, the forZane Smith allowed one unearned run and five Ms
"We're playing nice and loose, relaxed and confident,"
losing streak as Montreal boa New York in the debut in elgflt innings to snap a personal 10mer Florida safety and current Miami Dolphin, and was brough
Piniell
a
said.
of EVArs Sunday night coverage. The \MU'
"It's a good lineup."
t
only run scored as a result of a passed ball in
the first inning.
into your living room live by ESPN. Though there was never
Pirates 4, Cubs 3
Sounds simple, right?
Pittsburgh finally got to the Chicago bullpen
so much as a hint of drugs being involved, when the Dolphins
The Reds had all sorts of problems last season as Pete Rose's
10th inning a Three Rivers Stadium. It was thees Sid Bream singled home the winning run in the
first run off Cubs relievers in 20 1-3 innings. With
passed on Oliver in the first round and took running back
troubl
es the score 3-3, Andy Van Style singled to start the
lingered throughout the season and every starter except
10th against Les Lancaster. Pinch-hitter John
Can9olosi popped out trying to burs, MA Lancast
Sammie Smith instead, that was the first question that poppe
first
basem
an
er walked RI. Reynolds. Bream then bounced a
d
Todd
Benzin
single to center. sconng Van Slyka.
ger
was
injure
at
d
some
point.
into the interviewer's otherwise-empty head.
Mlles 4, Cardinals
Cincinnati collapsed after the All-Star break and finished 75-87
Dennis Cook allowed seven hits In 52-3 Iminge
And Oliver's agent, Steve Zucker, is still scratching his head
, fifth in
the ML West. It was the Reds' worst result since
runs as Philo/S*0Na beat visaing St. Louis Cook aid Len Dykatra went 4-for-4 and scored three
(1-0) slowed a leadoff single in the ninth to Willie
over that one.
1984.
McGee and left with two ass when Terry Pendlet
Elsewhere, in the American League, it was Chicago 4, Cleveland
on doubled. Reliever Roger McDowell walked
Ozzie Smith to bad the bases, but got pinch-hitter Denny
"Louis was a National Merit scholar, clean as could be,"
1;
Walling on a oom.becMer for his second
Oakland 3, Seattle 0; Toronto 5, Kansas City 4; New York 3, Texas 1;
SaVe.
Zucker recalled. -The truth of the matter was that only two
Dodgers 5, Astro, 4 (10)
and Detroit 6, Baltimore 4. Milwaukee at Boston was rained out.
Reliever Chaney Kerisid's wild pitch slowed Juan Samuel
teams were interested, Miami and Denver. The Dolphins
to same the tie-breaking run in the
10th inning as Los Angeles edged Houston
In
the
Nation
al
Leagu
e,
it
was
al the Astrodome ii was the Astro.' filth loss in six
San
Diego
4, San Francisco 3; Philadelgambled, got him on the next round and looked like
geniuses.
Denver passed him and took Steve Atwater, which turned
out to
be hard to argue with.
Stanley Cup playoffs
"It made for great TV, kind of a 'What's wrong with
him'
thing for the viewers to think about But there was nothin
g to
it," he said. "We tried to check it out afterward with
some
NFL people, but we never really could track it down."
To be fair, McCants is free of any taint of drugs, though
chance to knock off the division
published reports have said he could soon be the target
By KEN RAPPOPORT
"I have butterflies thinking overtime. Eveson se up the winning goel when
Aereeciated Press Hockey Writer
least one paternity suit and possibly several - the kind of at
winner and the league's overall
about it already," Hartford's Dean he picked off an anempied clearira pass pat
of
disinside the Boston blue line. Evason beck
tractions and publicity that no team wants.
points champion.
Evason said about Tuesday night's horded
the puck toward the net and Dineen
The Montreal Canadiens and
Attempts to reach McCants on Sunday at his home in
deciding game in Boston. "It has sealed It through the legs of goidiender An
It
Alabawould
be
the
trendy
Moog.
thing
Washi
ngton Capitals are moving
to
ma were unsuccessful and messages left on an answering
been a great series already."
The Bruins forced the overtime on Randy
do. The Calgary Flames, last year's
on. The Hartford Whalers are hangmachine in Luchnick's San Antonio, Texas, office were
Burridges goal 105 Into the firitygricd, capIn
Sunda
y
night'
s
Stanle
not
other
y
Cup
game,
champ
ions and the
ping a comebeck liven a 2-0
ing on.
returned.
Washington defeated New Jersey
team with the second-best record in
C.astediens 5, Sabres 2
"We weren't ready for the seaMcCants, however, has talked at length about every aspect
Claude Lemieux scored the game-winner in
3-2 to advance in the Patrick
the
NHL
of
this
year,
were
elimin
ated
the
?heti
end,"
period
son
said
to
and Russ Counnal added a
Hartford's Kevin
his decision to turn pro and said he would go wherev
pair of lam goals to lead Montreal past Buttalo
by the Los Angeles Kings on
er - and
Dinee
after
n
scorin
g
the
winni
whenever - he lands with no regrets.
ng
First -round action continues
Patrick While*
Saturday night and the first round
goal in the Whalers 3-2 overtime
CapItaki 3, Dale 2
"It was time to leave and do something," he said, "I've
tonigh
t
with
Minne
has
sota
been dotted by a series of
at Chicago
Don Beeupre stopped 32 shots to teed
victory over the Boston Bruins on
dreamed about since I was a little kid."
in the Norris Division and Win- CaPlais, who advanced to the second round the
or
upsets.
Sunda
night.
y
the
time WI the Ma eight years. Beeupre.
Keith McCants is going to be a steal for some team
nipeg at Edmonton in the Smythe. Ohofourth
some
waned
the
series
backing
up Mks UM.
That forced a seventh game in
day, but because he squandered the downpayment, the cos
Buffalo, which had the third-best Both series are tied 3-3.
continued his hat play with several key slops in
i
their tense NHL playoff series. The
the Wet period, then came up big twice during a
record in the NHL, was eliminated
the first lesson - that professional football is a business of
New Jersey power play it the genie's final
run
Whalers, who finished fourth in the
by Montreal 5-2 Sunday night in an
hv grownups who take it very seriously - is on him.
Ad... Dtviakin
three reehlee The Galas also got a break
Wheless 3, Bruins 1, OT
Mains Division this season, have a
when NW Mawr, amid on an open Oa a
Adams Division series.
Dineen
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Cook and Dykstra
clip the Cardinals

Actions& Reactions

'te6

Local soccer

Is
•

McCRACKEN CO. — The Murray-Cailoway under-14 boys Stnkers defeated two
1.4cCracken County teams over the weekend, downing the McCracken Sidewinders
5-1 and blanking the St Mary Vikings 4-0 Against the Sidewinders, Roman Shapia
scored two goals, with Bo Jones, Jason Cummings and Matt Weatherly adding
• goals, Cummings on a peaalty kick. Jones, Shapla, and Shane Schroader each
had assists while Strikers goalie Trent Nix recorded eight saves
• *Against Si. Mary, Maple, Schroader, Sean Haverstock and John Key scored, with
Weatherly, Shapla and Jesse Arant recording assists and Nix tencing the goal log
the shutout.
• • •
CARBONDALE, III. — The Murray-Calloway under-14 girls' Chiefs split a pair of
weekend matches against under-15 girls' teams, defeating Carbondale 2-0 and
losing to Cape Girardeau, Mo. 3-2 In thew victory, Ellen Uerg scored in the fist
halt on an unassisted goal and Susan Krieb added the insurance goal in the second half oft Sara Fitts' assist. Leah Stuart, Fitts and Maggie Snyder were named
best defensive players, and goalie Allison Cantrell had three saves during the
shutout.
'In the loss to Cape, Kim Johnson scored oft a Jill Miller assist, and Miller added a
goal oft Uddberg's assist for the Chiefs' tallies Maggie Snyder, Sarah Snyder and
Fitts were named best defensive players while Cantrell had 14 saves in goal

Golf
PALM BEACH GARDENS, Fla. — Gary
Player survived two rain delays and a
late double-bogey and coasted to his
third PGA Seniors Championshp as an
anticipated shootout between Hall of
Farners fizzled Sunday. Player had more
trouble with the elements than with playing partners Jack Nicklaus and Lee Trevino in winning this event for the third
time in five years He finished with a 281,
7 under par, after a final round 73. Chi
Chi Rodriguez, who began the day eight
strokes back, ended up alone in second
at 283 after a 66, the day's best round,
while Nicklaus and Trevino wound up tied
for third at 285
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• • •
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. — Payne Stewart birdied two playoff holes to beat
Larry Mize and Steve Jones on Sunday and become the first winner of consecutive
Heritage Classics. Stewart, who started the day two strokes in front, nearly had a
hole-in-one on No. 17, the first playoff hole, but Mize preceded Stewart's tap-in by
sinking his eight-foot birdie putt. Jones was eliminated after pushing his tee shot
into the crowd. Stewart, who struggled to an even-par 71, won with a 30-foot birdie
putt on the par-4, 484-yard 18th. Mize just missed his 20-foot putt for birdie, giving
Stewart his first playoft victory in six tries.
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Tennis
AMELIA ISLAND, Fla — Steffi Graf dominated Arantxa Sanchez Vicario 6-1, 6-0
in the first meeting between the two on
clay since the 1989 French Open final
and won the Bausch & Lomb Championships on Sunday, her 47th title. The victory came in Graf's first tournament since
she broke her right thumb in a skiing
accident in February. Graf, who struggled
in earlier matches against Carling
Bassett-Seguso and Natalia Zvereva,
had little trouble beating the Spaniard
and extending her match winning streak
to 57

was
from
76).

STEFF1 GRAF
• . •
TOKYO — Stefan Edberg, rallying from 2-4 deficits in each set, defeated Aaron
Krickstein 6-4, 7-5 Sunday to capture the men's title at the Japan Open. Topseeded Catarina Lindqvist beat Elizabeth Smylie 6-3, 6-2 for the women's title.
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Boxing
LAS VEGAS — Michael Nunn jabbed his way to a majority 12-round decision over
welterweight champion Marlon Starling on Saturday night to retain his International
Boxing Federation middleweight title. Nunn used movement and superior hand
speed to frustrate Starling and spoil his bid to become the first reigning welterweight champion to capture the middleweight title in 24 years.
• • •
LONDON — Mike McCallum peppered Michael Watson with right hands for 10
rounds before flattening the British challenger in the 11th to retain his World Boxing Association micldeweight title on Saturday.

Basketball
INDIANAPOLIS — Khalid Reeves, a University of Arizona recruit, scored 11 of his
22 points in the final five minutes Sunday to lead the East to a 115-104 victory over
the West in the annual McDonalds All American high school game. Reeves, a
6-foot-3 guard from Christ the King High School in Queens, New York, also had 10
steals and six assists and was named most valuable player as the East took a 7-6
lead in the annual chanty series. Clifford Rozier of Bradenton (Fla ) Southeast, one
of tour North Carolina recruits in the game, also had 22 points and grabbed eight
rebounds for the East

NBA playoff race
NBA Playoff Recite
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W L Pct. G8
z NSW
57 22 722 —
1-CNcitgo
53 24 688 3
z-Ph led*inn a
St 28 646 6
z -Boston
49 29 628 Th
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-1.111.auks•
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1-cinched playoff berth
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GAMES REMAINING
INDIANA (4) — HOME (2) Apnl IS. Clef:ago. 20.
Dothat AWAY (2) April Is, Philadelphia, 22.
Weshirri
ATLANTA (3) — HOME (2) Aprli 17, Nevi
Jersey, 21, Mint AWAY (1) Aptil 20, New Yak
CLEVELAND (4) — HOME (1). AO 22. Now
York AWAY (3) AO 17, Milweultee, la. New
JON., 20, Orkindo
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W L Pct. OS
NIA Laken
SO 141 780 —
z -Portland
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z-Sir Anton°
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Seale
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GAMES RENAMING
DALLAS (4) — HOME 131 46fIl 17. Uteh, 20,
HoustOn, 22. Charlotte AWAY (1) AprIt
Charlotte
DENVEFI(4)— HOME (2) Apill 20 San Antonio,
22, lannaeou AWAY (2) April 17. lAnnesom. le.
Homion
HOUSTON (4) — HOME (3) April 17. So:vanesto 19. Denver, 22. Ulan AWAY (I) Aral go,
Dales
SEATTLE (4)— HOME (2) Apill 17, LA takers;
20. LA Closers AWAY (2) Apnl IS. Secramemo;
22, Goklen Star
GOLDEN STATE (4) — HOME (3) April 1111,
Kowa, is, IA Closers, 22. Seethe AWAY (I):
Apirg 20 Phoenix
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Kruk struck out, Ricky Jordan
grounded to Smith. Dykstra was
caught off third but made it back to
the bag when Pendleton dropped
the ball for his second error of the
game. Von Hayes followed with a
sacrifice fly to left.
Dykstra led off the fifth with a
single, moved to third on a single
by Kruk and scored on Jordan's
fielder's choice to make it 4-0.

ets in the first round of the playoffs
if Houston beats out Seattle for the
final spot. The two teams are tied
for eighth with four games
remaining.
In the only other NBA games
Sunday, Boston stretched its sixseason Boston Garden winning
streak over New York to 24 games
with a 101-94 victory and Utah
defeated Minnesota 103-90.
The Celtics won their sixth game
in a row and moved within 1/2
games of Atlantic Division leader
Philadelphia while Utah took a
two-game lead over idle San Antonio in the Midwest Division.
The last two times the Lakers
failed to reach the NBA finals, it
was Houston that eliminated them.
The first time, in 1981, Johnson
shot an air ball in the lane in the
closing seconds of the deciding
game at Houston. Then, in 1986, it
was on a miracle buzzer shot by
Ralph Sampson.

Pitino unwraps...
(Cont'd from page 10)
or Louisville signee Dwayne Morton, Pitino said.
He insisted he is "99 percent
sure" that Morton will win his
appeal to the NCAA and be allowed to attend Louisville — but if he
doesn't win the appeal, he said, "It
doesn't mean he won't go to the
University to Kentucky. Right now,
he's saying he might go to Tennessee, but you never know what a
conversation would do to change
his mind."
Louisville has appealed an
NCAA decision that Morton was
ineligible at Louisville because
Coach Denny Crum allegedly made
an improper contact with the boy's
mother and high school coach.
Pitino said UK sophomore point
guard Sean Woods must improve
his academic footing or face the
possibility of being redshirted next
season.
Pitino also announced that volunteer assistant Billy Donovan will
be elevated to a full-time position,
but Pitino said he will also hire
another assistant coach, perhaps
Bill Burke, a Pitino assistant from
his days at Boston University.
With the Woods situation, Pitino
matter-of-factly threw out the challenge to his sophomore point
guard.
"There is a question mark about
whether Sean Woods will be playing for the University of Kentucky
next year," he said. "He'll certainly be here ... but there are certain
players on our basketball team I
want to overachieve academically
as well athletically. He's not underachieving, but he's not
overachieving.

Don russ
Tommy's
753-0473
Baseball Cards
901
Owner
Coldwater
Tummy
Goodwin
Rd.
MINOR
LEAGUE
SETS
Score

W 4 i1 4

'Magic' message sent
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
Intended or not, the Los Angeles
Lakers may have sent a message to
the Houston Rockets.
Led by Magic Johnson's second
consecutive triple-double, the Lakers tied an NBA record by clinching their ninth consecutive Pacific
Division crown with a 113-102 victory over the Rockets on Sunday
night.
The Boston Celtics won nine
straight division titles from
1957-65 when the league had only
two divisions. The Lakers' ninth
victory in their last 11 games also
clinched that they would have the
best record in the • Western
Conference.
Johnson, who has 11 tripledoubles this season, had 25 points,
11 rebounds and 11 assists as the
Lakers (60-18) reached the 60-win
level for the fifth time in six
seasons.
The Lakers will meet the Rock-

Fleer
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He said Woods had a 2.0 gradepoint average last semester, but has
not met Pitino's personal standards.
"Sean tells me he's working as
hard as he's ever worked in the
classroom, and I told him, 'That's
the problem,"' Pitino said. "'Your
standards aren't lofty enough.'
"I don't redshirt any players for
physical reasons, but I will redshirt
them for academic reasons."
Pitino had previously stated that
he doesn't like playing in Hawaii,
but said Kentucky's post-season
ban has altered that opinion.
"What I don't like about it is,
when you come back it hurts your
team," he said. "If you're going to
do it, this is the year to do it
because you're not in the NCAA
(Tournament)."
Kentucky has also followed
through on Pitino's pledge to play
the state's smaller Division 1
schools — Western, Eastern, Murray State and Morehead State.
"We're going to play all the instate schools on a regular basis,"
he said.
Western and Eastern are the first
two on deck, with the Hilltoppers,
now coached by former Pitino
assistant Ralph Willard, probably
ticketed for the game in Freedom
Hall.
Western Kentuclog athletics
director Jimmy Rix confirmed that
an agreement has been reached on
finances and payoffs, with the date
yet to be decided. He said UK
would not go for a game in Diddle
Arena, so Louisville was made
Western's home site. A return
game will be played in Rupp Arena, he said.
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Saturdays Gaines
Chicago 4 Pittsburgh 1
Houston 7 Lot Anima 3
Montreal 6 Nee Yon 5
San Diego 5, San Franosco 3 10 innings
Pleiad.,a 6 St Lous 2
Cinonnao a Manta pad ran
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh 4, Chicago 3. 10 innings
Pheedeania 4, Si Louis 0
Gina/Inas 13, Atlanta 6
Los Angeles 5, Houston 4, 10 innings
San Cee90 4, San Francisco 3
Montreal 3, New York 1
Monday's Gamma
New York (Viola 1-0) at Chicago (S VAlson 0-1

5-0
3-1
3-3
2-1
0-0
0-0

Pritecielphia (Mulholland 1-0; at Montreal (Boyd
635 pm
St Louis (DeLeon 0-0) at Ihnsburgh (Sneley
0-1), 635 pm
Cincinnae (Armstrong 1-0) al Atlanta (P Smth
1-0), 640 pm
San Franosco (LaCoes 1-0) at Los Angeies I Valenzuas 0-1). 9-05 pnt
Only games scheduled
1

TmedayS Games
San Clew a Cinonnal, 1 05 pm
Phitadelpha at Morotreal. 635 pm
Chicago at New `fork, 635 pm
St Loss at Pittsburgh, 635 pm
Atlanta at Hanlon 7 35 p m
Los Angeles at San Frani:mop 93S pm

220 pm

NATIONAL LEAGUE
LEADERS
BATTING 112 at beisI--Caran. Cincinnati, 522 Sandberg. Chicago 455, McGee. St Lou.. 440 Santiago, San Diego 391, Duncan, Cincinnati, 319
RUNS—Butter Son Fianna*, 7, BliacMir. Cincinnati, 6 Gallo Lot Angelis. 6. • 115 aeo an 5
RBI—WCIani San Freedom,
EDiaris. Cinonnal. 7, 6 ar• red met 6
HiTS—Lanun. Cincinnati, 12, MoGes. St Louis, 11. DoShields, Montreal. 10. RendoWit,
Las Angeles, 10.
Sandberg. Chicago. 10, TGwynn, San Diego. 10
DOUBLES--Gnseorn, Montreat, 4, DeShields, Montreal, 3, alci3m. St Louie, 3. Mier. New Yon. 3, Weila. Montreal 3
TRIPLES—Crwon. Mordreel, 2, 13 are led sell 1
HOME RUNS—Seto, Cincinnati, 3, Bowls. Pittsburgh. 2. Waltman, New Vol.
2. Lynn. San Diego 2
Lyons, New York. 2, Some* Los Aviles 2 YanSlyite. Pittsburg*, 2
STOLEN BASES—DeShietts, Maitre& 5, 541,40411. Los Angeles, 5, Bonds. Pnteburgin, 3,
Coleman Si
Low 3, Mier, New York. 3, °Nell, Cinannes. 3, Sabo, Cincinnati. 3
PITCHING (2 decease)—G$anrI& San Diego. 2-0, 1.000. 003: IlSrosth St Loos 1-1.
500 409
Drsbek. Pittsburghr. 1-1.
. 5 79, Lanceeter, Chitego. 1-1, .500, 1 42. Weneiand Los Angeles. 1-1 500
12 46: ZSIMPI, Monfr.al, 1-1, 500. 2.06.
STRIKEOUTS—Dibble. CAncinnati, 11, ZSirda, Montreal 11. Reuse:ha San Francisco, 10 5 are kw einn
54VES—M*111am, Chicago, 4, Bola, Montreal. 2, Franco. New Yon. 2, Linen& Sian Diego,
2, Myers,
Cincinnati, 2, RacOotiol. Pheasants 2.
SWEEPS
San Diego on Sunday became the first team
to sweep a three-game series at San Fran
cdco's Candlestick Park since the New York Mets
(May 25-27, 1987)
STATS
Of San Diego's Last 21 runs, 18 have scored in
the seventh inning or later
AT 5-0. :he
Cincinnatl Reds are are off to their best start sonce
1990
SLUGGERS
Cincinnati third baseman Chris Sabo hit three
home runs in his first five games Last
season, Sabo hit six homers tor the entire season
SPEAKING
"That was an outstanding performance by Dennis Cook. Thal
shows how smart I am. Fve
had hint in the bullpen. If he keeps pitching like that, it will
be tough to take him out of the
rotation " — Philadelphia manager Nick Leyva. Cook allowed
no runs ans seven hits in 8
2.3 innings Sunday against Si Lous
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Miesukee Hones 0-0) at Boson illocklicker
0-0). 101)5 art
Bellmore (Ttts 0-0) a Toronto ICenfil 0-0)
12:35 pm.
Cleveland tcarKhots o-ot et Kansas City (WOKza 1-0). 735 pm
Minnesota (Weal 01) at Seale (Johnson 0-1)
906 pm
Only games ichoduesd
Tuesday's Games
Now York at Detroit. 635 p m
Balsam at Toronto, 635 pm
Boston at Chcago 7 05 p m
Cleveland at Kansas City 735 pm
Mame** at Texas, 735 p m
kinnesota at Seams 905 pm
Oakland at California. 935 pm

LEADERS
BATTING (12 at bats)—EDIaz. Mleaukee. 482, Fait. CNC/90, 450 1.1•14041.40
C4/444144 425 Evan
Boston. 423, BJeoltsen. Kansas City 421
RUNS—Canesco, Oakland 7 Painore. Teta& 6 10 we led with 5
RBI--Evens, Boston 7; incongia. Tema 7, LJonneon Chicago 7 5 an bed van
6
HITS—Evans. Boston 11, Iarsid. Oakland, 11, Boggs. Boston, 10, Moray Dona 10.4
am aim mt.
9
DOUBLES-9 we bed on, 3
TRIPLES—Fax. Toronto 2, Som. Chicago, 2, 13 are NO traM 1
HOME RUNS-9 4,11 bed veth 2
STOLEN BASES—Calderon, Cauca, 4, RHanderson. Oakland. 3, 0 we bed stet 2
PITCHING (2 demmonsi—CFmary. Cellforria. 2-0. 1.000. 000, Clown&
2-0. 1 OCIO 33$ 511014
New York, 2-0, 1 000, 0 00. Ryan. Texas. 2-0, 1 000. 3.00; Slowert. Oselend,Boston
2-0, 1 000 219 Slob Taw,
to, 2-0. 1 000. 1 50, Wean Oeklend, 2-0, 1 003, 0.77.
STRIKEOUTS—Charon& Waist 15, Marna Dare* 12; Heugn. Tessa. 10 Sabotage, Kansas
City
10, Taper*, Minnesota 10
SAVES—Eclieriory. Oakland 3, LSmIth, Boston, 3, Thigpen Crew:ago 3 6 sni bed wnr ;
SLICK
The Toronto Blue Jays became the last AL team to make ar error when Junior Felix
Or0PP00 Frank White's shallow fly to right heed with two out in the founh inning aganst
Kansas city on Sunday
STRONG ARM
California outfielder Dante 13if.hette had I've assets in six games that season That gave
him 13 anis!. on 67 ma/or-league games
STEALS
Carlton Fisk', stolen base in the second inning Sunday was hi first since as:
Ju^e 3
against Minnesota and only his second since the 1907 season
SLUGGERS
Lance Johnson, who drove in 16 runs in I90 al-bats last season for the
White S4)1( has
seven RBIs in 18 al-ball the year
SWINGS
The Baltimore Omega outscored their opponents 11-0 through
the hist three innings in
five genes But they've been outscored 2E1.14 the rest of
the game
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Stanley Cup playoffs

a
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The ATLANTA HAWKS have three games
In which 10 climb Into ono of the lower mght
positions for the Eastern Conference playoffs. The Hewks trail the Cleveland Cavaliers by
game, with four Car games left
to play.

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — Dennis Cook allowed seven hits in 8
2-3 innings and Len Dykstra had
four hits and scored three runs as
the Philadelphia Phillies beat the
St. Louis Cardinals 4-0 on Sunday.
Cook (1-0) gave up a leadoff
single in the ninth inning to Willie
McGee and left with two outs when
Terry Pendleton doubled, sending
McGee to third. McGee was the
first runner to reach third against
Cook in the game.
Roger McDowell walked Ozzie
Smith to load the bases, but got
pinch-hitter Denny Walling on a
groundout to the mound for his
second save.
Dykstra, who led off four times
with hits, started the first off Bryn
Smith (1-1) with with a double and
scored on John Kruk's one-out
single.
Von Hayes singled in the second, moved to third on Darren
Daulton's single and scored when
Pendleton misplayed Charlie Hayes' grounder to third base for an
error.
In the third inning, Dykstra
singled and moved to third on
Tommy Herr's single and after

MONDAY, APRIL

The HARTFORD WHALERS defeated the
Boston Bruins 4-3 In creeninie Sunday night
to push Men Adams Division sena, to the
hfuti game of Its beatolseven series The
two MIMS Will mere off on Boston's loe
Tuesday night tO WM the hard-fought
Cup Opening-round sends

-........sirr,4•••••••,-.04.....www-

Stanley Cup Payoff Glance
DIVISION SEMIFINALS
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St Louis I Toronto 1 St Louis Wm YAW 4.1
Foam, Wi 13
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dmonton 4, Winnipeg 3 seines led 3 3
li. Chicav 3 sales led 3 3
'
kenneled,
Las enemas 4 C*Isr• 3. 201 Los Angeles
Wm ewes 4-2
Watley, April 18
Mionsreel 5 Staab 2 Morereel eNW wines 4-2
New Jaws 2. Weshimais Mrs
Weer kprok
series 4 2
145Mont I Boston 2. OT. wanes led 3-3
Monday, April ill
Minnesota I Chicago 735 p et
*MasaoI Edmonton. 838 pm
Tuesday, April?
Honked st Boston •35 o

Still waiting for your copies? Still
struggling with complicated copying
procedures? Still getting lousy copy
quality?

You need a change...fast!
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Two-man cross-country trek helping to bring out
awareness of child abuse problem in United States
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Dave Kingery thinks not enough is
being done to prevent child abuse
in America. So he and a buddy are
walking across the country, hoping
their trek will foster a greater
awareness of the crime.
"We win if we prompt even one
family to get help to deal with it,"
Kingery said during a stop in
Owensboro last week. "If we help
one child, it's a success."
On March 24, 1989, Kingery and
his friend Dave Brown left
Gresham, Ore., on a slow, meandering journey that will conclude in
mid-June in Washington, D.C.
They've walked 4,000 miles in
385 days and have met dozens of
dignitaries — from mayors and
governors to St. Louis Cardinals
shortstop Ozzie Smith. They plan
to meet with President Bush when
their march concludes in mid-June.
Kingery said that meeting was set

up after the duo visited with Bush's
son, Neil.
"That worked out great, because
we were going to have a starvation
strike at the door of the White
House if (Bush) wouldn't meet
with us," Kingery said.
And what will they tell the
president?
"We don't think enough is being
done as a deterrent to prevent the
horrible crimes of child abuse," he
said. "There are people in this
country who treat their personal
belongings better than they treat
their kids. ... It's not so easy to
replace the mind of a child."
Kingery said his interest and
activism on the issue began after he
read Brown's magazine articles, on
child abuse. Brown was off in St.
Louis during the interview while
Kingery nursed a sprained ankle
and slept off a cold in Owensboro.

Kingery said both men also saw
examples of child abuse while
working with children's groups in
Oregon.
"Child abuse is bigger than
either of us imagined it to be,Kingery said. "There is no simple
solution to the problem."
They are financing the trek
themselves and have spent about
$7,000 apiece so far. Kingery, a
former ski instructor and cabinet
installer, raised the money by selling his ski boat and travel trailer
and Brown sold his interests in two
Oregon-based magazines.
The pair has accepted no cash
donations. Potential donors are
referred to Chiliihelp USA, a
national, non-profit organization
that focuses on the treatment, prevention and research of child
abuse.
But the two gladly accept invita-

Guarding against vitamin overdoses
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

,

units) may experience an array of
symptoms, including nausea, diarDEAR DR. GOTT How soon after rhea, rapid pulse. blurred vision, lowtaking a fat-soluble vitamin can you ered resistance to infection, rash,
take it again without damage of over- weakness and fatigue_
load? I'm thinking of vitamin E in
Thus, the answer to your question
particular.
depends on the vitamin and the deDEAR READER: The fat-soluble gree of excessive consumption. If
vitamins(A. D. E and K)are stored in your body is fully saturated with vitasubstantial amounts in the body's tis- min E, you should wait several weeks
sues. In particular, vitamin A is before rf miming
this
vitamin
stored in large quantities in the liver. supplemen..
When the liver is saturated with vitaTo provide you with additional inmin A, it would take a well-nourished formation. I am sending you a free
adult 200 days to use up just half the copy of my Health Report "Fads I -reserve, if no more vitamin A were in- Vitamins and Minerals.; Other readgested. Vitamin D is also stored in the ers who would like a copy should send
liver, the reserve would require sev- $1.25 with their name and address to
eral months to be used up Vitamins E PO. Box 91369, Cleveland. OH 44101and K are stored in less substantial 3369. Be sure to mention the title.
amounts.
DEAR DR. GOTT I've heard that a
Once the storage potential has been dry mouth could be an indication of a
exhausted, the excess fat-soluble vita- disorder within the body. At 69. I now
mins spill into the bloodstream and have the condition and wake up severmay poison tissues. Therefore, ex- al times a week with a mouth that can
perts recommend that people avoid best be described as being as dry as
taking these vitamins in quantities ex- sand. Is this a warning of some unceeding the Recommended Daily known problem?
Allowances.
DEAR READER: Xerostomia (dry
Unlike vitamins A, D and K, excess mouth)is caused by a reduction in the
vitamin E seems to cause little or no amount of saliva. It is a symptom of
tissue toxicity. However patients several diseases, including diabetes,
who take high-dose vitamin E (well mouth infection, stones in the salivary
above the RDA of 10 international ducts and Sjogren's syndrome (an un-

usual condition of self-allergy associated with arthritis).
Many drugs, such as antihistamines, cause xerostomia as a side
effect.
People who mouth-breathe at night
i because of allergies, sinus congestion
or other mechanical problems in the
throat)often awaken with dry mouths
because the moisture is evaporated
by this habit.
If your mouth is dry all the time,
day and night, you should be examined by a doctor to determine if there
is a hidden disease or infection to
blame. On the other hand, if this occurs inconsistently and only at night,
you probably breathe through the
mouth — and, as is usually the case,
you also snore.
0 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Read the want ads daily

tions tor a tree Ginner and place to
sleep.
"If we had to pay for a room
every night, this walk would have
been over a long time ago," Kingery said.
They average about 30 miles a
day, particularly if relieved of
backpacks, tents and survival gear
they've had for about 2,800 miles.
Police or supporters have driven
their packs 30 or 40 miles down
the road in many instances so the
pair can travel easier.
People have been kind and supportive during their walk, but there
nave been a few disturbing
:xceptions.
"We've had people get really
defensive with us — parents who
;ay, 'This is my kid and I can beat
nim if he lies to me,"' Kingery
;aid. "One guy told us, 'Maybe
you two need some abusing."

Chemical curiousity

George Collins, representative of Vanderbilt Chemical Company,
shows Murray High School chemistry students Heather Hughes and
Chad Bazzell how Veegum, a material manufactured at the plant, is
processed to prepare a sunscreen. Collins's presentation to Murray
High's chemistry classes was part of the Murray school-business
partnership.

A Hardin couple suffered minor
injuries after losing control of their
vehicle and coming to rest in a
Calloway County bean field on
U.S. 641 about three miles north of
Murray Saturday around 2:50 p.m.
The accident occured when two
drivers attempted to pass Harold
Lents, 83, and his wife, Georgia
Lents, 82, of Hardin.
The Lents were injured when
their car was struck by Melissa
Smith, 20, of Dexter. Smith was
attempting to pass both Lents and
John Travis, 42, of Hardin while
southbound on U.S. 641.
State police said that as Smith
changed lanes to pass both cars,
Travis also attempted to pass
Lents. Smith swerved to avoid Travis, lost control, went onto the
median and came back into the
roadway, striking Lents.
Lents lost control, passed over
the median into the northbound
land, struck a state highway fence
and came to a stop in a bean field.
Both Lents were treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Smith refused
medical treatment and Travis was
reported uninjured.

•

College tuition. Trip to the Virgin Islands.
Bills for dentist. New golf membership.
Exercise equipment. New hunting gear.
Dirt bikes. New compact disc player.
New gutters. New baby. Honeymoon.
New air conditioning.
Trip to the hospital.
Wedding reception.
New trailer for boat.
Law school tuition.
New clothes. Business school tuition. New porch.
Trip to Europe. Cruise to the Bahamas. New boat.
Wedding ring. New roof.
Engagement ring.
New fishing equipment.
Mobile phone.10-speed bikes.
Mobile home. New den.
New kitchen. New bedroom.
New plumbing. New car.
Trip to Mexico.
Trip to Hawaii. Wedding gown
New wardrobe. Trip to London.
Ski vacation.
New golf clubs. New heating.
Home entertainment center.
•..00.00.▪ 0
New depth finder for boat.
NewVCR.Community college tuition.
New furniture. Marina fees for boat. New stereo.
Call TranSouth about a loan in the morning and we'll have
an answer for you in the afternoon.What better reason could there be to try us than that?
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Letter Battle Breaks Out
Over Women in Combat
By Abigail Van Buren
1990 Un,ve•Sal Ness SynC :
, ate

DEAR ABBY: As a former WAC.
may I contribute my thoughts concerning women in combat? I served
in World War II for three years on a
proving ground under combat conditions, evaluating weapons and helping to train troops in the use ofthose
weapons. My observations were as
follows:
1. A significant number of men
are not suitable for combat duty.
2. A larger percentage of women
are not suitable for combat duty.
3. People are reluctant to take
orders from squeaky-voiced little
people who appear to be younger
and/or weaker than they are.
4. People will readily take orders
from an older woman who is demonstrably competent.
5. In a real way,you use what you
have.
FORMER WAC, MAINE
*5*

DEAR ABBY:Concerningwomen
in the military, I believe that women
should be allowed to serve their
country in any capacity they choose
— providing they are fully qualified.
However, they are limited by nature. Putting it bluntly, men are the
breadwinners and women are the
baby makers. We have never seen a
man endure menstrual periods,
pregnancy, labor, childbirth or
menopause. And we never will.
REALISTIC IN SEATTLE
***

DEAR ABBY:This letter is in response to"A Future Female Soldier":
My feeling is that any woman who
can qualify for combat should be able
to participate. This also goes for
African-Americans, Asians, Native
Americans,Hispanics and any other
individual who can make the grade.
America has become obsessed
with the need to classify people and
to qualify them for careers, benefits,
etc., based upon race and gender. I
hope I live to see the day when we
can overcome this overriding concern with "minority status" and in-

stead look to a person's abilities
qualifications and desire to handl(
the task at hand.
SKIP SCHWEISS
PARKER,COLO
* **

DEAR ABBY: The reactance
send women into war is a relic of tilt
past. It was a code of battle tha.
existed when brave soldiers, men o
honor and courage, faced each othei
in combat to protect their womer
and children. In this age of nueleat
targeting, we conveniently forge'
that we are all equally in the gun
sights, including those who are ir
hospitals, schools and nursini
homes. There is no "safe" haven. T(
cli4g to the notion that our men wtj
protect us delicate females is buyi
into the macho mytholoKv ofthe"goo
war." Modern warfare makes th.
fantasy obsolete.
JUDITH A. MURPHY, M.D.
PALO ALTO, CALIF
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DEAR ABBY:Why does everyont
ignore the sexual aspect of women ir
combat? One thing that cannot ix
changed by legislation is the natura
desire for males and females to mate
With all that "togetherness." a lot o.
"soldiers" would be getting pregnant
1The Army might have to provick
day-care centers on the front lines!
Another idea: All women who request combat duty should agree tx
have a tubal ligation. It would remove one major problem and make s
lot of GIs happy.
JOHN J. CONRAD, MORTON
GROVE,ILL

fl.
:
6 NOT

116 r•Ut

* * *

The facts about drugs. AIDS and how tx
prevent unwanted pregnancy are allit
Abby's new expanded booklet, "What
Evem,:Teen Should Know."To order,send
a long, business-size, self-addressed
envelope, plus check or money order tot
63.95 44.50 in Canada( to: Dear Abby
Teen Booklet,P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris
III. 61054.(Postage is included.)
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Division of Air Quality announces winners
for Kentucky Earth Day 990 poster contest
Frankfort, Ky. -- Earth Day 1990:
"Care About Clean Air" poster contest
winners have been announced by the
Kentucky Division for Air Quality.
The winner in the kindergarten
through sixth grade category is St.
Catherine Grade School of New Haven in Nelson County. The three sixth
grade students designing the poster
are Jamie Hawkins,Troy O'Bryan and
Guy Michael Mouser. The teacher is
Cassie Robinson.
The winner in the seventh through
twelfth grade category is Jennifer
Fairbanks, an eleventh grader at Murray High School, Murray. Lloyd
Hasty is the teacher.
PanY,
s and
int, is
urray
siness

More than 200 individual school
winning entries in the two categories
were submitted to the Division for Air
Quality from public and private
schools across the Commonwealth.
The theme "Earth Day 1990: Care
About Clean Air," as required in the

poster contest rules, was uniquely
depicted on each poster.
State judges for the contest were
Ann Seppenfield, Kentucky Department of Education; Boyce Wells,
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet; Leslie Cole,
Environmental Quality Commission;
and William Coakley, retired Division for Air Quality Program Development Branch Manager. All of the
judges commented on the quality of
the posters and that it was very
difficult to choose a winner from so
many great entries.
The two winners will now be
judged nationally, as a pan of Earth
Day 1990 celebrations. Two national
associations,State Territorial Air Pollution Program Administrators/Association of Local Air Pollution Control
Officials (STAPPA/ALAPCO), representing state and local air pollution
control agencies across the country,
sponsored the contest and will choose

Valley to give the public an opportunity to observe TVA business actions and discuss TVA-related issues
with the board.
During the business session of the
meetings, citizens have an oppor-

the national winners.
National winners will be an
nounced on April 22,Earth Day 1990,
in Washington, D.C. Prizes of $500,
$300 and $200 will be awarded in
each category. The posters will be
displayed in the nation's capital after
judging.
The two winning Kentucky schools
will receive a visit from the "Clean Air
for Kentucky" hot air balloon. The
winning artists and teachers will be
presented Earth Day 1990 T-shirts
from Captain ZAP (Zap Air Pollution) pilot of the Clean Air Balloon,
and Lillie Cox, "Clean Air for Kentucky" education and contest program
coordinator.
According to Bill Eddins, director
of the Division for Air Quality, "We
are excited about the number of
entries in the contest and about the
quality of each poster. We believe
these winners have a good shot at
being national winners as well."

tunity to comment on items being
considered for approval by the board.
After the business meeting, a public
listening session is held in which
board members answer questions and
discuss general TVA issues with
citizens.
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PASSPORT Photos In- CARPETS Dirty? Ren
stant passport photos avail- Host 'Dry Carpet Cleaner
able at Allison Photogra- Black's Decorating Center,
phy, 753-8809
701 S 4th St, Murray.
PICTURES and picture
framing, also framed mirrors. plain and beveled
edge, glass tabletops, window glass plate glass.
piexi glass Replace glass
for cars, homes, and businesses All at MSG Complete Glass Co Dixieland
Center 502-753-0180

Nodes

Notice

ANYONE interested in the
upkeep of Hale Cemetery
on Hwy 732 call Odell
Donelson 436-5823 or
Fran kie McClure 753-3949.

CANCER
INSURANCE

Key MiniWarehouses
Hwy. 121 South
szes from 5x10 to 10x30
753-5582 if no answer:
753-8078, 753-0998

United States is failing to provide
leadership in dealing with the socalled "greenhouse" effect.
The Bush administration has
maintained that while there is
widespread agreement that manmade pollutants are causing the
earth to become warmer, there
remain too many unanswered questions to warrant pollution controls
that could have widespread economic implications.
The president is hosting a White
House conference on the greenhouse effect on Tuesday, just days
before next Sunday's Earth Day
observance. During his 1988 cam-

WASHINGTON — President
Bush will ask a 17-nation conference this week to examine the economic impact of global warming,
but the administration plans to
argue it's too early to propose specific measures to deal with the
problem, officials say.
The White House's cautious
approach in developing responses
to global warming is expected to
unleash renewed criticism from
some European countries that the

No age lima to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-l's. local clam serval.'

By GARY LARSON

020

Bush asking international conference
to examine impact of global warming
Associated Press Writer

020

*Oft

Jana Wells, right, president of the Social Work Club at Murray State University, presents a $250 donation to the Murray State University Foundation for the Pam and Havana Rutledge Scholarship for social
work students. Accepting is Carol Julian, coordinator for planned giving in the Office of Development.
Students in the Social Work Club earned the money for the gift through various fund-raising projects.
The club is a service organization which also gives to worthy local charities.

By H. JOSEF HEBERT
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1 Frigid
5 On the ocean
9 Emerged
victorious
12 Hautboy
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14 "— Life to
Live"
15 Liquid
measures
17 Narrow strip
of land
19 Soft,
soothing
21 "— Side.
West Side'
22 Prophet
24 Aluminum
symbol
25 — about
town
26 Possesses
27 Title of
respect
29 Early morn
31 Morsel

Answer to Previous Puzzle

32 Article
33 Printer's
measure
34 Hint
35 — Dorado
36 Be present
38 Consumed
39 Exist
40 Behold,
41 On the
(immediateis,
42 Father
44 Rug
46 Breastwork
48 Winged
51 Time gone by
52 Mental image
51 "sex. -- and
videotapes-.
55 At present
56 Saucy
57 Break
suddenly

2 Kimono sash
3 The
Yard'
4 Hinder
5 Equally
6 Flows out
7 Comfort
8 Skill

9 Female
10 Burden
11 "Empty 1 ''Beverly
16 Tin symbol
Hills —"
18 Listen to
20 Blemish
22 Sneaker
23 James
1
2
4
5
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10
9
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12
13
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Social Work Club donates $250

TVA board of directors to meet in Hopkinsville
The TVA Board of Directors will
meet at 10 a.m.(CDT)April 19 in the
Pennyrile Area Development District
Office, 300 Hammond Drive, Hopkinsville.
The board holds its meetings in
various locations in the Tennessee

MONDAY, APRIL 16, 1990

MI

Nil

II
WI kill

1111

paign, Bush said such a conference
was a top priority and would be
held in his first year as president_
Senior advisers on economics,
science acid the environment from
17 nations plan to attend, making it
the first gathering on the subject
with government officials representing such a broad spectrum of
interest.
Senior Bush advisers said they
hoped the conference would for the
first time give equal weight to economic as well as environmental
issues related to global warming.
"We hope it will raise the level
of debate ... on the science and
economics of global change," said
Michael Boskin, chairman of the
president's Council of Economic
Advisers, who will be one of the
three conference co-chairmen.
Administration officials cautioned in briefings with reporters
that the gathering is not intended to
produce any blueprint for dealing
with global warming. Instead, the
officials said the administration
will emphasize the need for further
scientific studies and incorporating
the economic issues involved.

KWW selects
new directors,
sets committees
Kentucky's Western Waterland
new board of directors went into
effect this month. The KWW board
consists of 32 directors from the 15
,:ounty regions in Western
Kentucky.
A reception at The Cumberland
House Restaurant in Suwanee was
held prior to the meeting by
Michele Myers of Buzzard Rock
Resort, Kuttawa and Jim Suitor of
Holiday Hills Resort, Eddyville.
Areapfficials and business leaders
from throughout Lyon county
attended. The theme was "Welcome Back Tourist" in an effort to
kick off the tourist season as well
IV an opportunity to get acquainted
with area businesses. The newly
elected executive board consists of
1 1 placements which include:
Paul li'kedlander, Paducah
(Unemployment Services), president; Darrell lent, Eddyville (The
Jent Co. - West Ky. Factory Outlet
Mall) president-elect; Anne Adams,
Murray (Murray Tourism Commission) secretary; Bob Maxwell,
Grand Rivers (Tween the Rivers
Quick Stop) treasurer: with vice
president of membership, Homer
Brown, Hopkinsville (Brownco
Products); vice president of promouons, Nita Ewing, Eddyville (Palisades Resort); vice president of
finance, Pauline Crump, Cadiz
(Trigg County Farmers Bank).
Three COC3MitIeeS were formed:
Long and Short Term Planning Jack Baker, chairman, Marshall
County (Moors Resort); Carl
Hamilton, Marshall County
(Sportsman's Lodge), and Jim Suitor, Eddyville (Holiday Hills
Resort); Policy and Procedures Stan Key, Murray (Murray Tourism
Commission); Special Projects
Paula Weitlauf, Paducah
SDTV).
Kentucky's Western Waterland's
new board members will serve for
a two-year tam.

MONDAY, APRIL 1, 1,90
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WORK At Home $300 a
day Send SASE to HNS
Ext H-1 At 5 Box 502
lAurray, Ky 42071

ISE
Retail Space
Available In
Bel-Air Center
CI 7534751
After 5 p.m 753-9439

Help
Wanted

APARTMENT manage
needed for Local Secton 8
=TONE Experience pretarred Send resume to PO
Box 117 Benton Ky 42025
EOE

ATTENTION Excellent Income for Home Assembly
VIDEO DATING Inctuding Work
Info
Call
Murray Paducah, Benton, 504-646-1700 DEPT
Confidental
Mayfield
P2021
names exchanged only via
mutual consent For details
Full Time Deli
send self-addressed
stamped envelope to PerCook Needed
sonalized Video Systems,
Apply in person
PO Box 1911, Murray, Ky
42071
Owen's

Food Market
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Beretta GT loaded
5314.86 ma'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title 8 License
36 Mo Closed End Lease

CONSTRUCTION/Home
improvement sales person
Confidential interviews.
Limited income potential
Draw on commission. Vehicis furnished after 30 days.
Call anytime for interview
753-0909.

CUSTOM
DOOR SHOP

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY - 8-10 years expenoperation at
once required with at least
2 years at executive/
TUCK'S
assistant level Dictation
air,. 45 Inib so. of ewe
and transcription experi587-3000
ence (shorthand and machine) Experience on IBM
025
personal computer (word
processing and Lotus 123)
Personale
Send resume to HT likirket85.000 GOLD CARD No ing, Inc., P.O. Box TX,
turndowns! No deposit Murray, KY 42071
needed Cash advances! HELP Wanted - parts perAlso fast, easy VISA/MC, son or small engine meno deposit! Free info! chanic Send resume to
1 1800)677-5103, anytime. PO Box 1415, Murray, Ky
42071
1/411,111141”11,11,44 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN4 INGS-. NEED a 067 A
P' Lady,
4 GEV! Hope for the future?
4 You may qualify if You do
s
I love you! 4
not have your GED or high
Your Knight in 4
4
s Shining Armor 4 school diploma, You we
4 between the ages of 16 &
Isir,VVIPVVIPIPVV104 21 We we an EOE. This
protect is funded by the
CREATE and update your Western Kentucky Private
own will for under $50 industry Council- J.T.P.A
Send SASE b HNS Ext Cal J T.P.A. Out Of School
W-1 Rt 5 Box 502 Murray, 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
Ky 42071

LOOKING FOR A
CAREER CHANGE?

1

We are providing a State-Approved
Nurse Aide Training Program for those
who are accepted. We will also arrange
and pay for Vocational School testing
for those completing our program. This
will put your name on the State's
Registry of Nurse Aides.
Apply in person at:
West View Nursing Home
1401 South 16th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
EOE Iirl/F
New
•wy
6
per
Hours
it 30pm Call
2573 after 5pm

NEED babysitt
ConcxxcliE
-

NOW HIRING - Full time
position availabte at Surnmem Optical Experience
helplul but not necessary
Apply in person with reflume at *8 Olympic Plaza,
Murray

For Sale By Owner

Career Radio
Sales Opportunity
Do you toe in Calloway
County'? Ars yOU IsiterealtaXI
in an excnang career In media sake A successful ..ma
radio stauon wishes to expand us sales department
Previous sales expenenee is
desirable, but not mglored
We will train Only people
who want a bright future
with a winner need apply
('all 753-2420
for appointmenl'.
or mall resume to:
Radio Station
2012 College Farm Rd.
Murray, Ky. 42071
NEED lady to help elderly
lady 753-7757
NOW hiring at Murray Sewing Center Bel-Air Shopping Center, 753-5323 Experience In sewing needed
Apply in person.
RELIEF driver needed for
mail contract route Must
have reliable transportation. FBI screening required 436-2438 after
5pm.
STAY at home and make
up to $400/wk in your
spare time No selling Involved Easy assembly
work No experience
necessary For details send
$1 00 plus stamped envelope to J M. Lebowitz
Company, 187 Lee St
Montgomery, Al. 36104

Charter
Hospital of
Paducah
RN's
Charter Hospital of
Paducah has full-time
positions available in
our adult and adolescent CD and psychiatric unit. PRN
positions are also
available.
$1,000 Sign On
Bonus for Those
Who Qualify
MHT's - BS in psy cology preferred for
PRN position
If you are up to the
challenge of leadership, join us. We offer
competitive salaries
and excellent benefits
including employee
stock ownership plan.
Send resume or call:

Charter Hospital
of Paducah
Attention Human
Resources
P.O. Box 7609
Paducah, Ky.
42002-7609
(502) 444-0444
EOE

Ltinty'l
Now Hiring
for all shifts. Come in
person to apply between 2-4 p.m. weekdays.

Arby's of Murray
641 North

Arbgr

Drastic Price Cut - $14,995.00
Duplex - 412 N. 5th - Murray
Positive Cash Flow
606-271-0847

TAKING applications for
cooks and waitresses
Apply in person
Wednesday-Sunday Valley
Drive-In Hwy 94E

Sitatlon
*need
Introducing...

THE PHOENIX COOKIE

CUSTOM tilting with Troy
bih tiller Any size garden
$20 and up 436-5259

"Lose up to 14 pounds in 14 days"
An absolutely delicious diet Health Cookie,
rich in fiber, no cholesterol, low fat and
approximately 120 calories.

GENERAL house and office cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737

The ultimate approach to health and

WANTED yards to mow in
town. 759-9912

effective weight loss.
f410401Ut

WILL mow
753-0008

-2110Asnr
Carraway, Meath Counselor

435-

lawns

WILL sit with eider's, or sick
dal of night, or would live
in References and experience. Cal 753-4590 for
more information

- Career Opportunity —
Management Training JCPenney Co
Salary plus benefits. Advancement first
year on completion of training Degree
required. Business administration and
accounting. Send resume

ATTN: Store Manager
JCPenney Co.
1752 W. Reelfoot Ave.
Union City, Tenn. 38261
•

711%.
+4

INSTRUCTION

do. LEARN TO DRIVE
_MIR-TRAILER
ALL1ANC
necrostramuni .14
La".."11
My MEI
1-800-334-1203

Want
To Buy
100AMP utility pole.
753-0062 or 753-9714
BUYING: aluminum cans,
battery, scrap mew, copper and kink cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights.
BUYING used pallets. One
or a thousand. Paying up to
$1 50 each 759-4547 or
759-4772.
LOOK in the attic, basement, closets for 12 G I
.1006, Barbies Top prices
paid 436-5608.
MOVING, cleaning out
house or she, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One piece or
house full 642-6290,
492-8594 alter 6pm.
MURRAY Recycling buying aluminum, copper, batteries, Sink cars & scrap
iron. All new prices, 40c
aluminum cans Will match
prices. Across from Seven
Seas Horne 753-0467
WANTED Old photos of
downtown Hazel, Ky from
1910-1950 Call evenings
492-8469

MIT
TO BUY
Large Safe
60" to 70" Tall

Will move it.

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.
FURNITURE, appliances.
glassware One item or a
Days
houseful.
502-492-8175, nights
901-247-5518

APARTMENT size black
vinyl love seat and chair.
Good condition 753-2853.
MOVING Sale - LA & DR
furniture, including DR
table,6 chairs, server,large
hutch & buffet, off-white LA
sofa, coffee & 2 end tables
with marble tops, 2 table
Stutiel lamps and large stereo console Al top quality
items and in excellent condition Call 753-8686
NEW and used furniture for
sale, •cheap.". Call
753-2922 and ask tor
SOLID cherry dining roorvi
table, 6 chairs, 2. salmisions, flawless conditiOn.
$1900, 753-9761,
evenings.

Antique
Secretary
Excellent condition. Walnut with
burl trim. Height
7'4".

753-2587

FORD 552 Baler excellent
condition $1800 Case 220
baler $600 753-8673
MASSEY-FERGUSON 50.
Good condition. Call
492-8566 after 5pm
200
Sports
Equbraing
Guns for sale 1 AK47. 1
Thompson, plus rifles and
hand guns 753-8738
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
OAK Firewood seasoned
or green, $30 delivered
753-5476
WOOD for sale 436-5481

PEAVEY T-20 base guitar
758-1644.

Aithcies
For Sale

Iliecellen•ous

125 3-wheeler $300 800c
1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours on it 4-wheeler $900, bunkbeds
$75 Days, 753-7688,
Has Kubota diesel engine
nights 759-4703
deck
mower
and 61'
437-4171
2 SHOWCASES and 1
BOOK for sale - A peace counter, clothes racks,
within - a self help book for paper cutter. 753-2165 or
mentally ill A must for all 759-4186
psychology students. Writ- ALUMINUM dog cage for
ten with an inside view A full size pickup $100.
clearly printed name and 6-55ga1 plastic barrels $5
address along with a each, 5-15gal plastic bar$20 00 money order or rels $3 each 492-8844 afcashier's check to Darlene ter 5pm.
Colson 1335 Wilder *207
FURNITURE, appliances,
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822.
glassware. One item or a
Days
CUB Cadet 16hp hyd. drive houseful
lawn mower, good condi- 502-492-8175, nights
901-247-5518
tion. $1500 753-8673.
GLASS top dinette table PRINTED caps: 12 dozen
$2. each, 6 dozen $2.50
and 4 chairs $75
each, at Faye's. 753-7743.
753-5156
MOWER blades over 403 RENT TO OWN! Storage
sizes in stock 30in Snap- buildings, rent to own.
per blade $6 99, Snapper Some restrictions Acres
681n belt $5 99, Snapper Portable Buildings, May
drive disc $4 49 Wallin field, KY, 502-247-7831.
Hardware Downtown Parts
USED storm windows and
MARINE starting batteries sashes. Sizes are: 32x38,
85amp, $3999. Marine 32x54, 28x38, 36x38.
trolling batteries 106arnp, 492-8659.
$4999 Wallin Hardware
Downtown Paris, TN. Open
all day Saturday's
VISA OR MASTER CARD! Even If bankROPING saddle, good conrupt or bad credit! We
dition $275 Call 753-2902
Guarantee you a card
or double your money
after 5pm
back. Call 1-8054/2SET of Ram Classic god
7555 EXT. M-1111
clubs Irons 3-9, pitching
(call 7 days a week)
wedge and woods, 1,2, & 4.
Heavy duty beg, pull cart
$175 753-8361
25r)
TILLERS, Slip Briggs &
Moises
Stratton engine, chain
drive $299 99 Wallin
JOYCE Noel Tax Serince
Hardware Downtown Pans
has moved to 915 ColdwaOpen ail day Saturdays
ter Road Call 753-6088 for
WATER heater round appoinerient, Hodge. Noel
electric 30 or 40gal and Associates
$12998.Wallin Hardware
PRIVATE Investigator with
Downtown Pans Open all
22 years city and state inday Saturdays
vestigation experience.
'Accident *Criminal 'CM
•Personal or Corporate
•Missing Persons Your
Applusses
needs, our speciany Call
USED Kenmore heavy duty Confidential Investigations,
washer/dryer $50 (502)753-2641
759-1644

11111

Rill
*Ibis
Howe for aft
I
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY 3-submarine sandwich/yogurt
shops. fully equipped and
operating Ready to be
franchised Located in Murray, Paducah, Lone Oak.
Call for appointment
618-524-3386

Roble
Hanel For Sale

210

150

Homes
For

Houses
For Rent

Ramos
For 5•14

81 in Tennessee 83 in the LARGE 3BR brick house, 350q .ft 1 -story brick at 38R, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
United States For sales of $350 Also vacant 3 room 1306 Doran Ad, Iv. din, large great room, fireplace,
the 01 Home Sold in tie tumashed apartment, $150 den wtvault owl & red
gas heat. landscaped. Boburn tp , 3 full baths, 3 side Oaks Country Club
Unlexl Stales, 'Fleetwood- 753-5292
bcfrms w/dress area, exer- 753-5691
Now in Pans Keith Baker
Homes - Lake Hwy 'We 2 BEDROOM new duplex, cise & stcuzzi rm 7 closets.
3 or 4 BDRM, brick in Lynn
will not be undersold' garag•
Grove, 2 baths, all &p1-800-748-9170.
Ig
kit
&
breakfast
area
plus opener, on Northwood
otence. included, 2 car
w/pantry, laund rm , ig 2
2BR mobile horn., in Ke- Dr Deposit plus $450/mo.
carport Central gas heat
car garage, lg. attractive
niana Shores, lot borders Days, 753-7688, nights
and at. $72,000 Call for
brick
&
quarry
tile
patio,
Ig
759-4703
TVA. Excellent condition
appointment 435-4588
lot (150'x225') phone
Call 436-2289
NICE 28R house and also 753-0335 after 600 P
507 WHITNELL Ave 38R,
ARE you looking for a a 18R apartment Both re1 bath, *aced backyard,
beautiful home that is easily cently remodeled Lease
newly decorated Reduced
affordable and built to last? required 753-4109
to $39,900 Call owner
Cal 1-800-748-9170 loc753-4801
ally cal 644-0312 ask for
370
HOMESELLERS
Ed Amen"
livestock
REALTY
& Supplies
A PLACE in the country!
ASSUMABLE ban $500
753-0375
Nice four bedroom two bath
down 3BR doublewide on POLLED Hereford Bull for
505 S. 12th St.
brick; double garage, large
sale 328-8685 after 4pm
1 acre lot with shop
'SAVE THOUSANDS??? lot and much more Addi753-9660
!Helping sellers sell for tional acreage available
360
$1,500 Check with us when
BANK REPO- 1987 Tiffany
you are thinking of selling $70's Roberts Realty,
Pete
14'x70', 2BR, C/A, excel753-1651.
property
our
&
*Mos
753-0375
iomeSellers
lent condition. This could
BY Owner - 3BR, 2 bath
be your dream home for AKC Boxer puppies. $50
brick, eat-in kitchen, dining,
LOOKING FOR A LOT?
only $500 down and each 489-2514.
'The best lots available nght
den, living room, large util$2221mo. with low financnext to Gatesborough.
ing. Horne is located at AKC Golden Retriever pup- $10,750 -A great value! ity, central gas heat and
electric air, 7 wooded acres
753-0375
Stella Mobile Home Pali pies 9 weeks old, shots, HomeSellers
with large barn. 151 miles
Call
and can be moved if de- wormed
BRICK ON N.I6T11 ST. north of airport on 783
sired. Phone Starks 901-644-1850
3bd., I ba. Brick with new
Brothers, 527-1451 for CHOW CHOW - pups, gaspack central unit Owner 489-2425
$49,900
appointment.
AKC, wormed and shots. wants offer
908 N.16th St 753-3942
HOUSE and 3-4 acres,
Call
762-6721
or
COME see us - The
1-376-2540
81.9. LOTS IN HAZE!,. 2BR upstairs can be made
Largest Inventory in the
into 2 more 753-4026
area.' Keith Baker Homes, FREE to a deserving fam- 6 Lots in center of Razel with
gas, water Lk sewer. $3,500
Inc. Lake Hwy. Paris, Tn. ily: The most lovable, good- deach or all 6 for $118,0()0
NICE 3BR, 1Vi story home
14-16-24-28-wide homes
remodeled with gas heat
natured, playful, beautiful 753-0575
1 - 8 0 0 • 7 4 8 - 9 1 7 0 canine tnend one could
and window A/C Priced to
AC. OF FARMLAND! sell 753-2703
Fleetwood-North Riverhope to find White long- 40
Long paved road frontage
Franklin-full sales-Service
haired female (spayed); Could be divided into smaller
NICE, 3BR, 1,/, bath, bock
free set-up We will not be
yr-old; small to medium -tracts. $801) per Ac Dr
home Central gas heat &
436-2165
Douglas
Rd
undersold.'
size; house trained; loves
air. Built in appliances
everyone - but deserves
EASTER SPECIAL - 14x80
HILLSIDE RETREAT! Large fenced in yard with
more
attention
than
I
can
Half-mile from water Mobile large workshop. Located at
North River 3BR, 2 bath,
give her. Call 762-2886 home in nice area with treated
super nice $18,995 00.
1620 Kirkwood Drive PrPines-rest
deck.
511,500
(night)
1-800-748-9170 ask for (day) or 759-4753
iced in 60's Cal 753-6277
Resort
753-6546
for an appointment ReferJ.R.
NICE 3BR aluminum siding
ences required.
LAKEFRONT LOT house on a deep lot within
II miles from Murray Paved
130
EXTRA Nice - 1981 mobile
road, gradual slope.deep city limits Priced at
watertiell water to lot C4II $28,500 For more informahome 2BR, all electric
ount-r S26,500 753-2723
. tion call Roberts Realty at
Call
$6,895.00.
fable
753-1651 or after hours call
(901)644-0012 Ask for
BOB Haley Real Estate WE SHOW MULTIPLE 435-4510
Larry.
sales and appraisals. LISTED PROERTIES.
llomeSellers offers full real
Roberts Realty 753-1651, estate services to buyers and
EXTRA nice 33R mobile
NICE brick 7 room house
home, 14 bath, with
489-2266.
sellers 505 S 12th 753-0375
with 30 acres of land Clean
matching underpinning.
KOPPERUD REALTY ofand good condition Fence,
Central heat,front deck and
fers a complete range of
barn, some timber. About
of
PROPERTIES
steps. 753-2557.
Real Estate services with a
1 .4 miles East of ColdwaUSE your deed for no cash
ter on Hwy 1836 489-2336
wide selection of quality
down payment 'A acre &
homes, all prices
3BR, 2 bath brick, 1 owner PRICE REDUCED! Wellup. Keith Baker Homes
753-1222, toll free
maintained 3BR, 1'4 bath
Lake hwy. 79, Paris
1 -800-251-HOME Ext home with walkout basement, large family room brick just outside city limits
1-800-748-9170.
711L
with wood burning stove, in Southwest area City utilnice tiled patio, gourmet ities, fenced backyard, fruit
21,0
REPOSSESSED NA a HUD
kitchen 2250sq ft living trees, outside storage
Noble
HOMP_S seallsbie from Bow
area on nice quiet street in building, large attic storage.
erntreent froen SI you repair.
NOON For Real
convenient location Low central heat and air Low
No credit chock. Aiso drug
seizures sad IRS llorscitwures
utilities 753-2206
60's Call 753-7566
2BR trailer for rent No pets
said for back lazes Call 1 Res
753-9866
642-7555 EXT H-1325 for repo
iii your seas.
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
(call 7 day' a weak)
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned. NEW Condominiums For
Shady Oaks 753-5209
Sale: 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1,380sq ft plus garage, all
appliances included plus
many other extras For
more information phone
Realty
Kopperud
SPACE for office and or 753-1222.
service business, 3 office
9.00 A.M.—RAIN OR SHINE
rooms, bath, large storage PRIME 2 acre corner buildroom. $295/mo. 759-1242. ing lot new the lake. Over
203 Scotch pines. Just reduced to $8000. Phone
Kopperud Realty,
*set
Hwy. 121 North
753-1222.
To ant

_ _
C
FARM MACHINERY
0
N (AUCTION)
.-, ,

S
I

RELOCATING in Murray
Need to rent Of lease 2-3
bedroom house outside of
city limits. Call collect,
615-443-3114.

1BR duplex, near university $185/mo. 253-3630.
1BR furnished apartment
Some utlites paid. Close to
university and hospital Call
753-4012 or 753-8756.
2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport, washer/dryer hookup. $325/mo. plus deposit
No pets. 753-4487
2BR duplex $285/mo
759-4406
2BR apartment. Central
H/A, all appliances Require lease, deposit and
references No pets. Call
after 6pm, 753-6615.
2BR duplex: central gas
heat/air All appliances
furnished Available June
1. Call 753-4300
LARGE 2BR, 2 bath apartment Central H/A, washer/
dryer hookup No pets. References required
753-3949
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on bac*. Coleman
RE 753-9098.
NEW 2BR house size
apartment Low utilities,
central gas heaVair, appliances furnished. Deposit
required $375/mo
753-8829

Lott
For bale
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree bps (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Prshall County. Look down on
Bonbon's lights! Deer and
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
W. Nanney, 753-9622
LARGE improved lot.
Johnny Robertson Rd
753-9302.
MUST Sacrifice! 5 lots in
lake area, Chipwood Estates. $4000 owner will finance 703-894-5236
NICE, lakefront lot,
Also '86 pontoon, $4800.
753-9586 days, 753-0292
nights
UNIVERSITY Hgts Development, N. 16th St , 96 lots
on 29 ac. Consider like-kind
trade for lake frontage
$203,000. 753-4065.
1n0

Firso
For UN
31 ACRE farm with large
amount of road frontage_
Includes 7 room, 4BR
home, tobacco barn, stock
barn, plus other outbuildings Burley and dark fired
tobacco bases included.
Located only 5 miles from
Murray. $77,500. Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222.

NICE 2 bedroom duplex
Central WA, ail apPkinolls
furnished Coieman RE,
753-9898

'OPERATING Horse Farm
on 30 level acres Large
new barn - metal exterior,
Oak interior, tack room,
complete washing area.
Haytofts, 2 fenced pastures, riding ring 3 bed
room 2 bath residence.
Land sowed down in alfalfa.
Move right in and get
storied $89,900 00• Ruth

NICELY furnished 1, 2,
3BR apartment 1-38R
house, 1-48R house, both
near MSU Days 7534111,
alter 4:30m, 753-0606

Ryan, Realtors 502
354-8671. Horne 8538 At
1, Box 461, Aurora, Ky
42048

I

12x66 GRANDVILLE
5 PIECE oak bedroom suite Paler: 20R, 2 bath, reasoin excel/ant condition, triple nably priced 759-1322 or
mirror $600 00 753-3720 489-27'33
ANT1OUE English oak sec
ratify and ohair, in excet
lent condition $800
753-7128

460

lie

Home
Furnishings

Imbued=

GR4NDk4A Mlers Bali.
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nurssiry on North 121h St
Open Tuesday through Sa9 5 30pm
turday
759 9536

I
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G „THE
• MAYFIELD OPEN //
N
At The Fairgrounds
M
E MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY
N
T illUCTION HIGHLIGHTS

TRACTORS
.I0 8640,20.8 Duals,3 Valves,3Pt.,PTO • JD 4240,4030,
C&A's, Quads • JD 4320, 4020, 2640 • INC 1586, 1086
C&A's, Duals • MF 2705, 1155, 135, 165 • IHC 1066. 806
574, 1456- Case 2290, C&A,Pr Shirt, Duals -AC XT 190
D-17• Ford TW-20,5600,5000,801-8N • Approximately
Medium Size Tractors In All
COMBINES
MF 560 w/16' Platform And 4 Row Corn Head • MF 7-'
wi20' Platform And 6 Row Corn Head • K-Gleaner w Cab.
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
Dade 580C, Tractor-Loader-Backhoo • Midland 8 Yard
Pan • Amco 10' Off Set Disc
EQUIPMENT
- i a $c •
'
• s • -ow 'enter • l'
, .ve
Midland 21' Disc • NH 855 And 849 Round Balers • NH 256
Rake • NH 451 Mower • Vernon 14' Land Leveler • Bush
Hog SM-160 Side Mount Cutter • AC No TIII Planter • NH
Square Baler • 6 Row Rotary Hoe • AC 6 Row No Till
Planter • Woods 15 Rotary Cutler • PTO Manure Spreader
• INC Wheel Disc • Gravity Flo Grain Wagons • PTO Post
Hole Digger •8 Row Field Sprayer • 2 Row Tobacco Setter
• 12' Cultimulcher • JD 4 Wheel Farm Wagon • 16' Wing
Fold Disc • JO 7100 -6 Row Planter • JD 16' Pull Swether.
TRUCKS • TRUCKS • TRUCKS
78 Chevy Tandem w/Grain Bed & Hoist • 81 International
S-Line Truck Tractor, Twin Screw, Radials • 76 Transte
Truck Tractor, Radials • 75 Freightliner, Twin Screw,
Radials • 71 International Twin Screw, 20' Grain Bed &
Hoist, Cargo Doors • Pickups • Grain Trucks • Seimi's •
Goosenecks • Stock Trailers • 1 Tons • Tandems • Flat
Bede.
t COME PREPARED TO FIND ROO ITEMT]
Several Small & Medium Size Tractors • 2-3-4 & S elm.
Plows • Small & Middle Size Disc • Chisel Plows, Tillers
& Harrows • Do All's And Fisk! Cultivators • Grain Drills
And Planters • Silage Cutlers • Feed Grinders • Feed
Wagons • Haybines • Rakes • Balers • Flat Wagons •
Manure Spreaders • Loaders • Sprayers • Cultivators •
Applicators • Rotary Cutters • Wheel Discs Of All Sizes
• Tye Drills
COME PREPARED F011 THE WEATHER,
SE READY TO BID AND BUY,
CONSIGN NOW! WE HAVE THE BUYERS!
.)/
a r -'•` ii• • AN WILL HAY • "- '
ON THE GROUNDS WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, AND
FRIDAY, APRIL 111TH, 19TH & 20Th
TO CHECK IN AND UNLOAD YOUR EQUIPMENT
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY Of SALE!!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
CALL US FOR MORE iNFOlf SE WITH in
SATURDAY, &MR 21ST AT 9:00 A.M. FOR A
FULL DAY OF AUCTION EXCITEMENT!!

JAMES R. CASH
—

AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
1502i 623-8466 or (5021 623-6388
The Selling Machine

Amleellaapiarralia

SPACIOUS
room brick b
lot in Cantle
L.R., DR.
burning tirei
fast, Lg bye
car garage
to sell Ptic
between 9
753-0914 all

WELL mai
house with
called Ni the
bath with ce
air. 753-222

1978 HOND4
torcycle will
Good coni
753-3114, a/
1983 HOND
hawk 4501
scratches, lik
502-354-601'

1989 SUZUk
ler 753-1351

1976 FORD I
dition, $850.

1979 CORNi
with white Is
Can be seen
on 94E. $8,01
753-4408

1979 OLDS'
Lass Calais:
cassette, 260
$1250. 75:':
5pm

1981MERC
$750 436-5:

1982 GRANI
excellent
753-3896

1986 NISSA
Non wagon. I
dition, low
759-9535.

1987 MUST
speed, whit
Very sharp
$8750 C
753-1651 o
437-4712.

1984 JEEP(
48,000 m
492-8561

DIS,
SUPP

If yot.
for Med
an exc(
Policy.
ductibl(
care's I
This be
Medical
pay 20°,
ble. Par
of the
$50.53,
diabete
and $5

Fc

Insi

From this
wooded ac
Reduced t

1{01
711 Main

MONDAY, APRTL

CLASSIFIEDS
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von

▪Doe,
Be-

..ynn

1989 TOYOTA 4x4 pidtup.
Extra sharp. with full factory
wananty 7591274 after
5pm

WELL maintained brick
house with vinyl trim located in the crty 38R, 14
bath with central gas heat/
air 753-2228

1984 GRAND Prix, white,
V-8 753-6520 whef 6Pfrl. or
daYs 753-8648.
1985
erne
41
dud
$4

Cif

heat
I for
!BR,
rard,
xxid
vner

lioteetysise
intry!
bath
large
Addiable
alty,
bath
rang,
utiland
RCM
Ties

783

1978 HONDA CX 500 motorcycle with windshield.
Good condition. Call
753-3114, after 5om
1983 HONDA 650 Nighthawk 4500 miles, no
scratches, like new. $1650.
502-354-6010.
1989 SUZUKI 500 4-wheeler 753-1356
490
Used
Dee
1976 FORD LTD good condition $850. 437-4845.

res

nade
6
tome
heat
ad to
brick
iat &
1001I

with
ed at
Pr5277
within
a at
irrnaity at
cal

louse
:Awn
once,
About
Idwa2336.

Wetbath
limits
y utiI, fruit
irage
wage.
Low

Used
Cam
1989 FORD truck less than
12,000 miles $9500 firm
753-4663

1979 CORVETTE black
with white leather interior
Can be seen at Lee k4anne
on 94E. $8,000 Call Jetf at
753-4408

1982 HONDA GL Interstate
SilverWing 1-364-8471.

1985 NISSAN 300ZX. AM/
FM cassette, t-top, red with
gray leather interior,69,000
miles $8500. 436-2169.
1985 PONTIAC 6000 STE
Sharp. Priced to sell Call
489-2204
1987 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass wagon Call between
9am-3pm 759-4477
1988 MERCURY Topaz
GS: burgundy OX11900( and
intenor. Automatic with air,
AWFM cassette, 18,500
miles. 753-2135.

'84 DODGE D 150
PrOSCIACIOr pkg

318-V8. automa
tic air cond
cruise, poorer *IndowntAccis. 2
tone and factory
wheels
Sharp
and ready to go

1979 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Calais air, AM-FM
cassette, 260-V8,good car
$1250 753-9260 after
5Pfn

Cain's

1981 MERCURY Zephyr.
$750 436-5279.

Hwy 641 No
Murray. 753-6448

IFOom

15,100
'1621'.
Saone'

its APR Tu. Lk. Ulm 0.&C.

1982 GRAND Prix: t-tops
excellent condition. 1988 PONTIAC Grand Am:
753-3896
low mileage,4 cylincier, fuel
irijected, loaded. 1984 Pon1986 NISSAN Sentra sta- tiac Firebird:
pit, pit air
tion wagon. Excellent con- cond , AM-FM
cassette,
dition, low miles. Call good
condition. Call
759-9635
753-7455 or 492-8600.
1987 MUSTANG GT: 5
speed, white, low mites.
SF:IZED CARS be.
Very sharp, very fast.
B MW, Volta, etc. Trocka, boob,
4-elmelers,
TV's,
stereos,
fermi$8750. Call Sonja
ter. by Drug Enforcement
753-1651 or after 6pm,
Ageocy, FBI, IRS. llabolim•ble
437-4712.
berplas a. We moille.
1984 JEEP CJ7 V8 motor,
48,000 miles
Call
492-8561

•bee year arm wow Cell 1-1110S141-7S35 EXT. C-1994.
(col 7 days a monk)

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$50.53, per month if you do not have
diabetes or heart/circulatory trouble
and $56.04, if you do.
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
"free local claim service"

1983 UNCOLN Contnen- 1987 MUSTANG LX contal V-8 loaded $4500 vertible Excellent condiOBO 753-1522 or after tion 1 owner at power,
18,000 miles $10.000
5pm, 759-4806
Firm 1-247-1744 after 5pm
1283 IAAZDA GLC Hatchback. 5-speed, at sunroof,
crushed velour interior and
more First $900 drives
away 759-4431

S'el/

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
19 Toyota ...........'11487
/9 Toyota Cok
'9,487
19 Toyota Curly
11,917
19 Mazda 123
'1,487
18 Honda Prelude S1._$11417
11 Toot Crry LE....10387
18 To Celta GT 10,487
18 Toy% Caok
1,987
18 Toyota Carob LE '9,487
18 Toyot Canq
'10,487
17 Ots Cutlass Cgais 2987
17 Mazda E6 LX
'6917
17 Mustang LI Coy 1,987
17 BMW 3256
17,987
17 Toyota Supra
11,917
17 Toyota Ulu GT '9,487
17 Cry LE
'9,917
17 Toyota Tercel
4987
17 Plymouth Relent 1917
16 Olds Fienza
16 Bu'l LeStto
1387
16 Olds Delta 88
1,487
16 Ponfec Grd Pitt 1,987
16 Buck Estate fign '947
Mord Croy otcril
Fod LTD ...... 1,481
115 Ford Telco
IhrAes 193E
'107
15 Olds Ciera
1,917
14 Toyota Cary
'5487
14 Cavaiter Type 10 Calv,16,487
'81 Toycia Ctlil GT $1,987
Torti Tercel
1987
TRUCKS
19 Toyota SIIS di 12917
19 Chevy S10
'7,987
19 Toyota 4X4 El C.13,917
19 Toyota P.
1,987
11 God? Caravr '8,917
18 Toyota 4X4
1,987
18 Suiuki Samurai '5,817
18 To Truck
1,987
17 kr° .
1987
17 Toy 4X4
1,487
17 Toyota vai
10117
16 Ford Bronco II
1987
86 Toyota 44
'7 487
15 Chevy Blazer
15 Cher! Sihmko 04 1,917
15 Toyota Ex Cab
'5,917
11 Toyota 414
1,917
Open til 6 p.m.
Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Chris Beardon
Mark Elkins
Chad Cochran. Sales MGR.

rd

trir
iw,
&
s•
tat

BEAUTIFUL LAKE VIEW
From this fully furnished waterfront home on 1.58
wooded acres. Includes boat ramp and boat house.
Reduced to $110,000.

711 Main

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray. Ky

Kopperud Realty

Phone
753-4/61

753-1222

JCPenney
NOW INTERVIEWING FOR
HAIR STYLISTS
ULTRA MODERN STYLING SALON
Want to try a new way to work. Paid
Holidays...MedicalVacations...Paid
Dental-Life Insurance.. Store Discount...Profit Sharing...Excellent Salary Plus High
Commissions available to experienced Stylists with customer following in this area.

JCPenney

For personal, confidential interview,call JCPcnney,Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center, 759-T1400, for an
appointment to be scheduled on
April 10.

•
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Homes
For Sale
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick Iodated on large
lot in Canterbury Esteem.
LR., OR, Den w/wood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg toyer, 2A baths, 2
car garage Owner anxtous
to set Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 p.m.

16, 1990

Inc

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS
finonc,ng On The Spot

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Prism & Payment Displayed
On Each Mice

CARS
'88 Dodge Ares Wgn.,..149137
18 Ford Natty'
'3987
'87 Chan Eurosport W904987
17 Ford Taurus V6
4987
17 Char Celebrity
'3987
'87 Plym
'3987
17 Plym Connie SE '4967
'86 lauzu I
'3,987
'86 Mazda
'2,987
'86 Mustang
'4987
'86 Caviller Wgn.
'3487
16 Ilecury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
'86 Pontiac Sunbird.......49137
'85 Nissan Sivas_ '4987
34 Dstson Wgn
'82 AMC
'2987
'81 Toftts Corolla
79137
TRUCKS
'87 WIC 515
'4987
IN Dodge Rani Van 250 4987
'84 Dodga Van
'3987
'82 Ford Van.
'3987
'81 Ford 150
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'3987
77 Chevy Van
'2487
Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere'
Credit Problems
OK
No Credit be OK
Divorce.
1 OK

'85 WAGONEER LAC'
Ateolase loaded,
ill cause paw
wridowstclui,
FOOMI Mb WOK
ate shook.

Li

ran sew
Lars alas WWI
up to 16 (1106 WVranty
&amble

'6,300

Services
Offered

$04140•6
Medd

BLOCK & hock & concrete
finishing Driveways, porches new foundations, and
chimney arid repear work
763-5476

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642

OR

'193".

10% Doer
)I Montle
13.5 APR Taz. L. bra 0.&C

BUILDERS, homes, additions, decks, patios, training, garages, barns,
fences, also backhoe work
Twin Lakes Builders
759-1039 or 753-0563

DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
Hwy 641 No
lawn need mowing? Or a
'.!urray 753-6448
landscaping what you
need? Cal 759-9706 for
1977 CHEVY 4xe p/s, pt, free estimate
automatic, good mediani- LICENSED for electric,
cal, 1500 ores $2000 gas, refrigeration
Instate492-8824
lion and repair Free eat
1983 FORD XLT fully mates. 753 7203
loaded with ruck tool box. FENCE sales at Sears
Excellent condition. now. Call Sears 753-2310
753-1932
for free estimate for your
1883 SILVERADO short needs
wheel base, new Ores
GUTTERING By Sears
$5000 OBO 435-4393
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
TERRIFIC TOYOTA installed for your specificaTRUCK! 1986 Toyota 4 tions. Call Sears 753-2310
wheel dnve, blue interior for free estimate
and exterior, air conditioner, AM/FM cassette HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
plumbing, electrical, maCall 753 3114 after 5pm
sonry, roofing Large or
small jobs Quality work at
good prices Free esti'86 CHEVY S-10
753-1550,
mates
evenings
SWB,arcorid,
stereo, factory
HARRIS HOME IMwheels, a real
PROVEMENT One phone
nice local trade
call could save you money
at a very afford436-5210 or 753-9458
able price

Cain's

'4,900

$133t.

10% Down
411 Montle
119 APR Tee, Lc Este 0 A.0

Cain's
Hwy 641 No
Murray. 753.6448

510

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683
INBOARD/Outboard repair.Service calls
502-436-2502
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate

Unice.
Meted

garrices
Mead

JOES Lawman Residen- PLUMBING repairman*
tial & Commercial Mowing same day service C
and Trimming 345 2312
436-5255

Jim's Hauling and County
SUREWAY Tree & Sort
sanitation service for all PROFESSIONA
L lawn
your hauling around the care Affordable prices Removal Insured with
equipment induct.
home, yard and shop Free Call 762-6686
or 762 4067 line of
estimates You call we
601t aerial trucks and by
haul. City or county QUALITY Construction
chipper To assure a se,
Alteration & remodeling
436-5574.
operation at a lower co;
LEE'S CARPET CLEAN- Porch & deck specialist pebuve cost Free a<
mates without obligati.
ING. For at your carpet & 436-2617 or 753-1126
upholstery damning. For a ROCKY COLSON Home Day or nee 753-5484
free estimate call Repair Roofing, siding, VCR REPAIR Wood Vr
753-5827. Satisfied painting, plumbing, con
Service Comic!, dean.,
references.
crete Free estimates Call servicing $15, most nape
$35, all brands 3rd Sin
LICENSED electrician. 474-2307
James Gallimore electrical ROGER Hudson rock haul- Almo. Open 9-12, 1
service Commercial and ing and services 753-4545 Mon -Fri 7530530.
residential Fast, courteous or 753-6763
WILL break and disk ga
service 759-1835
ROOFING, plumbing, tree den also landscape, le%
driveway, bushhog
LL Beane Painting interior removal, yard mowing
exterior Free estimates driveway sealing Call estimate 436-5430
759-1785
753-2869 or 436-5895
WILL do plumbing and iv,
hauling
435-4169
MASON with 3 years ex
EXPERIENCED tree se(
penence seeks employ- vice 18 years expenence,
WILL mow yards t
ment Call 435-4161
trees rimmed, topped or Smith 753 8981
MOODY'S ITIOWIlf repair removed Free estimate
Pickup and delivery All Also firewood 436-2562, WILL mow yards City
county 753 6520
436-2758
work guaranteed
753-5668
SHEETROCK finishing,
NEED your lawn mowed? new or repair. 436-2811
Free
Windows and screens STEWART'S UpholsteryColuma
washed? Gutter cleaned? Large selection of material,
FREE puppies 753065'
Call us at 759-4.438
new springs, legs, etc ReaPAINTING, quality work- sonable rates, tree pick-up FUZZY male kitten free !
good home 489-2440
manship Free estimates and delivery 436-5236
References Call Craig
436-5245

(

PERSONALIZED Video
Systems - Thief protection,
home inventories, recitals,
legal depositions, icib training videos, 8. birthday parties For all your video production needs, VHS format
Phone 759-1901.

IS ,

n
/ERIn
----r
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

PLUMBING/24 hr
emergency service Free
estimates Reasonable
rates Same day service
All work guaranteed
753-4200

Custom

Kitchen &

Woodworking

Bath Cabinets

'Drop by & se* our showroom

Campers
COMPLETE touring package 21tt S
self-

ant con&
firm Will sell
Wailer separate 753-8019

We sell &bondable,
affordable cars to people

who want to *Wabash or
reestablish their credit
Low Weekly Payments
Other Locations:
Mayfield Peducah
See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Uget"
Inc,
1988 TAURUS GL, 58xxx
miles, V-6.437-4723
1989 CHRYSLER LeBaron
Coupe white, 20,000
miles, factory warranty still
applies Karonel's Kars 318
E Wood Paris, Tenn.
901-644-9451.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vet- ,
ides from 8100. Commas,
Cherys, Porsches, and other
confiscated properties. For
Buyers Guido 141100)448
2562 sit 1771. Akio open
evenings & weekends.

1987 SCAT Hovercraft,
bought new in 1989. runs
on land or water, great recreation vehicle See at
Carlson's Baits 8. Bullets in
Aurora
$ 2 2 50 .
502-354-6010

His name is in the Hall of Fame
Playing football was his game.
He was so quick he made them reel
He got the nickname "Slippery Eel".
To Rick Fisher we wish to say,
Have a very Happy 40th Birthday'

1988 19ft CHEETAH Runabout 165hp VO $11,000
Days 753-7688, nights
759-4703
1989 STRATOS 201 Pro•
loaded with every option
XP 150 Evinrude with lour
blades, shooter prop, trailer
brakes, road COVOf Very
few hours on water
$14,500 901-644-0134
days,901-642-6519 nights

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

30hp 14ft fiberglas boat,
complete ready to fish
759-1543 after 5pm,
753-5924.
37' HOUSEBOAT, fiberglas hut, 350 Chevrolet I/O,
5KW gen. Fully equipped,
marine video. Aar, tv, microwave. Cat 436-2289
BOATS, motors, trailers.
Sold on consignment No
charge if it doesn't sell
Wayne Darnell Marine Repair, 1 mile from Murray on
Hwy 94E 753-0079
CHEROKEE 14ft aluminum boat with trailer, 18hp
Johnson motor 753-3811.

1989 FIREBIRD blue,
13,000 miles. excellent USED boats, motors, boat
condition, once negotiable trailers and RV's Salvage
parts and accessories
753-4286
Wayne Darnell Marine Re1989 GRAND Am. 2 door, pair. 1 mile from Murray on
white, 15,000 miles. Fac- Hwy 94E. 753-0079
tory warranty still applies
Karonel's Kars 318 E
Wood Paris, Tenn.
ilseviess
901-644-9451
Mend
1989 ROYALE Delta 88 A-1 TREE Service
and
Brougham 1 owner, &kW. Stump Removal. Spraying
loaded, good condition and feeding Also free esti753-5462 or 753-6595
mates 35 years experiFOR Sale 1985 Renault ence Glen Joiner owner
Alliance Very ciean and 753-0906
well maintained One APPLIANCE REPAIRS
owner $1950 753 4658
Factory trained by 3 Tap(
SHARP Carl 1983 Plymouth Turisrno black, low
miles. new paint, runs well
$1950 Call 759-4550

manufacturers Mort parts
in stock, on my truck Al
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

1985 Z 28 excellent condiSon Ice blue color loaded
with t-tops 759,1274 after
5P171
1986 ESCORT clean,
35,000 miles, new was,
tune up $3500 090
759-4437 after 5pm,
weekends

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westnghouse,
Whinpool 30 years expenonce. Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, opera30 years experience.
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc.
7594864

BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings.
1970 CHEVROLET laud( decks, gazebos Customer
C50 12ft dump bed, good satisfaction guaranteed
tires. Needs some work. Free estimates L E Wil$1800 7538673
liam 4892663

'N‘
'
e
44

nnurray Home & Auto__
a•

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric
Specializ.ng In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL

437-4455

DIAL CONSTRUCTION

4

,
tte, No Job Too Small

Remodeling. Decks, Garages & Additions.

436-5272

Murray-Made Windows - Siding Fencing
Downspouts 6 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
/ERRY 4 TX/NS i ASSOCIA TES

Poison Control

753-7588
Gentry Painting Co.

ZEJ

121 By-Pass
4
.1

,i1liN;40

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

,i'\

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100
call:
NIonda-Frida

753-6952

iie , •

Wm. Gentry
Pt 4 Box 177A. Illurrsy. Ky. 42071

753-84v,

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

e. I

Phone 435-4268

489-2739

Your Business Ad Could
Be In This Space For
Only '5.00 Per Week.

753-1916

8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 ant.-12 p.m.

To place_your ad
aa."1"Ist
•is.
•
•"I"(('••
•
•• •
•
•
• •••
• •
•
•
•
•%
•
•
•
.11•
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Screen legend Greta Garbo dead at 84
By RAUL REYES
AerseeisSed Press Welter

NEW YORK - Greta Garbo,
the husky-voiced, Swedish-born
screen legend who aimed her back
on Hollywood in 1941 to live
according to her best-remembered
line - "I vant to be alone" - is
dead at 84.
The reclusive Garbo died Sunday, said Andrew Banoff, spokesman for New York Hospital. At her
family's request, Banoff gave no
other information except that donations should be made to a kidney
treatment center at the hospital.
Ben Buttenweiser, who lived in
an apartment below Garbo's, said
the actress had undergone dialysis
treatment.
With her sculpted beauty, Garbo
first gained attention in silent
films. When talkies came along,
Hollywood worried that her accent
and throaty voice would end her
career, but they only enhanced her
appeal, and she became an international sensation with such films as
"Anna Christie," "Mau Han,"
"Grand Hotel" and "Queen
Christina."
She reigned in Hollywood in the
'30s. Public response to her face
and her lithe figure in silky halter
gowns was so frenzied that the
phenomenon had a name: "Garbomania.' Some critics considered
her the finest screen actress of all
time.
But Garbo disliked the attention
and quit at age 36, her 24 films
keeping her name alive for
generations.
While "Camille" and "Ninotch-

ka" became film festival standards,
the woman known worldwide
simply as Garbo remained practically shuttered in her Manhattan
apartment, where she moved after
becoming a U.S. citizen in 1951, or
in various retreats in France and
Switzerland.
When she traveled, she slipped
in and out of airports in dark glasses and a slouch hat. "Garbo
watchers" would wait hours outside her apartment, hoping to catch
a glimpse of her. Photographers
who stalked her occasionally stole
a quick shot of "The Face."
In "Graild Hotel," one of her
lines was, "I vat to be alone."
Legend has it she used it on reporters who dogged her. But she
denied it, telling a friend she actually had said, "I want to be let
alone."
Nominated four times for an
Academy Award, she didn't win
until 1955, when the Academy
gave her a special Oscar for "a
series of luminous and unforgettable performances." Garbo did not
appear to collect it.
As an actress and as a person
she had this very special thing
about her that I think sort of set her
apart," actor Jimmy Stewart said.
"It was a combination of the way
she looked, her voice and the beautiful way she moved."
"I think her mystique was her
privacy," comedian Milton Berle
said.
She never married, but rumors of
her love affairs with rich and famous men were abundant. Over the
years, she was linked with actor

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'
"There is much to be said for foilure. It is more interesting than
success."
- Max Beerbohm

With today's minor-suit kings
switched, the game would have
been an easy make. Can you spot a
better line of play than the one
South took'
West took two high hearts and
shifted to a trump. South drew
trumps and led a club to his queen
for a losing finesse. Later South had
to lose a second club, and the defenders got a plus score.
A better line of play would be to
win the trump shift with the ace,
cash the diamond ace and ruff a diamond. Lead a trump to dummy to
ruff another diamond when trumps
prove to be 2-2. Next cash the club
ace and lead a trump to dummy to
lead a low club back to your queen.
West is then endplayed if he holds
only,,two clubs and only three diamonds. This play also wins when
East has the club king.
The best chance is to draw
trumps and lead the diamond queen
If West fails to cover, he does not
rate to have the king. so declarer
overtakes with dummy's ace. With
the odds heavily in favor of West
having the club king. the best bet for
10 tricks is to find the king either
singleton or doubleton. South therefore plays the club ace and a small
one to force out West's doubleton
king, collecting 10 well-earned
winners.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH 4-16-A
•Q J 10 7
•84
•A 8 7 5
+873
WEST
EAST
+63
+54
V A K 1096
Q7 32
•J 9 6 2
•K 10 4 3
4K 5
•J 10 9
SOUTH
•A K 9 8 2
•J 5
•Q
4A Q64 2
Vulnerable Both
Dealer. West
The bidding
West
North East
South
1•
Pass
2•
2*
Pass
3+
Pass
4
Pass
Pass
Pass

"I don't want any kind of attention from anybody, except that I
know that someone likes me, and
that's nice. Otherwise, it's sickening," she said.
In the rare interviews she gave,
she said "you cheapen yourself"
in telling others "your private joys
and sorrows." She said she preferred to let her work speak for
itself.
Neighbor Buttenweiser, who said
he knew Garbo for 35 years, said
he sometimes discussed world
developments with her but that she
would not talk about her film
career.
Carl Peterson, a doorman in her
building, said he last saw her last
week. "She had gray hair and was
very thin. She looked very pathetic," he said.
Born Greta Lovisa Gustafsson in
Stockholm, Garbo was the daughter
of an uneducated laborer who was
often ill or unemployed. After her
father died when she was 14, she
left school and earned $25 a month
as a department store clerk.
While clerking, she was chosen
to appear in a filmed hat advertisement. The 17-year-old was stagestruck and enrolled in Stockholm's
Royal Dramatic Theater Academy.
She won several small parts, the
first in a 1923 comedy, "Peter the
Tramp."

Your individual
Horoscope
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.

1

LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
You'll be making some important
domestic decisions today. Meetings
with bankers and real estate people
are favored. Putting your house in
order is your main priority for today.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
It's a good day to make important
phone calls and to engage in serious
study. Partners are on the same wave
length now and are in agreement
about future plans.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
ifie
You'll come up with some new
money making ideas today. You'll be
pleased with what you accomplish on
your job. Be sure to stay on top of
current financial obligations.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You and a child understand each
other very well now. You're serious
today and also creatively inclined.
Many pieces of your puzzle begin to
fit. Things go your way.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
You'll want some time now for
yourself to tackle a project that's dear
to your heart. You have the support of
family members. Behind-the-scenes
moves are favored.
PISCES
wow
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
wok
It's easy to reach agreements with
others now. A friend asks you to help
out in some way or you may be taking
on a duty in connection with a group
activity.
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NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER

hind Ccrilcr-Mur ra:4

GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

AFTER EASTER SALE

Mechanically Removed
2-1" Deep. Free Estimates

,(
'Top 50

Selected Merchandise

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob
Jr

OFF

Kemp

Keith York, Kelvin York, James Coleman and Jerry Lassiter

Tuesday-Saturday

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.
We'll put you on
the road to savings!
Call

Ask Us About

Forethought® Funeral Planning

DAVID YORK

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

for a new or used
car or truck today!

Blalo
ck-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

South
753-2617

Connie Cos
Sales Mgr.

Bud Thomas Sowell, 79, Murray,
died Saturday at 8:20 p.m. at Long
Term Care Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
His first wife, Mrs. Louise Stack
Sowell, died in 1976, and his second wife, Mrs. Lillian Mathis Sowell, died in 1989. He also was preceded in death by one daughter,
Dorothy LaVerne Sowell, and one
son, John Thonuts Sowell.
Born Dec. 10, 1910, in Christian
County, he Was the son of the late
John Tillman Sowell and Louvenia
Knight Sowell. He was of Baptist
faith.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. Mattie Russell Calvert and
husband, Bill, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Sullivan and husband, James, Granite City, ill., and Mrs. Cora Lou
Blessing, Kansas City, Mo.; five
sisters, Mrs. Flossie Jones, Kansas
City, Mo., Mrs. Ida Mae Lancaster,
Bumpus Mills, Tenn., Mrs. Katherine Shoulder, Gracey, Mrs. Gracie
Curtis, Chicago, Ill., and Mrs. Elizabeth Knight, Hopkinsville.
Also surviving are five grandchildren, Jerry Wayne Johnson,
Kathy Mothershed, Rhonda
Reeves, Monica Jones and Linda
Jones; five great-grandchildren,
Ricky Reeves, Ellen Reeves,
Natasha Douglas, Kevin Johnson
and Douglas Johnson.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. R.J.
Burpoe and the Rev. Mike Littrell
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White
will be organist and soloist.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Verl
Trimble
Verl Trimble, 70, Rt. 3, Murray,
died Sunday at 6:55 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War
II, he was retired from Budd Manufacturing Co., Gary, Ind.
He was a member of Alford
Lodge No. 925 Free and Accepted
Masons at Aurora; Lake Lodge No.
157 F.&A.M., Gary Commandery
No. 57 at Merriville, Ind., Lincoln
Chapter No. 53 at Crown Point,
Ind., Gary Consistory No. 103 and
Tall Cedars of Lebanon.
Mr. Trimble attended Palestine
United Methodist Church.
Born Jan. 14, 1920, in Nancy,
Ky., he was the son of the late Lee
Andew Trimble and Rebecca Jane
Henderson Trimble.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Louarma Jackson Trimble, to whom
he was married on July 20, 1938;
two daughters, Mrs. Judy Daniels,
Rt. 1, Almo, and Mrs. Verlyn Gorman, Orlando, Fla.; one son,
Robert Trimble, and a brother-inlaw, Gerald Jackson and wife,
Phyllis, all of Griffith, Ind.; two
nephews, Ed Trimble, Hoopston,
Ill., and David Trimble, Illinois;
two nieces, Dessie Haines, Somerset, and Maxine Fuller, Louisville;
seven grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Calvin
Clark will officiate. Burial will follow in Stewart Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. Tuesday. Masonic rites will be at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday at the funeral home.

Mrs. Patsy
M. Estes

The funeral for Mrs. Euva Bell
Nichols is today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck and Cann Funeal
Home, Benton. The Rev. Richard
Mrs. Patsy M. Estes, 51, Rt. 5,
Dobbs is officiating.
Benton, died Saturday at 10:15
Burial will follow in Riley
p.m_ at her home. Her death folCemetery.
lowed an extended illness.
Mrs. Nichols, 77, widow of ClifShe was a member of Gum
ford Nichols, died Wednesday at Spring Baptist Church in LivingsPhoebe Putney Memorial Hospital, ton County.
Albany, Ga.
Born Nov. 28, 1938, in Marshall
A retired employee of Interna- County, she was the daughter of
tional Shoe Company, she was a the late Raymond Elbert Boaz and
member of Oaks Church of God. Dona Jane Henson Boaz.
Born June 17, 1912, at Murray,
Mrs. Estes is survived by her
she was the daughter of the late husband, Grover Estes; one daughtGeorge Phillips and Maggie Wil- er, Mrs. Patsy Gail Brown, Rt 10,
liams Phillips.
Benton; two sons, Ronald Ewin
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs. Estes, Rt. 5, Benton, and Terr)
Bettie Sue Smith, Beverly; three Estes, Rt. 9. Benton; four sisters,
sons, James M. Smith, Murray, Mrs. Lounell Nelson, Paducah,
Thyomas L. Smith, Albany, and Mrs. Evon Nelson, Rt. 4, Benton,
Donald Nichols, Calvert City; one Mrs. Shirley Sutton, Benton, and
sister, Mrs. Amma Nell Neal, Mrs. Frances Elam, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Evansville, Ind.; two brothers, three brothers, Floyd Henson, Rt.
Hugh Phillips, Redford, Mich., and 4, Benton, Robert Boaz, Rt. 5,
Lanis Phillips, Almo; eight grand- Benton, and Noel Boaz, Rt. 9, Benchildren; four great-grandchildren. ton; three grandchildren.
Services will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. Willard Beasley will officiate.
Burial will follow in McDaniel
Prices as of 10:00 AM
Cemetery in Calloway County.
--------.,-- ---Friends may call at the funeral
Industrial Average 51:25.
v.23c
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Previous Close...-...».....2751.80
Air Products
c A.T.C.-Clasa A ....31% B 32% A
AT&T
42% +%(
Bank of Murray ...122% B 1SOA
Bell South
.36% +1 )
Briggs & Stratton 31% +%
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le/. unc
Mrs. Vellon Nance, 71, of 12170
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34 +%
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Dean Foods
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Dollar Gee. Store...9% B 9% A i
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
i EIX011
46 +% i
A retired licensed practical
Ford
46% +%
nurse,
she was a member of New
Getters' Motors.........46% +%
Liberty United Methodist Church,
Goodrich
42% -%
Born March 5, 1919, in
Goodyear
35% .%
McCracken County, she was the
I.B.M.
-1101/s +3%
daughter of the late Martin Taylor
Ingersoll Rand.
54% +%
Kmart...............
35% +%
and Nora Lee Pippin Taylor.
Kroger
12% -% .
Survivors are her husband, CharMcDoualds
33 +%
les Vance; one daughter, Mrs.
69% +%
Charley Faye Beyer, Murray; two
Quaker 0ats
It. jC
Oat
51% -V.
grandchildren, Tracy Beyer, HuntsSears
3V/s +1
/
4
ville, Ala., and Steve Beyer, Enid,
Snap.O. Tools.-- 33% +%
Okla.;
two sisters, Mrs. Hazel HolTexaco
58% +%
land, Woodville, and Mrs. JoAnn
Tlme-Warser
100 +1%
Grief, Kevil; several nieces and
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2s% sac
Wal-Mart
51% +% ) nephews.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
Woolworth
p.m. in the chapel of Jones Funeral
Yield
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Additional Information Available
Home, Kevil. The Rev. Jerry Bell
Upon Request.
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will officiate. Burial will follow in
New Liberty Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
C-7
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,
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FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 17, 1990
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Dealings with those in high position is favored now. Negotiate a
business deal or ask for a raise. You'll
have luck now in bringing a project to
a successful conclusion.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
You may make a decision today
about an education concern. You're
good at getting your ldas across and
also work well with oth . Meet with
advisers.
Opening lead Heart king
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
LEAD WITH THE ACES
Self-discipline brings you gains on
4 16-B
the job. You'll have a private chat
South holds
about a financial matter today.
•Q J 9 2
Bookkeeping, investments and
•72
research are favored now.
•A J 6
CANCER
J 10 8 3
(June 21 to July 22)
East
South
West
North
You'll shine at a group function
1*
Pass
2•
Pass
now. Conversations with friends are
2•
Pass
3+
Pass
stimulating and lively. You'll be glad
4+
Pass
Pass
Pass
to share
ANSWER: Club jack. When a hand partner. a responsibility with a
looks as if it's going set, don't make LEO
aggressive leads. The club jack is a (July 23 to Aug.22)
nice conservative choice.
You may assume some extra duties
on the job today. Efficiency and good
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
thinking bring you progress now. It's
12363. Dallas Texas 75225. with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
a good time to present new proposals
Copyright 1990 filed Feature Syndicate
to those in authority.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
An acquaintance from your past
figures prominently in your life today.
It's a good time to meet with a child's
teacher. Creative types have luck in
promoting their talents.

Before the Need Arises. .

Her big break came when Mauritz Stiller, then Sweden's leading
director, made her his protege,
changed her name to Garbo and
cast her as the star of his 1924
movie "The Saga of Gosta
Berling."
At first sight of Garbo on film,
Stiller said, "Her face. You only
get a face like that in front of a
camera once in a century."
Stiller's film caught the attention
of Hollywood tycoon Louis B.
Mayer, who offered the director a
contract at MGM. Stiller agreed on
condition Garbo be signed too.
For her first talking picture, the
studio cast her in "Anna Christie,"
which called for an accent. Publicity slogans proclaimed, "Garbo
Talks!"
Later, the comedy "Ninotchka"
prompted marquees across America
to blaze "Garbo Laughs!" But her
next attempt at a humorous role, in
"Two-Faced Woman," flopped
and Garbo announced her
retirement.
•
Film buffs can recite her first
lines on camera: "Gime a viskey
- ginger ale on the side - and
don't be stingy, baby."
A millionaire through wise
investing, Garbo - who reportedly
was earning $250.000 to $300,000
a picture by the 1930s - had no
need to work again and never did.
A health buff, she was rarely ill.
The hospital spokesman said he
didn't know who the family members were who requested details of
her death be withheld, but neighbors said she had a niece.
He said services would be
private.

John Gilbert, maestro Leopold Stokowski and Russian-born entrepreneur George Schlee.
In comments published in Life
magazine in 1989, Garbo described
herself as a "sour little creature."
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Mirrored
Mirrored
by the t

z

Why Move
When You Can Improve?
Home Improvement Loans•Fast Service
and Competitive Rates

17-1Ir

I

I

Bank of Murray
THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Membe
r FDIC

"One of the nation's safest banks"
•t,

Fral
Pict
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HARDWARE STORES

Redecorate With Ease!
Mirrored walls make any room appear larger and brighter.
Mirrored wall panels like those pictured above can be installed
by the homeowner.

Spend Less With...

Hy-Klas

•Custom Colors slightly higher

10 98.,..ss..

$i995

2 Gal. Pail
Ext. Latex
Poof

Retail

15 WI Gana,

Latex Flat Finish'

98•
13!

/11* s See Raise
21 fa Sallee

LatexRat Enamel

14.98'21114S"

W."

latex Semi Gloss

I

In Stock
Wallpaper Sale
$600

and

$^00
0

$10°°

$1400 per double

7-Pc U-In Painting Set

Borders - $295 to $80°

fiturasi,
Gre
.
ix

Framed
Pictures

lettiNd SOO
,
— •

3.98

mom
latex Redwood State

1O
Off

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Phone 753-3642
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Victorian homes painted to protect structure, add interest
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
The blue and mauve exterior is
the icing on the cake for Bob
Hover, who spent ten years rescuing an 1888 house in Troy, Mich.,
from demolition.
He used three shades of blue
and two of the mauve from a
paint company's historic Victorian color line. Colors such as
these once might have been considered garish. But these days
bright colors on an old building
are fashionable.
The trend for colorful houses
started in San Francisco in the

,.„--....

MYERS

ift
vi
a
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x
i

1970s and now has moved all
over the country, according to
Elizabeth Pomada and Michael
Larsen, whose 1978 book,
"Painted Ladies," documented
its beginnings.
"The color movement isn't
funded or directed by anyone; it
has grown because people love
the look of the painted houses,"
says Pomada. Paint, which has
saved many old structures by
making them look better and
increasing their value, even has
played a role in the revival of
such towns as Cape May, N.J.,
Port Townsend, Wash., and Fern-
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dale, Calif., say these writers,
who recently published a new
book, "How to Create Your Own
Painted Lady" (Dutton).
This view is endorsed by historian Roger Moss, whose specialty
is American 19th century culture.
Moss is co-author of a how-to
book, "Victorian Exterior Decoration: How To Paint Your 19th
century American House Historically" (Henry Holt & Co.).
"The cheapest thing you can
do to upgrade a single house, a
whole block or a town is to paint
it. Paint is what gives historic districts continuity and many communities are adopting color
guidelines," says Moss, who has
advised towns on appropriate
colors.
In Bridgeton, N.J., one of his
clients, paint led to housing
renewal. Since 1983, this south
Jersey town has been giving free
paint and custom color schemes
developed by Moss to lowincome residents of deteriorating
19th century homes. Several
hundred homes have been
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their regular lines, says Moss. He
has found acceptable current substitutes for 34 old paint colors by
comparing the old and new paint
charts of Sherwin-Williams, Benjamin Moore, Glidden and Devoe.
There also may be many other
paint lines with appropriate
colors.
"You don't have to pay for
special paints or hire an expert to
get an authentic paint scheme.
You just have to know a bit about
historic colors and if you do minimum research, you will find that
out," Moss says.
Hover, who removed layers of
paint during the renovation, considered a chemical analysis to
learn what the original house color had been but found it too
expensive. Earlier coats of blue,
violet and bright yellow had all
blended together .by the time he
began removing them by handsanding.
His interest in selecting a historically accurate color scheme is
quite typical of homeowners
today, says New York paint dealer Neil Janovic. "Consumers
today crave authenticity. Even
though you could duplicate the
colors from the regular line, the
historic lines are popular because
the label adds peace of mind,"
according to Janovic.
It would be impossible to
exactly match the colors of the
past because environmental regulations prohibit the use of some
pigments, Moss points out. A
number of states are considering
new regulations which Janovic
says could severely curtail the
availability of oil-based paints.
Hover chose oil-based paints
for his home. He applied three
coats of a top-grade paint, a white
prime coat as a base, a second
prime coat in blue and a third
coat of finish paint.
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Windows. Awnings • Patio Covers • Portable
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Hwy. 121 By Pass
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After $2 00 Rebate

painted, according to Raymond
Maier, director of community
development.
"Property values are up and
for sale signs are down," says
Maier, who sees the paint as a
catalyst for housing rehabilitation
and a new attitude of pride.
"People see their old houses as
charming antiques instead of
white elephants and have gotten
interested in making repairs to
roofs and furnaces." The town
requires authentic colors from an
extensive choice of hues.
The "painted ladies" aren't
really new. Historical research
has disclosed that Americans of
earlier times often did paint their
homes in bright colors. Today,
some people prefer to select these
historically authentic colors,
while others please themselves.
As a historian, Moss says that
the special "historic" colors
offered by paint companies are
not necessarily accurate: "Most
of them have deviated pretty far
from historical documents."
But there are good matches in

MYERS
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Stained glass easy with new process
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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
What do a medieval cathedral,
a storm door in Rhode Island, a
shower stall in Arizona and a
light fixture in Missouri share in
common?
The answer: stained glass.
The ancient craft of making
colored glass, cutting it into
pieces to make intricate designs,
then framing the pieces with
heated lead began in Europe in
the Middle Ages.
Today, there are few practitioners of this medieval craft. But a
modern version of stained glass is
available to homeowners through
a patented overlay system that
uses everyday or tempered glass
already in place.
"It's bringing new light, color,
attractive custom-design patterns
and even a substantial boost in
resale value to homeowners
around the nation and in 21 other
countries," says William Slippy
Jr., executive vice president of
Stained Glass Overlay of Irvine,
Calif.
The process starts by positioning the desired design, on paper,
on one side of a glass section,
then cementing flexible lead
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strips into place by hand on the
other, following the design lines.
Colored coverings — translucently thin but durable — are
razored to fit, then cemented into
place. This material can be textured or smooth.

The new system, Slippy says,
has led to an international franchise network of artisans who can
create and install a customized
stained glass overlay in a few
days rather than weeks.
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neutral color scheme as shown above.
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We offer the BEST
Products, Service and
Installation.

Vanity Tops • Large Selection of Bowl Styles
Bath Tub Enclosures • Shower Bases and Panels
Bar Tops • Kitchen Counter Tops • Thresholds
Fireplace Hearth Sets • Bath Tubs • Whirlpools
/
Custom Glass Work • Shower & Tub Doors • Mirrors
Window Sills • Ceramic Tiles • Bathroom Accessories
Furniture Tops

0

So come to Hie Pella
Window Store. A nd
We offer a complete
line of fasteners and
anchoring devices
for every type and size
of do-it-yourself and
home fix-it project

We help you
hold it together

(Visit Our NewlytiExpanded Showroom)

Thornton

'
Tile
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and Marble, Inc.

612 So. 9th St.

753-5719/

Murray Supply
Company
208 E. Main
753-3361

turn %out
house into
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The Pella
Window
Store
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BUILT TO IMPOSSIBLY HIGH STANDARDS. OUR OWN.
See The Professionals At The Pella Window Store'
For New Construction Or
Replacement Windows And Doors.

The Pella Window Store
KY LAKE HWY. 79
Paris, TN
1-800-448-6217
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5230 HINKLEVILLE RD.
Paducah, KY
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Give'lour
Home a
TUCK'S

Wood remains popular
for its good insulation,
good wearing abilities
DISCOUNT PANELING & SUPPLY

wood doors showed that wood
expands and contracts less than
Wood, one of the world's old- steel during temperature changes,
Prices Good Thru 4/30/90
thus maintaining a tighter fit with
est building materials, is aging
weatherstripping.
well.
Wood's aesthetic quality also
Processes to improve its wearing and weathering qualities and a contributes to its popularity,
new appreciation of its natural Shoemaker adds.
5 Kitchen Cabinet Base
5/32" Paneling
$96.00
$2.50 & Up
Woods to be used outdoors,
insulating
qualities contribute to
6" Stainless Steel Sink
1/4" Paneling
$29.00
$3.99 & Up
its continued popularity as a such as in decks and patios, are in
Kitchen Faucet-Twin Handle
$21.99
Steel Entry Door Units
$55.00 & Up
building and remodeling material. higher demand because more
Vinyl Flooring
The trade association for mak- Americans spend leisure time out$2.50 sq. yd.
Wallpaper - New Shipment Single Roll $3.50
ers of wood windows and doors doors. According to a Better
as well as suppliers of pressure- Homes and Gardens Consumer
treated wood for outdoor use both Panel survey, 50 percent say they
report healthy and growing sales, are doing more entertaining outdespite the fact that housing starts doors. "Americans are snatching
Vinyl Siding (white)
$41.00 sq.
17"x19" Vanity wiTop
$29.00
up new products which help to
dropped in 1988.
Masonite Siding
32" Fiberglas Shower Unit
$115.00
"Because of its honeycomb- create more interesting and useful
4'x8' Panel
$8.99 & Up
shaped cell structure, wood is a outdoor environments where they
Whirlpool Tub
$450.00 & Up
12'16' Lap
$4.50
natural thermal insulator contain- spend their time," says John
Lavatory Faucet - Chrome
$18.99
3/4" Birch it2
$29.00
ing a high percentage of Cashmore, Weyerhaeuser LifeWShower/Tub Enclosure Doors
$39.00 & Up
insulating-rich air within the ood Program manager. Among
Treated Lattice
$7.99
wood fibers," points out John W. these are pre-tumed millwork in a
Shoemaker of the National Wood variety of styles that can be used
CHECK WITH TUCK'S FOR YOUR CONSTRUCTION NEEDS
Window and Door Association, in building decks and other strucLocated On Hwy. 45E • One Mile South of Downtown • Martin, TN. • Phone: 901-587-3000
which reported a 20 percent rise tures. Decorative spindles, railHours: Mon. thru Fri. 7:30-5:30 • Sat. 710-3:00
in sales last year.
ings, lattice panels, finials and
The association's research on
Now Accepting Vlsa/MasterCard & American Express
posts have notches and grooves
that make assembly easy.
The most durable woods proabably are those treated under
pressure with chromatecl copper
arsenate (CCA) to resist fungus,
mildew, and termites. CCA penetrates the wood, creating a
molecular bond that prevents
leaching and chemical seepage.
Some care is needed in handling
pressure-treated wood, which has
come under Environmental Protection Agency scrutiny for
potential hazards due to the
arsenic. EPA advises sawing the
wood outdoors; using a dustmask;
washing thoroughly before eating,
drinking or smoking; washing
workclothes separately; and to
dispose of scraps by burial or
landfill trash collection instead of
burning. The agency recommends
not using the wood for for kitchen, livestock feeders or food storage projects.
Treated wood needs some
maintenance, such as cleaning
and preserving, to protect against
weathering.
A deck cleaner like Cuprinol's
Revive can be used to pre-treat
wood before staining or preserving. Or use a 50/50 solution of
household bleach and water. Then
apply stains or preservatives.
DAP, which makes many of
Paducah, Kentucky
these, recommends saturating
Phone Answered 24 Hous A Day - 7 Days A Week
wood surfaces for maximum
protection.
If you're got damaged old
wood, you might try Mr. Mac's
Wood-Fix. Used wih fiber glass
cloth, this polymer-based substance can repair and rebuild
splintered, rotted, chipped, blistered and mildewed wood.
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Outdoor lights can dramatize household
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Outdoor lights can dramatize
your house and yard, letting you
enjoy your garden or pool for longer periods during the day while
increasing security.
You can set up a lighting
design of your own by using one
of the new low-voltage lighting
kits that contain all the essentials
— stake or mounted fixtures,
transformer, cords and switches.
One maker of the kits, Toro, has
some advice about getting the
most pleasing and professionallooking results:
— First, draw a scale plan of
your yard on graph paper, showing location of paths or walks,
gardens, statuary and the house.
Note any architectural details
you'd like to play up, or utility
areas you want to play down.
Identify focal points and lines of
sight you want to emphasize.
Then note where you think fixtures will do the best
highlighting.
— Using the graph as a guide,
set up the equipment and test it at
night. Fine-tune the result by

moving the fixtures until you're
satisfied with the mood and
effect.
— Lights can add depth to a
shallow yard if you use brighter
lights near the house and dimmer
lights in the distance
— Uplighting — shining lights
up into trees and bushes — is best
for creating emphasis and mood.
Downlighting, while not as dramatic, serves double-duty for
functional lighting in access areas
such as paths and drives. Moonlighting — shining a light down
from high in a tree — can diffuse
light over a large area.
— In most cases, cords need
not be buried for safety, though
for appearance you may want to
conceal them in a shallow trench
or coves them with gravel or
wood chips. Cords should be buried under the turf where you may
be mowing grass.
The company's kits contain
pans designed to snap together
without tools, and you can begin
with a starter kit and add on later.
Fixtures come in durable plastics
or redwood, with stakes to posi-

lion them in the ground or mounts
for trees and buildings. The
weatherproof low-voltage equipment is safe, economical and
delivers both dim and bright

lighting, Toro says. Optional features include timers or photoelectric sensors to turn the systems on automatically, motion
detectors, wired and wireless

remote controls, and indoor security alarms.
Basic kits cost about $50; Toro
estimates cost of an average
installation at about $200.
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Make sure water in the
pool is clean and safe
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
With the luxury of having your
own pool comes the responsibility
of making sure the water isn't
contaminated.
Signs of contamination are easy
to spot, but they may not be what
you expect, says Randy Redd, a
Du Pont chemical engineer.
"Most people think that if they
can small chlorine, the water is
clean. But a strong chlorine odor
is the smell of chloramines — the
contaminated part of water.
Chloramines are the chemical
result of the reaction between
chlorine and organic
Today's bath can be both bold and luxurious as suggested by this richly striped room of Italian
ceramic tile.

West Ky. Paving
and
Contracting Co.
•Streets -Parking Lots
"Driveways A Specialty"
•Grading -Excavating
-Patching and Re-Surfacing
Using State Approved Material

contaminants."
That heavy chlorine smell, or
water that irritates your eyes or is
cloudy, signals contamination.
Common contaminants are suntan oil, sweat, rain, leaves and
other windblown debris that may
find their way into the water.
Redd, whose company makes
Impact, a monosulfate used in
making oxygen-based speed
shocks for treating water, recommends maintaining your pool
every two weeks. Repeat the
maintenance routine any time
there has been heavy use or heavy
rain, or when the warning signs
are present. Oxygen -based
"shocking" can be done quickly
with pool water ready for swimming within 15 minutes. The
shocks should be used in conjunction with normal sanitizing and
algae control.
In contrast, he says, with chlorination it may be eight to 10
hours before the pool can be
used. It also needs elaborate, precise calculation to administer,
since insufficient chlorine can
make the water dirtier. And that
makes it such a chore that many
pool owners only handle it a few
times a year.

759-1203
P.O. Box 848 Murray, Ky. 42071
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Furniture Savings
Order Now At Pre-Season Prices
Totally Weather Proof - Will Not Rust, Rot or Mildew
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Outdoor lighting can add bright ideas to your landscaping. Low voltage lights such as these are easy to install.
Or
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We Meet All Your
Pool 81 Patio Needs

Pella
Improvement

Maintenance-Free Furniture

PVC • Fiberglass Wicker • Resin

Windows'save you time

Hammocks • Outdoor Lighting
Pool & Patio Accessories
Folding Directors Chairs

and money. Our windows are quick and easy to
install and come with a Double-Glazing Panel

(Yes! We Test Your Water)

inground & Above Ground Pools

I

21

(..tt •

that forms nearly an inch ofinsulating air space.

Pool Chemicals & Supplies
/

0 Lee's Pools & Spas

/

4946 Reidland Rd.
Paducah 898-6333

But perhaps the biggest advantage you'll

CAls Casual
106 N. 4th St.
Murray 759-1911

discover when you replace your windows with
/

Pella is our Windowscaping` experts. They'll
help you choose Improvement Windows that

GUESS WHAT!
'
49900
Pfaff 4-Thread Sergers

best fit your needs and your budget.
So stop throwing money out the window.
Talk to our experts at The Pella
Window Store' about replacing

Sug Retail $779

Now You Can Get OUR Serger
and OUR Warranty
at OUR Competitors Prices!

your windows with Pella.
C

,

-Rolled hem without changing plates
-German motors and electronics
-Uses regular household needles
-5-year warranty
-Easy threading

The Pella
Window
Store

c4

BUILT TO IMPOSSIBLY HIGH STANDARDS. OUR OWN.
See The Professionals At The Pella Window Store'
For New Construction Or
Replacement Windows And Doors.

The Pella Window Store

ENU --,USH°6

KY LAKE HWY. 79
Paris, TN

5250 HINKLEVILILE RD.
Paducah, KY

SEWING MACHINE CO.

1-800-448-8217

502-442-4110

Highway 68 • Reidland • Near 1-24
Phone 898-7301
1-800-525-7845

Abelia, Annuals,
Aprons,
Baskets, Bark,
Birches, Basil,
Columbine, Clay,
Cotoneaster,
Cypress,
Dogwood,
Dahlias, Designs,
Euonymous,
Ferns,
Fragrances,
Geraniums,
Glasses,
Houseplants,
Hammocks,
Ice Plant,
Irrigation,
Juniper,
Kitchen Items,
Lighting, Lobelia,
Mirrors, Mowing,
Muscle,
Nolana, Napkins,
Osmocote,
Perennials,
Paper Plates,
Quince, Quotes,
Rhododendron,
Stoneware,
Sculpture,
Sundials,
Tables,
Umbrellas,
Verdigris Chimes,
Violas,
Welcome Mats,
X-perience,
Yews,
Zebra Stripes

And Much More!
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OUR NEW LINE OF WINDOWS
IS JUST WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS ORDERED.
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STACK & STRIP

PATIO DOOR

TRAPEZOID

That's because we now offer Marvin Windows
Marvin Windows can be made to order for you in
any of more than 5,000 sizes and shapes You can
choose casements, gliders, double hungs, bay
windows, pictures. triangles. trapezoids. even Round
Top windows, terrace doors and patio doors

•

Bring In Your Plans For

All are exfremely energy-efficient and made from
beautiful Ponderosa pine Yet they're no more
expensive than other brands of quality windows.
And we'll deliver your windows fast
So the next time you're window shopping, come
let us show you the advantages of having your
windows made to order
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What more can we say?
A lot. Because "there's a lot more behind

also available. Imagine having a kitchen
that looks like it was custom-styled for
you. It's possible now. Merillat offers
you beauty, elegance, and quality...
everything but an expensive price tag.

the Merillat door." Extras you don't pay
extra for: wipe-clean "leisure-time" interiors; slide-out trays; adjustable
shelves are but a few. A complete line of
Merillat convenience accessories are

Pik

SELF-CLOSM
CONCEALED
HNGES feature a
4-way adjustment
and open to 125
degrees

SCULPTURE OAK
FINGER PULLS
provide a dramatic
accent to the almond
color door and
drawer surfaces

"EASY-TO-CLEAN-.
TOUGH MELAMPtE
LAMINATE
SLRFACE is screech
resistant and cleans
up easily with the
wipe of ad.mp cloth.

tandard Kitchen Countertop with Kitchen Purchase through May 5, 1990.*
•Muumum purchase of 900 00 required

Dolt center
• Open 7 Days A Week
-1390
estment Company
Sat. 8-5 Sun. 1-5

a

• Other Locations—Benton and Lake City

Bring In Your Plans For
_

Estimate
1111.1
."
-
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Insulating home makes it quieter
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

SINCE 1938
'QUALITY CONCRETE-ON -TIME'

Serving the
Murray & Calloway Co. Area

.CONCRETE BLOCKS •CEMENT .SAND
.GRAVEL .CRUSHED STONE
.MASONRY CEMENT 'LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

753-3355

Insulation can do more for your
house than just reduce temperature transfer — it can make it
quieter.
Fiber glass can absorb airborne
sound like television audio or
voices, or conductive sound that
moves through the house structure from machines, plumbing or
footsteps, according to Frank
Glover of Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
"The inner walls and ceilings
in most homes do not muffle
noise well," says Glover. "To
block sound transmission, lowdensity materials such as fiber
glass insulation can be installed
inside a wall or ceiling."
Glover advises homeowners to
insulate interior walls and ceiling
during new home construction or
during remodeling. The insulation
should be installed and held in
place with resilient channels —
metal strips that break the path of
vibration. When finishing the
wall, drywall should be fastened
to the joists using resilient channels. Caulk any wall-to-floor and
wall-to-ceiling joints that are not
taped.
Openings that have been bored
into the walls for plumbing or
heating pipes should be plugged
to keep sound from traveling
through. Stuff larger openings
with unfaced fiber glass insulation and patch smaller cracks and
openings with silicone caulking.
Glover advises the homeowner
not to clamp pipes tightly to

&Mink but to line the clamps
with spongy materials like neoprene washers. Where pipes run
out through finished surfaces,
infill with flexible sealers.
Duct systems for air conditioners or heating systems also should

be insulated to decrease operating
noise.
And finally, thick, well-padded
carpets or a sound-deadening
board installed between floor and
underlayment will absorb noise in
the room and reduce its transmission to a room below.

Do your homework before
replacing that appliance
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
If you're having a problem
with a major appliance, you may
be tempted to just throw it out
and buy a new one.
Don't be hasty, advises the
Major Appliance Consumer
Action Panel. If you contact an
authorized service agency or the
customer relations office of the
manufacturer, you may save
money and hassle and in some
cases even have the appliance
replaced.
The panel suggests you first reread the use and care booklet and
check the appliance's plug, fuses,
pilots and controls. You may discover the problem yourself.
Once you're sure the problem
is with the appliance, contact an
authorized service agency for a
written diagnosis of the problem,
a list of parts required for repair,
and an estimate of costs for both
parts and labor.
Then write to the manufactur-

er's customer relations office,
usually listed in the use and care
booklet which comes with the
appliance. Describe the complaint
clearly and include copies of the
service agency's diagnosis, along
with proof of purchase, and model and serial numbers. Tell the
manufacturer what you think is a
reasonable solution. Be sure to
include your address and a daytime telephone number, along
with copies of service receipts
and correspondence relating to
the repair.

Carpet & Vinyl
82698q. Yd.

8 Colors to Choose from on Action Backs

All Rebond Pad Priced to Sell
1/3" Rebond Pad
Yd.

99`Sq.

2 ft. Astro Turf &
Boat Carpet

50 Oz. Trackless
$179sq

Yd.

All Scatter Rugs on Sale
27-X54"

85'& 8600&,. Yd.

Car Mat sets

Ultra Style
60 Oz. Plush Stain Relief

$495

Bound Rugs of All Sizes on Sale

A division of
"PHONE CENTER
OF MURRAY"

81099Sq. Yd.

7 Colors

SQ5
UP, •Sq. Yd.

Approz 35 oz. Trackless

$679Sq. Yd.

1989 FACSIMILE MACHINES
NOW ON SALE

Mohawk or Alexander Smith
Styles: Fine Note
$12008q.
(For Exam piel

Yd.

'Hurry! Only 8 Lett!

We Are More Than A Phone Store.

Revalations

$109•Sq. Yd.
Guarenteed Never to Stain • 10 Yr Wear Warrenty

• Commercial and Residential Jack Installations
• Sales and Service of Telephone Answering Machines, Wireless Telephones and Accessories
• Service on all Key and PBX Phone Systems

All Queen & Gaiety Products on Sale

Don't Shop til You Drop" - Come See the Georgia Boy

The Carpet & Vinyl Store
414 S. 4th St., Murray

753-0074

/
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If you're still not satisfied, then
contact MACAP, a volunteer
mediation group made up of
industry professionals and sponsored by the Association of Home
Appliance Manufacturers. The
panel will review your complaint,
contact the manufacturer again
and recommend a non-binding
solution when appropriate. The
panel is at 20 North Wacker
Drive, Chicago, III. 60606

Read the want ads daily

Indoor/Outdoor Carpet
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753-0342
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Regional history influences popularity of home styles
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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Regional history influences the
popularity of home styles
throughout the United States, says
a New York-based home building
and remodeling magazine.
According to Practical Homeowner, the architectural style of a
house can affect its value by as

much as 15 percent_
A survey of real estate industry
professionals indicates that traditional, classically styled homes
are good investments because
they have a higher resale value
and are easier to sell, the magazine reports.
Many of those polled said
homes with hard geometric lines,

1.1111k..isk-z
Witg
:
'1 • tr,'

The English tradition is
strong in the eastern United States
because that is the style that was
prevalent when the region was

settled," the publication adds.
Similarly, Southern California
and Florida were first colonized
by the Spanish.

dive Your Home A Faceh
With Selections From Our

+ Custom Decorating Center•
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made primarily with concrete,
glass and steel, were trendy a few
decades ago but seem dated and
faddish to today's typical buyer.

r,

Our Interior Designers will be

glad to help you choose from selections of
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;a

• Wallcoverings
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•Custom Draperies and
Spreads

• Verticals and Mini
Blinds
• Carpet and Vinyl
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On The Square
Mayfield, Ky.
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Hours:
9-5 M-S

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.

IC

Today's bedroom can have exciting features by combing wallcovering with bed coverings as shown above.

PLANT NOW•••
and enjoy a beautiful Spring

/

Mitchell's

\

Carpet & Floorcovering
First Quality — Expert Installation

SEE OUR NEW LINE OF:
*Flowering and Evergreen Shr bs

SPRING CARPET SALE
Now In Progress
On Such Name Brands As...
•Philadelphia *Mohawk *Queens
*Many More
Sale Ends May 1st
We Also Carry
*Vinyl *Tile *Wood
Flooreoverings • Blinds
•Wallcoverings

753-2392
Hwy. 94 West

We also carry:
*Jackson Perkins Roses
Potting Soil. Fertilizer
and all your other
Gardening Supplies

Industrial Rd, Murray
Open M-F 7-5, Sat. 7-12
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CLEAN-UP
FIX-UP
PAINT-UP
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Olympic quality
guaranteed for
15 years
•One-coat coverage
•Resists mildew
•For painted or
primed wood
exteriors
•Excellent for
hardboard, stucco,
masonry, and
at
•White Only
•Satin & Flat

Energy-saving vinyl-framed windows keep their fresh looks for many years without requiring painting
or other bothersome maintenance.

Regular Price $15.95

White Sale Price $1

Stove still center of modern household

4.00

Prices good thru April — While Quantity Lasts

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
104 Maple

753-3161

Made Easy With

TAPPRA

Precision Cooking Machines

Modular Downdraft Cooktops
A system of "plug-in modular components make these remarkable Gas
and Electric Cooktops so versatile they car
converted from griddle to
grille and beyond, quickly and easily.

'
Mc

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

try, bake, or toast — is still the

The hearth is the soul of the
house, where the family gathers
for food, warmth and fellowship,
according to tradition.
While it's a bit hard to envison
the family gathered around the
microwave in these electronic
days (a nice evening by the fire in
five minutes), the stove — or
whatever is used to boil, broil,

centerpiece of a kitchen.
One variation on the stove is
the cooktop, a combination of
burners, grills and controls in a
horizontal panel, often installed in
island counters. An example is a
new gas downdrafl cooktop from
Modern Maid, which features
interchangeable cartridges for
double burners, griddle and rotisserie in addition to its grill. All

THIS TILLER
DOES TM
BACKWARDS.
I he Kubota A 1-705 tiller has countercall turn backwards in
%WI( coil or,v, Ards from the roots You'll
tintl it to be a big step forward on hardpacked and root-bound dirt.
•I'he AT70S also rotates
forward for preparing seedbed.
I .ike ordinary tillers All you have
to do is flip a lever. Two rotary
speeds can be &busted by simply reversing the chain
case.
It also has a 7 horsepower gasoline engine and unique steering clutches
on each wheel let you turn and maneuver easily. Handlebar% adjust up and
down,and suing side-to-side so you can walk alongside freshly-tilled rows,
instead of in them
(now in for a demonstration and see why backwards is forwards
rolaiing tine, that

Model 14-2589-10

36" Gas Modular Downdraft Cooktop
Comes with a grille (right side) and two gas burners

(left side)standard
•Optional griddle and rotisserie are interchangeable with Grille Grille
can be removed and replaced by burners•Quiet, high-efficie
ncy
downdrah vent system 111 Raised "spill-control' edges II Safe, sidemounted controls • Dual lift-out filters III Self-ventilating motor •
Attractive European styling MI Available in brushed chrome.

STEELEINALLIMITTEN

209 S. 3rd St.

753-5341

KUBOTA
Nothing like it on earth.

Keith's brim & Tractor Center
SO East Main
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759-9831

surfaces are '101m-coated, and
the unit has formed burner bowls
to catch boil-overs. The new
model, POT 193, replaces the earlier KGT 693, which the company
says was the first gas downdraft
cooktop in the industry.
Ovens and cooking appliances
that suspend under shelves may
be a good choice for small or
galley-style kitchens. The Spacemaker series from Black &
Decker includes under-the-cabinet
models of toaster .oven/broilers,
automatic drip coffee makers, a
hot-air popcorn center, and a can
opener. Compact countertop models of the toaster oven/broiler and
the combination microwave and
traditional oven and toaster also
work in limited space.
For Anglophiles and those with
classic tastes, there is the Aga II,
a scaled-down version of the
well-known British four-oven
stove (called a cooker in Britain)
that has been created for the
American market. The Aga II has
two ovens, uses continuous
radiant heat (from natural gas,
liquid propane or coal) and can

simultaneously broil, roast, simmer, bake, fry, stew, toast, boil
and grill. And yes, it has the front
rail for drying towels. The cooker
weighs 900 pounds in cast iron, is
hand made and hand enameled in
a number of colors. The stove is
custom -assembled at the consumer's home
Modern Maid and Black &
Decker products are widely available in stores. For information
about Aga II dealers, contact
AGA Cookers of North America
in Stowe, Vt., (802) 253-9727.
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Even small kitchens can make work area
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
You could make more work
and storage space in your present
home by thinking twice: Can the
area serve more than one purpose,
and is there available vertical
"air" space?
Even a small kitchen usually
can accommodate a multi-purpose
spot for household paperwork and
meal planning, according to Better Homes & Gardens' Remodeling Ideas magazine.
And consider wallspace and
doorspace in addition to floorspace, advises Judith Miley,
spokeswoman for Clairson International, makers of closet and
storage systems. You may have
more cubic footage available than
you realize.
The key to working out a
multi-purpose work space is to
figure out which tasks are done
regularly and base the design on
those needs.
If you cook and entertain frequently, then you probably can
use a desk for meal planning and

caused by use of other appliances
or temporary electrical outages.
Power strips or boxes with fused
protection against electrical
surges and spikes, available in
hardware and electronics stores,
shelves deep enough for cookbooks. The same area can double
as a family message, study and
computer center, complete with
wall-mounted cabinets, shelving,
bins, wallphone, stationery and
books.
You might choose a flat display
rack similar to those in stores if
many of the cookbooks are in
large formats. A stacked desk and
shelf combination for the personal
computer might be the best
choice if you manage household
accounts on a PC. Keep in mind
that reading and writing by hand
require a desk height of about 30
inches, while a a computer or
typewriter keyboard should be on
a surface about 26 inches high.
Also provide a stable power
source for the computer, which
can lose its memory or scramble
your work during power surges

`Move-up' buyers top
home-buying market
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
The hottest home-buying market today is keyed to the "moveup" buyer, the home-owner seeking larger, more luxurious and
comfortable housing, according to
a survey conducted by Better
Homes and Gardens Real Estate
Service.
"Finding a home that adequately suits a family's changing
lifestyle is one of the main motivations behind the move-up
rush," says Alen Sabbag, president of the real estate service.
"This accelerating trend is
making larger, more expensive
single-family homes and threebedroom city condos — homes
that fit the lifestyle and income
levels of one out of every three
American households counted as
part of the -baby boom generation
— the nation's most hotlypursued market," he says.
According to the survey, 57
percent of home buyers in l9813
fit the category of "move-up"
buyers.
A National Association of
Home Builders report says 66
percent of all home construction
is geared to the "move-up"
market.
These buyers are choosing
"neo-traditionalism" in their
housing, says Joan McCloskey,
executive building editor of Better Homes and Gardens magazine.
"They want a traditional exterior, including a return to the
porch, but a contemporary inter-

ior, with special attention aimed
at the entry," she says.
They also seek more space and
bigger rooms, she says, which
"can also mean more lighting
within rooms and ceiling heights
rising to nine feet and higher."

can be mounted easily to existing
outlets.
Use overhead shelves to store
small equipment and other items
you need frequently but want out
of the way. A cork bulletin board
mounted next to the wall phone
will cut down desktop clutter.
Miley suggests you analyze
each room for inventive ways to
make better use of the space you
have.
Your bathroom linen closet
could be turned into a miniature
laundry with a compact, stackable
washer-dryer (since it's often
right on plumbing mains), then
linens can be accommodated on
wall-running shelves in the bathroom or with tiered shelves in
part of a nearby closet outside the
room. If you are replacing the
tub, consider putting the new one
on a platform, with storage drawers in the platform step.
While you can maximize cubic
footage for storage as part of a
renovation project, there still are
ways to reorganize your existing
space without rebuilding, Miley
says. She suggests using stacking
shelves, double-hanging shelfand-rod combinations, vertical
dividers, wall-to-wall shelving, or
even automated revolving retrieval systems, which her company
markets under the Closet Maid
and Keiji trademarks. Most of
these pieces are based on coated
metal wire, with wood and
laminates.
You also can find useable
kitchen space by suspending
cookware and lightweight plants
from ceilings where there isn't

traffic, or hanging shallow,
coated-wire bins in existing
shelving. Put tiered shelves in
previously unused corners.
You can make space by mounting shoe shelves on closet walls
or on the interior sides of the
closet doors. Shallow shelves and
coathooks also can be mounted on
doors.

Remember safety and convenience. Plan storage of heavy items
between knee and shoulder
height, glide-out cabinet organizers for better visibility and
access, mobile storage pieces for
use as carts to transport
appliances, food or tableware to
other rooms, and adequate lighting throughout.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
OVER 20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

SOLID WOOD CABINETS
RAISED PANEL DOORS
*BIRCH *OAK •WALNUT •CHEHH •

GUNCASES • MANTELS • BOOKCASES
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
& BATH CABINETS
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING

753-5940
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE MURRAY OFF SOUTH 4TH BEHIND BUNNY BRL

VISIT OUR SHOWROOM

For Professional
Landscaping. .. See Us! ,

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab. All Quality Materials, No Seconds.
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Fertilizers, Insecticides & Fungicides
Residential & Commercial
FREE ESTIMATES

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And Written Warranty.
19 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
W/Hardboard Siding ,

Nikita Modals

Vinyl Skiing

1 1/2 CAR (12X20)
'19911 1 1/2 CAR (12X20)
2 CAR (1$X20)
'2675 2 CAR (111X20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
'2950 LARGE 2 CAR (22X22)
'3290 2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
2 1/2 CAR (24X24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30) 1875 LARGE 2 1/2 CAR (24X30)
(Plus Oft Level Lot) & Freight
YOUR SA77SFACTION IS OUR GOAL

'2425
$3095

PIN
$3675
$4375
-

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

WELBER, KY. - (502) 674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE
‘
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Home prices increasing in some areas, decreasing in others
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON (AP) — Housing industry officials doubt home
prices will decline significantly in
the near future, but falling mortgage interest rates mean both the
overall cost of buying a home and
monthly payments are dropping.
The median price of a new
home this year will be $127,200,
compared with $120,000 last
year, according to figures compiled by the Mortgage Bankers
Association. It says the median
price of an existing home will be
$96,500 in 1990, up from $92,600
in 1989.

ACE
Hardware
SUNSHINE
MAKERS

The median price means that
half of the homes cost more, half
less.
Some analysts say that while
housing prices may be falling or
leveling off in some areas, they
are not declining on a national
basis.
Jay Shackford, a vice president
of the National Association of
Home Builders, notes there are
"thousands of (housing) markets
around the country, each of which
has its own dynamics driving it"
— different economies, rates of
growth, types of households — so
that prices might be rising in
some areas while falling in

ACE
April
Bargains

BEST
BUYS

mutt
WPM K S
IASI

Simple Green-67.6 oz.
Concentrated off-purpose brodegrodoble degreoser/cleoner Sole enough for
loundry & strong enough for cor engines.

As Ad.etlesed
On
Nanonai I V

As Adrvottsed
On
Nononal I V

Ace 47" Shovel or
Spring Rake
47" ash handle round point shovel or
54" full coil chrome spring rote.

As Ad.settsed
On
,
No.conol TV

others.
Overall, Shackford says, the
Home Builders expect prices
nationally to increase at or slightly more than the general inflation
rate. The Labor Department's
Consumer Price Index was up 4.9
percent at an annual rate through
last November.
"New home prices should continue to outpace inflation, while
existing home prices should rise
at about the rate of inflation,"
says David Berson, chief economist for the Federal National Mortgage Association.
According to John Savacool, a
real estate economist with the
WEFA Group, a Bala Cynwyd,
Pa., forecasting organization,
"the last time home prices fell at
the national level was during the
Depression in the 1930s."
Writing in the current issue of
the National Association of Home
Builders' "Builder" magazine,
Savacool notes:
"Even following the stock
market crash in October 1987,
when 25,000 people lost their
jobs in the New York area, home
prices simply went flat for a year.
They did not decline on an annual
basis."
Other studies, however, suggest
that with the aging of the baby
boom and fewer births in the subsequent baby bust era, demand for
housing will decline, causing
property values to drop as well.
But whether home prices will
or will not decline, falling interest
rates are making monthly mortgage payments smaller and thus
affordable for more people.
Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corp. weekly surveys show rates
for 30-year fixed-rate mortgages
dropped from 11.22 percent last
March to 9.78 percent by year's
end.

Cellulose
Sponges-12 pk.
H.ghl I cbsorbeng ond duroble Comes in
o voret,of colors

•

For a person financing a
Another advantage of home
$75,000 home, a 10 percent rate ownership is that the mortgage
translates into monthly loan pay- interest payments are totally
ments of about $658, compared to deductible from federal income
about $714 for a rate of 11 per- taxes. Only 10 percent of the
cent, according to the Home interest on most other loans can
be deducted this year and none
Builders.
will be permitted in subsequent
For someone financing a
years.
$150,000 home, the lower rate
But while moderating interest
reduces total monthly prinicpal
and interest payments from about rates tend to help prospective
middle-income earners, many
$1,428 to $1,317.
The Mortgage Bankers Associ- first-time buyers are unable to
ation forecasts that interest rates qualify financially for a typical
will continue to drop this year to starter home.
The Realtors' most recent
9.4 percent on an annual basis.
Fannie Mae's Berson also expects affordability index for first-time
interest rates "to continue to drift buyers shows that during the third
downward for a few more quarter of 1989, first-time buyers
had only 71 percent of the income
months."
The National Association of needed to move from renting to
Realtors index measuring the owning.
And even if they earned
ability of a typical family to buy
a home stood at 105.8 last enough to make the monthly payNovember. That meant that a ments, many are unable to raise
family with a median income of the 5-to-20 percent down payment
$33,482 had 105.8 percent of the now required for many
income needed to buy a median- mortgages.
The Home Builders said the
priced existing home costing
home ownership rate for house$93,000.
The monthly principal and holds in the 25-29 age group fell
interest payment to finance that from 43.3 percent in 1980 to 35.4
home would total about 23.6 per- percent by mid-1989, and from
cent of that family's income, the 61.1 percent to 53.7 percent in the
30-34 age group.
Realtors said.
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Solar screens can be installed in place of regular insect screens
to help lower cooling costs. Many screens block up to 70 percent
of the sun's heat and glare before it retches your windows.

DESIGNER WHITE MICROWAVE
OVEN/VENT HOOD

DEPENDABLE
SECURITY

• Designer White cabinet
controls
• Independent countdown
timer
•Cook code Roast code
• 10 heat levels
• Touch controls

Ace Leather Pa/m
Glove With Cuff
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Ho

Free mo,,inq wing thumb Full lorefinger
linged.ps and continuous heel

• Thermometer probe
• Work light vent
• 1 0 Cu ft

Bypass Pruner
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*Magic Chef'

Precision ground carbon steel blades
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753-3361

Underwood Appliance
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Save 30%
On Installation
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Homeowners can refinish floors with tips about woods, stains
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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Floors may take the hardest
abuse of any part of your home,
but you can refinish them yourself, armed with some basic
knowledge about woods and
stains.
Here are some tips about floors
for do-it-yourselfers from FabuIon Products, which makes wood
finishes:
— To remove stains, crosssand the stained area, then sand
with the grain. Heavy stains may
need bleach. Deep discoloration
caused by water damage or pet
urine may call for board replacement or coverage with a dark
stain.
— Bleached areas may not
blend perfectly, but using a light

SP'R'ING

HOME
IMPROVEMENT

the

wood stain over the floor may
help.
— If you need to match a
repair but don't know what kind
of finish is on your floor, scrape
off a sample and send it to a lab
for testing. If in any doubt, you
may want to remove all the old
finish.
— To find out if your floor had
been pre-finished with wax,
scrape near the edges for evidence of wax buildup. Or apply
ammonia and let it stand; if it
turns white, wax is present.•
— If a floor has been maintained with wax, the only way to
prepare it for refinishing is to
remove all the old finish by sanding. If you don't want to refinish
the floor, try blending worn spots
with more wax.
— You don't necessarily have
to remove all the old finish to
maintain the floor. If the finish
hasn't been worn down to the
bare wood and is free of wax and
grease buildup, all you need to do
is sand with 100-grit or finer
sandpaper, vacuum thoroughly,
and recoat. Most floors can be
recoated up to six times before
complete removal is needed.
— You usually can rent power

equipment to carry out a refinishing project. These will include a
drum sander, a disc edge sander
and an industrial vacuum cleaner.
Average cost is around $50 per
day. Sandpaper sheets cost about
$2.25, discs 85 cents. Rental
stores will usually allow you credit on unused sandpaper, so be
sure to ask for enough. Coarser
grades last longer than fine-grit
papers, which need to be changed
regularly.
— The average floor — 10 feet
by 12 feet, or 150 square feet —
takes about five hours to sand and
coat. Let the first coat of finish
dry overnight before applying the
second coat. Let the floor dry for
24 to 36 hours befgre replacing
furniture.
— Pick finishes appropriate to
use. Clear acrylics work well in
bedrooms and living rooms, dry
quickly without strong odor and
can be applied over existing
coats, new wood, or a primersealer. Polyurethanes take longer
to dry and do not blend or patch
well, but they produce a hard finish and can be used in bedrooms,
living rooms, kitchens and baths.
— You can sand a pre-finished
floor one or two times and a
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Deal of the. Decade Sale,
ivery Ingersoll TractorIt?'
i.

30% OFF
BUT HURRY
1100E1 112T1-12 HP
THESE ROCK BOTTOM
YARD TRACTOR
43rngs I Siam Enprie
SALE PRICES
•4Z se Mu*
INCLUDE
•Lat Pro $2495
[....
EXTRA FACTORY DISCOUNTS
Cash
GOOD FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY
Pin
CALL FOR DETAILS TODAY"
Fero Ro
*a

$1740

SrAMS
HEATING & COOLING
HEADQUARTERS

1100E1. 3012.12 tft
GARDEN TRACTOR
44yeeic Dire
.39' Maar hde3e1
(at Pro $4417
Car
Pno
Frio Ace SIMer ticst

$3092

• U

Vit
MODEL •116-19 NP
GARDEN TRACTOR
*Oak Drive
.411" libre Neu*
•tet Price Wel
Cmh
Pro
Force Pro SA tker

$3767

• .

om.... .
e
....iiWill C)
#

MODEL 403-11 If
GARDEN TRACTOR
44ytrak Dew
•49' lbw Moe
sopa 4020-30 SAIDEN 1IA000
•Lst Pnce 91:314
• HydrauNc DOW
CaM
• 48" Mower Included
Pro
• List Pric• 18847
Fonts i•ict Self ice
NC) INTEREST IL IMY 1, 1900
NO PAYMENTS TI .ARIE 1 1•0
P.o• 111/01,14 NOM
oFt
MAKING FOR LS LOIN AS 39 APR
SEE DEALER FOR CETAILS
OP Wood Colt Thicep
JI Cam Coot Cap

$4420

$4653

[Kenmore
• Motions rely on Kenmore
for their heating and
cooling needs
• Our nigh efficiency
models could he10
reduce your energy
costs
iSeere Authorised Installation Florid
753-2310
811-Alr Center

Ingersoll

SALE EXTENDED THRU APRIL 30!

ME

Pita palate crilly al ;anomaly deem
Stip kiwi dmenekn chow NOT
INCLUDED

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street, Murray • 1939 N. 8th St., Paducah
(502) 753-3062
(502) 444-0110

three-quarter-inch oak or pine
floor about six times before
replacement. Each sanding will
remove about one thirty-second
of an inch of wood.
The company recommends
keeping your floor in good condition with regular vacuuming and

set

damp mopping with clear water
when needed, using water sparingly. A cloth dampened with
mineral spirits will remove heel
marks. To renew the luster, damp
mop with a mixture of white vinegar and water (six ounces of vinegar to a gallon of water).

Save on the high
cost of buying
expensive lawn and
garden equipment -

RENT YOUR
TOOLS!
We carry a
complete line of
gardening and lawn
tools.
-Lawn Mowirs
'Aerators
'Seeders
•Thatcherizers
'Wheelbarrows
'Tillers
'Rakes, Hoes and
Shovels
•Plus A Lot More!
Enjoy the fun of
putting in your
own garden and
maintaining a
beautiful lawn
without the expense
of tool and
equipment upkeep.
Stop by and see
our complete lawn
and garden rental
center today.

-
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REMODEL
WITH
\NmN1'APLACCM
IhSTALLATICAS,,.
Frigidaire Wall Oven

Vargo*
laFrigidaire •

Frigidaire Compact 30
Range
Model R-5300
•Intinite Heat Controls
•Dual Radiant
Baking System

'349

Model RG-94BF
•Cook Master Control
•Glass Window
Double Wall Oven
•Electra Clean
(seix Cleaning) $699
•Electronic
Clock & Timer

'349
Microwave
Model MVH1190E

Frigidaire Cooking Top
RB '31C

Give you
fashion.

A kitchen is made "homey" with a rich mix of patterned fabrics
and wallcoverings as shown above.

.;..
-1.7.
,
y-nraorm-moriwrigvapest

•Infinite Heat Controls
•Spill-Saver Top

179
Food
Waste
Disposer
•E-Z Mount
Installation
•Heavy Duty
1/3 HP Motor

$49

Frigidaire Dishwasher
Cyclei eav y Soil

•
$299••EnergiSaver

•Saves Valuable
Counter Space
.2-Speed
Exhaust Fan

$399

HURRY-LIMITED TIME OFFER!
NO PAYMENTS
NO FINANCE CHARGES FOR 90 DAYS!

F0-3000D

Hopkinsville Federal Savings
Bank has the mortgage money
that you need and home financing may not be as expensive as
you think! There are mortgage
plans available that can fit your
situation. For those who qualify,
90% financing is available. •
OOOOOOO.

WARD a ELKINS
Court Square, Murray

HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK

753-1713

ii

Call Now!
7th &

Main, Murray
753-7921

THI
4720

rics

j
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20" Murray Promo
Push Mower
.3'/2 H P Briggs
Engine
•Manual Height
Adjustment
Every Day
Low Price

Outdoor
Extension
Cord
•100 Foot
•16/3 Wire
Reg. 9.94

Decorative
Pine Bark Mulch
-Covers 2 Cu. Ft.

Reg. 2.27

12 H.P. Lawn Tractor
by Murray
.5 Speed Tranaxle
•1'/2" to 4'/2" Cutting Height
-Full Floating 36 Cutting Deck
#5-36508X92
Low Price Every Day

Brinkman
Solar Max
Outdoor
Light
-Solar Power
•No Wiring
.Automatic On
at Dusk
#SL-3
Reg. 34.97

Give your windows a fresh look with an exciting new window
fashion. Only your imagination is the limit.

Organic Peat, Cow
Manure or Top Soil

••

Reg 1,68

Pre-Season Sale
Above Ground
Pool Kits
4
••

—

SMC
52"
Ceiling Fan

Buy Early,
SAVE NOW!

.4 Blade -Dual Hang
IDC52A Reg. 39.93

-=-= BEST PRICES
OF THE
•••=w

.oniCO

rni

7 Ft. Deep End - 25 Mil. Liners
--Experienced Installers--

Miracle Gro
Plant Foods

indeGn

•Miracle Gro For Roses
•Miracid Miracle Gro
For Tomatoes

A00
Reg 448

Park Bench'
•48"x22'12"x27'/2"
.Hardwood Slats
Reg. 29.96

Workman's Choice
20" Tool Box
•Larps Capon!),
-Red Enamel Float',
•Froo 15' 0409•1
To Row Ind

Reg. 15.96

'Our 11th Season Making Families Happy-

WAI:MART

"THE POOL SHOP. LTD."
4720 Reidland Road, Paducah, KY. 42003
502-898-3666
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INK •111111
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Sale Prices Good Thru 4/22/90
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
Hwy. 641 North, Murray

41.0

•

1
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DREAM HOME
LOANS
MORTAGE
HOME MOVEMENT
HOME EQUITY

PEOPLES BANK
MAIN OFFICE - 500 MAIN AT 71-1
NORTH BRANCH- NORTFT 12111 AT CHESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH-SOUTH 12TH AT STORY
502-753-3231

EQUAL
HOUSING
LENDER
MEMBER FDIC

